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TrtE.FOREDONE B~EFITS AND COSTS OF A PREVENTFD B.IRTH: 

Conceptuai Problems. and an ·Aeplication to the U.A.R.* 

Introduction: 

1. Among the chief' problems that many underde~eloped c o~ntr ie s 
. I 

face today 1 is the "problem of overpopulB.tion." As a res:ult of the large 

drop in death rates following World War II, the rate of population gro-wth 

has accelerated .. to an extent which seriously· jjnperils the success of many 

efforts at economic development • . Since the manipulation of death rates 

cannot b~ considered a policy variable 1 various studies have tried to 

investigate the effect of a lower fertility on eco~omic development. 

Attempts to quan~i.fy this relationship have taken tw·o forms. The first 

is that of Coale and Hoover,~ who us~ various assumptions which enable 

them to trace the. path of per capita income with and without a reductior: 

in fertility. 

* This paper is an abbreviated version of part of my unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, "Benefits and Costs of Population Control with Special 
Reference to the U.A.R. (Egypt), "Harvard University, 1967., (Hence
forth this source is referred to as BCPC). It is Contribution i~ o. 37 
from the Harvard Center for· Population Studies. I wish to thank 
Professor H. Leibenstein for many helpful comments. This research 
was supported with a grant from the Harvard Center for Population · 

. StUdies, for which grateful acknowledgment is made. 
· y A.J. Coale and E.M. Hoover~ Population Gro~th and Ec~IJg_mic Develop

ment in Low Income Countries, Princeton University Press, 1958. 
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. . . l/ . 
The second, ·· introduced by Enke,- is to treat investment in population 

. . control as any other econOmic .project, ara to work ·out a benefit...cost · 

a.nalysis of · such · an investment. Very br:t!.ef'ljr, the essence of this 

approach is to work out the consumption and productivity streams of an 

unbor~ child1 and - after appropriate discounting - to subtract the 

latter from the former to get· the net economic benefits ·of preventing 

a birth. These benefits are measured in terms of the income stream 

that becomes available to the econOJT\Y as a whole, as a result of 

·· preventing one birth. Tald.ng this approach as 6ur starting pointJ, the 

object·· of this paper is (a) to refine and extend this analysis, . both 
. . . . i ' 

by working out the ·upper ·am lower limitu of the above benefits, as well 

as trying to include additional effects that are capable of being quanti

f~ed, and (b) to explicitly e.nalyzo tho o.sSWJptiocs nnd hence limitt..tions 

of such a procedure. To this end, we can conveniently break down the 

discussion .of this paper into three separate parts. The first is a 

descri,ption of the various effects and their combination in a benefit

cost criterion. The second considers the conceptual problems arising out 

of the application of such a criterion, and the · third applies our; frame

work to the case of the u.A.R., in order to get an estimate ~f the 

-various magnitudes involved• 

!/ s. Ehke, "The Gains to India from Population Control: Some Money 
Heasures and Incentive Schemes," The Review of Economics and 
Statistics, Vol. XLII, No. 21 May 1966, pp. 17~-181, and also nThe 
Economics of Government Payments to Limit Population,n Economic 
Develwent and Cultural Change, Vol. VIII, No. 41 July 1960, PP• 
339-3 • The conceptual framework is also outlined in Economics for 
Development, Prentice-Hall Inc., 19631 Chapter 20 and in 11 The Economic 
Aspect of Slowing Population Growth,. "Economic Journal, Vol. LXXVI, 
Harch 1966. 
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. I - The Benefit ...Cost Criterion: 

2. The effect of ·preventing a specified number of births can 

affect per capita incOme thro~ several possible paths. First., and 

almost by definition the per capita income is increased because the 

unborn child would have added nothing to production, whereas he would 
: ' 

have been a consumer. Thus, the same national output is divided among 

a smaller population~ · This is so in the short-run!! when the size of 

the labor force i ·s . unaffected by what is hapl:>ening to fertility. In a 

lo~er perspective, however, the ·Jriborn child w~uld have joined the labor 

force, so. that output is smaller in the lower f~tility case. This 

reduction is measured by the marginal product of labor. Thus the net 

., , . benefits of this ilii.tial effect can be measured by the difference 

between the ·consumption streall'i and produ~ti vity stream of an unborn 

child. 

Second, as a . result of the initial increase in per capita 

income, either consumption per worker and/or savings per worker will 

rise. This in turn will increase the rate of growth of income. Hence, 

not only is the same national output being divided among fewer people, 

but also the national ·output itself may be larger, as a result of a 

lower fertility. Let us look at how this can occur. 

4.. First it · can occur through the 'Wage productivity effect, 

which has been analY~ed by H~ Leibenste~n.!/ The basis of this ·effect 

is that the increased food consumption resulting _from the initial increase 

y The 11 short-run11 'is· defined here as the length of time between birth 
and the average age at which persons enter the labor force. 

y Ho Leiberistein, Economic Backwardness and · Economic Growth, Ne-w York, 
1951, Ch. 6, PP• 62-69. 
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in per capita income will lead tc1 an increased supply of effort resulting 

in a greater output. The strength of the relationship betw·een increased 

income per capita ahd greater output depends on the following intervening 

links: It depends on ( i) the marginal propensity to cons'UJTle food, ( ii) 

the resulting increased cal.orie i.ntake, (iii) the increased supply of 

effort, (iv) the marginal product of effort. 

5.· The greater the magnitude of relationships ( i) through ( iv), 

the greater the magnitude of the ~age productivity effect. In the con

text of underdeveloped countries, the existence of such an effect implies 

that (i) the per capita consumption is below· the minimum calorie require

ments and (ii) that the marginal pr~duct of effort is not zero. Even 

when this effect is present, one must allow fo~ the fact .that it is only 

the consumption of workers that adds to output •. · Thus one must only take 
i . 

into account the proportion of the initial increase in income that goes 

to members of the labor force, and only in those periods of the year 

where there is no seasonal unemployment. 

6. Next; turning to the savings effect, we note that the total 

output may be larger because of changes in savings patterns resulting 

from the initial increase in income. Here it is worth noting that the 

relevant changes are those that ¢ccur in. savirigs per worker and not 

savings per· head. (Since, in the short-run the size of the labor force 
I . 

is constant, requirmg more savings per worker is the same as requiring 

larger totai savings). Because the population is smaller in the lmv 
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fertility case, a higher savings per head need not imply more capital 

per worker.!/· It . is the latter ~hich ·.is necessary to secure a hi;sher 

rate .of growth of output. · Thus, in the short-run what is necess~y 

are larger total savings, and not merely more savings per head w~ereas 

in the long-run - when the labor force is smaller in the low fertility 

case - even the same total savings result in more capital per worker and 

which is beneficial. 

1/ Here it is worth noting the difference between the wage productivity 
and the savings ·effect. In the former if the marginal propensity to 
consume (out of the increased per capita income) is. the same as 
the average one, then there will still be an increase in output, be
cause workers -will be getting more food per head. ~lith the sav:ings 
effect, however, a marginal propensity to save (out of the increased 
per capita income) that is equal to the avei'age one; will. only lead 
to an increase in savings per head, but not to an increase in savings 
per worker. Hence, there are no benefits of increased output. The 
latter arise onlY if1 and to the ext~nt that, the marginal propensity 
to save· exceeds the average one. Tha reason f or this difference is 
that all capital is used by the labor force, whereas it consumes 

·only part of total consumption. This means t hat in order to increase 
capital per worker, total savings must increase, {which in turn 
means that marginal savings must exceed average ones), whereas it is 
not necessar.y for total consumption t.o increase, in order to raise 
consumption per head. The latter can occur by s'Witching food from 
the 11 non-labor11 force to the labor force. In the case of a prevented 
birth, this would occur because part of the consumption that the 
unborn child would have used up, is diverted to the labor force. 
Hence,_ food intake· per worker is increased, even with the same total 
consumption. 
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1. Combining the above threel6ffects we shall measure the net 
. . . 

foregone benefits of a prevented l)irth by applying the following formula: 

-i- Yi + r($-S) ! [ Yi . 
(l+:r)1 . i j · (1-tr)J 

i ~ j 

+ r [ 
i 

where y i = ( c1 - mp1 ) ( l-q1 ) and where the summation extends to the end 

of our time horizon. 

8. In this expression the symbols have the following meanings: 

ci = annual foregone consumption of the unborn child betl'reen ages i 

and (i + 1). 

mpi = annual .foregone production (the marginal product of labor) of the 

unborn _child between ages i . and · ( i + 1). 

q:l= probability of death between ages i . and (i + 1). "1 .- qj._11 is 

therefore,the probability of sutvivai. 

Yi= is,therefore1 the net income stream of an unborn child, allowance 

being made for the possibility that that _ unborn child may have 

died at various ages. 

1( One other effect which we do not consider is the possibility that 
different fertility patterns will affect the capital-output ratio. 

· The argwnent here is that a reallocation of resources a'\vaY from 
sectors with a high capital-output ratio (such as housing) will lead 
to a faster rate of growth of output. The reason for not considering 
such an effect is threefold: First 1 onlY .a smaJ.l proportion of total 

· investment can be thought of as beL1g linked to population., Second, 
even here the relationship is -not clear. Housing for instance is 
related . to urbanization as well as changes in f amily size, and the 
relationship between the latter two and a reduction in fertility is 
not direct. Finally, even if there is a reallocation ·of investment, 
the time lag is so long that even moderate .discotinting would make 
this effect quantitativelY negligib~e. 
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f =·marginal propensity to consume food! by the labor force in periods 

. of the year when ·there is no seasonAl unemployinent. 

k ·= a constant that converts expenditures on food into an extra 

supply of effort· via increased calorie intake. 

h = the marginal product of effo:rt. · 

Xi= the cost of education between ages i and (i + 1). 

r = discount factor. ~ marginal product or capital. 

S =propensity to save before. the reduction in fertility. 

s = propensity to save out of the increased per capita income. 

· This expression is the net income stream ~e available to 

the econo~ as a result. of preventing ~ne birth. · Its first term is U1e 

net discounted consumption stream minus productivity stream of an unborn 

child, which is our first effect. · The second term is the wage-produc-

tivity effect, lVhereas the last tuo terms are the savings effect for 

individuals and the government respective~. The rea~on for making a 

distinction between both, is that different assumptions may be justified 

in each case. For individuals there is very little information as 

regards the relationship between demographic trends and savings behavior.!/ 

!( The theoreticai relationships betwe~ .savings behavio~ and the rate 
of the population growth have been analyzed by P. Demeny in "Demographic 
Aspects . of Saving, Investment, Employment and Producti vi ty11 , Paper 
No. 46o; United-Nations. World Population Conference, Belgrade, 1965. 
The discussion is inconclusive and there are no empirical studies at 
the micro-level of the relationship between family size and savings 
in less developed countries. However, some unpublished work sho'W'S 
that the depeJ¥iency .. burden is an important explanatory variable in 
accounting . for · differences in gross domestic savings among a large 
sample of developed and less developed count ries. 
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9. To return to our expression, it is s~en that each o!' its 

terms correspond to one of our effects. It may be helpful to see the 

interaction of these. etfecta v.ith the aid of a diagram. In ~art I of 
. ' 

. Figure One the increased consumption. per head re.sulting . from the pre-

vention of a specified .nUlilber of t.irtha, is measured ·on the vertical 

axis while the increased savings per worker is measured on the horizont~l 

axis. In Part II we show· the effect of the increased consumption per 
. . 

head on the.increased income per head during th$ cUrrent period--i.e. 

income per head today. This curv• subSUZ!les roa.rd relationships behind 
. I ; . 

iti that have already been mentio:ned. In particular the following 

leakages account for the fact that it exhibits diminishing returns: (1) 

Only part of the increased .consumption per head results in increased 

food intake per head. ( 2) . Not all of the ·increased food intake per 

head goes to people who are in th43 labor fo~ce. · (3) Because of seasonal 

unemployment in agriculture the increas.ed foOd intake during some parts 

of the year does not result in an increased .supply of effort. (4) 

Because of diminishing returns to factor eq~al lncreases in the supply of 

effort lead to less than proportional increases in output. In ~t III, 

assuming all savings are invested, the increased capi tal per worker is 

plotted against the increased income ·per. head that it is like\v to gener

ate in !!! future time periOds. Here, too,diminishing returns to c<:.pital 

are shown. Finally in Part IV w·e see the alternatives that are possible 

between income. today or in the future1 ani t~e preference -vrill determine 

what proportion of the . increased income is saved ·and '\vhat pro~x;rtion is 

consumed. Enlarging Part IV w·e can think of 02 as · the point at which 

the econo~ would have been if there had been no r ed cti on i n fertility. 
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The initial increase in per capita income can be thought of as providing 

0203 more of present income. Then this increased income could be either 

wholly consumed or saved. I! it were· all constlJ'bed 1 the increased income 
- I , 

-would be 03C. If on the other hand it w·ere :all saved, th~ income increase 

in the future . l-Jould be OJS• Note that all the sequence pt>rtrayed in 

figure one refers to the foregone consumption and production stream of 

the unborn child during one year (all variables have an i subscript). 
. ,--.- . ; 

If -we .sum these benefits over all. y~ars, arui discount appropriatelY we 

~ould get our previous expression. 

10. In concl:usion, it may be helpful to point out that underlying 

all the above effects, is the change in the age distribution of the popu

lation, that accompanies the lo'toJer fertility. In the short-run our 

initial impact effect is a consequence of this, since it is the fact that 

(a) the labor force is .unchanged while (b) the proportion of young people 

who consume but do not work decrease&,that allows output per worker to 

remain unchanged while output per person increases. This initial increase 

in per capita income is in turn :the basis of the wage productivity effect. 

Also the lower dependency burden is often one of the reasons for expecting 

larger total (private) savings. Finally, this changed age-distribution 

may influence both the total amount of government savings - because it 

allows resources that are devoted to the 11 consumption11 of the young such 

as education to be diverted to material capital formation - as well as 

its allocation between different sectors. Thus the altered age-distribu-

tion turns out .to be a major factor underlying all our effects. 
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I~ - The Applicability of our Criterion: 

11. Before proce8dtng to apply our framework to the case of the 

U .A.R., it is ~ell to discuss explic.itly the assumptions, and hence 

limitations of the criterion developed above. At the outset, three 

. points are vtorth emphasizing. The first is that our criterion vie"w-rs 

children exclusively as investment goods - no account being taken 9f 

the satisfaction of the parents derived fr.Jm the t•consumption " of 

their children. In an overpopUlated and underdeveloped country, it can 

safely be assumed that the "social welfare function" - as opposed to 

the individual one-should not pay attention to such aspects. This brings 

. us to the second point which is rel .1ted, but distinct from, the above. 

This is that the returns from investment are viewed exclusivelY from 

the point of view of the country rather than the family.1/ The 

discrepancies between ·both approaches can be large. For instance, from 

the point of view of the family, the two main returns from 11 investing" 

in a child are (a) the earnings. of the child, once he starts to work, 

and (b) the child as a source of old-age securitY: • . As far as (a ) goes, 

'tvhat an individual is paid may be very different· f rom the marginal product 

!1 For an analysis of the child as a consumption good, see G. Becker, 
"An Economic Analysis of FertilitY'~ ·in Demo~aphic and Economic 
Change in Developed Countries, Universities - National Bureau of 
Economic Research, Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University 
Press, 1960. For an analysis of the child from the point of view· of 
the family see H. Leibenstein, Economic Backwardness and Economic 
Growth, New York, 1957, Chapter 10, pp~ 161-165 • 

. , 
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of labor - which is his contribu·.::.ion to society. As far as (b) goes, 

preventing a birth may increase rather than diminish old-age security, 

from the point of view of society. This is so because a low·er fertility 

reduces the proportion of dependents to the la'tor force .l/ This means 

that the former (both the older groups and the "unprevented" or remaining 

young ones) can get !!!2!:! expepdititre per head in the form of old-age 

security in the low _fertility case. 

12 . The third point is that the benefits of our criterion assume 

that the birth is permanently prevented. If it is delayed, the benefits 

\lould be smaller dependirig on the form of the delay. This point is 'tvorth 
I . 

m.aking· because the benefits compu.tec: accorc!ing to our criterion are 

often compared with the costs of a family pla:nning program and the latter 

ones are found to be relatively insignificant. However, this comparison 

is legitimate only if the birth is permanently prevented. If it is 

merely delayed (as for instance if the initial acceptors in a family 

planning program are middle class urban 'Women, who have not yet had the 

number of children they desire), then the costs of a f amily pl~'ri.ng 

1/ For a general treatment of the determinants of the age distribution 
see A.J. Coale, 11 The Effects of Changes in Hortality and Fertility 
on Age Composition," Hilbank Hernorial Fund Quarterly, January 1956. 
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program are unchanged, but the net foregone benefits may be greatly 

affected, depending on the form of the delay.!/ 

13. Having cleared these points, there remains one disturbing 

aspect about our criterion which sholUd be cleared up. This is that 

there is a built- in bias in our criterion that ensures that benefits 

\-j ill al1-Jays exceed costs. This is as it should be for the case of the 

overpopulated and underdeveloped countries of today, but what. is troubling 

is that this should also be the case for both (a) the developed countries 

of today and (b) those same countries in their early period of industrial-

ization in the nineteenth century o In J.ihe latter case, our criterion 

would have shown large benefits from populatiort cohtrol, whereas the 

subsequent development .of these countries shows their economic growth to 

have been highly successful, partly because of the stimulating effects of 

lf As a simple. but tmrealistic example, consider a -w·oman who in the 
absence of a family planning program had a chi1d every ~hree years. 
Assume that she joins the program for one year, drops out, a.Yl.d 
then immediately has a child. As a result of this, . there is a four 
year gap between her latest births. If it is further assumed that 
her next child follows after two years _and that all following births 
are unaltered, then all that has happened is that the birth has 
been delayed for one year. The foregone benefits are the ·u1come 
stream of the unborn child minu3 the income stream of the born one. 
The absolute magnitude of both streams is the same, but discounting 

· introduces a difference and determines the benefit. Other forms of 
delay can be imagined in which women do not catch up on lost time; 
but simply go on to have the same children over a longer total span 
of time. Here the benefits would be larger because several children 
are delayed. In general, the influence of discou ting is such, that 
even "minor" fo1·ms of delay, result in benefits that are quantitatively 
larger tha.n the government exp~ditures required to prevent one birth. 
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population grmvth. True, we .have no way of checking whether these rates 

of· population growth 'ti'ere "optimal," but at the very least they did not 

appear to hinder economic development. · Under the circumstances, there 

appears to be an inconsistency between our criterion and the observed 

historical experience. It is th:.s that has lead us to spell out the 

reasons and :implications o! the bias in our criterion. To this vJe now 

turn. 

14. 
1/ 

The large positive bias in expression (1)- arises because 

the initial effect is all-Jays large and positiv~ (~s a consequence of 
. . . 

this the -wage-productivity and/or savings effects are also positive and 

further add to the benefits), This is due · to · three reasons .£1 The first 

is that the average consumption is being compared with marginal procuct. 

In the long-run, average consumption and average production are identical. 

Ho-w·ever, -whereas an unborn child co:.'lsumes, through his lifetime, as much 

as the average person, his marginal output falls short of the average. 

In the following paragraphs, ani as was pointed out above, the child 
is viewed exclusively as ~~ investment good. If. the consumption 
aspects were also allowed for, ·am asSwning that children are a joy 
to their parents, ~e would have to include the satisfaction that 
parents would have derived from their children: as well as the satis
faction of. the latter from "being alive," to the cost side of · 
preventing a birth. In practice, this presents insuperable . problems 
of putting a subjective value on human life, as \~ell as interpersonal 
and intertempOral comparisons of utility • . In prL1ciple, however, 
this point may reduce the pos:ttive bias in our criterion. 
Besides these, s. Enke lists other (minor) reasons for this bias. 
See, "The Econom:i,c · Aspects ••• " ~. ill•, fo6tnote to p $ 56. 
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Insofar as the difference between the average and marginal output is a 

measure of the extent of the pr.essure ·· on limited ·resources, this source 

of bias is legitimate. If it were the only source of bias, it would not 

lead to the inconsistencies noted at the end of the previous paragraph. 

However, there are two other reasons for a large positive bias. The 

first is that the consumption and productivity sttieams are discounted. 

Since consumption starts immediate~ after birth, whereas production is 
. . 

delayed for at least ten to fi,fteen years, even moderate discounting 

greatlY exaggerates the ditfer~1ce between tl1e present value of both 

streams. The second is that -throughout, · consumption is treated as a 

cost - and, hence, the foregone consumption of the unborn child as a 

benefit. In general, it is not clear why ·this .should be so, although 

it is certair~y legitimate in some instances. Let us then look at the 

implications of {a) discounting and. (b) treating for egone consumption 

as a benefit. 

15. The discount rate that is used is meant to reflect both the 

time preference of society I as well as t he productivity of capital. The 

existence of a preference for the present ns given by Bohm-Bawerk is in 

terms of (i) the shortness of' life, (ii) the deficiency of the :i.magina

t .ion and (iii) limited ·willpower. Of these three, we .may assume that 

the last two are not present in the farsighted leaders of a society - i.e. 

that, if at a1l present, they are limited to the ""private" rather than 

social time preference. ·As ~or the first reason, i t s presence depends 

essentia.lly on what exactly we mean by 11 society." I f w·e t ake this t o 

mean the individuals that compose it, then the first reason i s a valid 
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basis for time-preference. On the other hand1 if we view .society as an 

abstract entity that never. dies - altnough the individuals that compose 

it do - then even the first basis of time-preference is invalid. This 

may explain to ~ome extent the paradox outli,ned above. From the point 

of view of the persons living in the nineteE:nth .century in countries that 

subsequently experienced rapid economic growth, it may have been valid 

to advocate a policy of po1Ulation limitation. Viewing the matter from 

th~ present, ho-wever, and looking at a certc.J.in country as an abstract 

entity; it is ·doubtfUl whether .We could endorse such a ~.Y1licy. Thus our 

criterion does not lead to inconsis~encies so long as it is - r~rr~mbered 

that the benefits that are being considered are those accrUlllg to the 

people that are livin.g at the time the policy recommendation is made. 

Ta.kirlg this point a step :f'l.lrther, "'e can say t~t . by sp(;ci.fy:.."l._; t-Jh~.c;l! age 

group within a population we are particularly interested· in, "to;j.:.l determine 

the length of OUr time hcrizono . For instaJ~~3, 1! our tL'r.·3 horizon ~-tends 

to · the average eJq;~;;tat:ton of life at birth, then our net be~1efits are 

those that accru:a to children being bern today.. Those \-lho are older '\-rill 

reap only part of those benefits. A~Lt.ernati .. !ely, if we take the t.ime 

horizon t? be, say only ten y~) :trs, th~n t~~.;2e benci'its accrue to all those 

who . have a ro:nai.n.ing e:xpt.-~~tati -:-~~. of lJ.fe, e~cceeding ten yaarso tve may, 

therefore, c~~nclude, .tha.t the -u.::a of a (high) din~~tmt rate ~~plies that 

we are considering the bent3fits for people ali va today; rather than 
. . 

for. society in an !.'.bstrc?.t.!t ser z~8 , and. · that the lG.L'lgth of the time horizcn 

implicitly determi,ne·s ~1hich a.g~ 2.~ou.p tJe have in 1:ri.nd. 
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Turning next to the treatment 6£ foretone cons~tion as a 

benefit, it is .to be noted that this is by no means obvious or n~cessary. 

!ndeed, there are VariOUS . Cll"'Cumstances in Which Consumptioh could be 

assufned to exert a stimulating effect on economic grat..rth. The crucial 

point is ~hether and to what extent L~su!ficient demand constitutes 

a bottleneck· on economic gro~th~ If insufficient demand is a serious 
. . I . 

bottleneck, then populaticn growth may be ~enefioial by stimulating 

consumption. 'This st:i.mUlating mechanism can take one of three forms. 

Faster population grol>Jth leads to ~ l.al'ger total consumption (even vJith 

no changes in per ~a pita co~st~nption), whj:ch by allowing the full 

eA~loitation of economies of scale, may make the ~troduction of cert~in 

industries profitable. ·Second, by leading to a faster rate of growth of 

total consumption, ·faster population grol-1th can, via the acceleration 

mechanism, lead to a faster rate of grov7th of output. Finally, differ-

entials in the rate of growth may have beneficial effects on consumption. 

This latter argument is that of Kuznets,Y ani it can be summarized as 

follow·s: because. the differenti~ rate of population growth both as 

bet 'Ween urban and rura.l areas, and as betl.Jee:J. the higher and lo1~er income 

groups, has moved historically in an opposite direction to the gro~th in 

economic opportunities, economic growth, when it had succeeded, was 
' ; 

accompanied ·by a tremendous geographical. and social mobility. A migrant 

into the cities is likely to consume a higher proportion of his income 

than his co\L"'lterpart in the country because of the different values 

11 s. Kuznets, 11 Population G:-o1-Jth and .Aggregate Output, " in Demographic 
and Economic Chance in DP"TtJlQP~~~r:~~'- Universities 1'Jational 
Bureau of Econo..'Tlic Research, · Princeton Univers-ity Press, 1960c 
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prevailing in urban areas. He is also Jikel.y to respond and switch more 

quicklY to the new and expanding industries. Both factors have a 

stimulating effect on economic growth. 

In the light of the foregoing we may ask in what cases in.;. 

sufficient demand is a bottleneck to economic growth • . Taking the case 

of the developed countries of .tod~ first, we observe that by looking 

at the various theories of . growth that are an outgrowth of the Keynesian 

framework (Harred-Domar and their offshoots) ir.1e see aggregate demand 
. . 

occupying a central position. Here ~e w~uld argue that the dpportunity 

to invest is an important bottleneck. Modern .corporations have huge 

amounts of capital at their disposal ·in the form of Undistributed profits. 

Alternatively they are able. to raise all the capital they require if the 

investment opportunity is ~here. ·This . is so from a long-term point of 
. . 

. . . . 

view even though they may experience temporary difficulties of financing 

in times of credit restriction. They also have the necessary skilled 

manpower and the .managerial abilities of organization, . so that their 

chief problem is one of finding an outlet for their products rather than 
. 1/ 

satisfying a pre-existing demand.- In this creation of demand,popula-

tion groltlth is an important stimulating fac;:tor, although less so than at 

the time A. Hansen w·as developi.Dg his stagnation . thesis .'Y This is 

because of the increasing rate of technological . progress during the postwar 

!/ This is the thesis of J.K. Galbraith, The Affluent Society, New York, 
1958. See especial.ly Chapter XI., on "The Dependence Effect." 

y A •. Hansen, "Economic Progress and Declining Population Growth," ~
ican Economic Review·, Vol. niX, No. 11 Part ·1, ~ch, 1935. 
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period. · Without wishing .to assign a particular weight to the population 

factor, the point that .the faster rate of ~oWth bf consumption associat~ 

with a faster rate of population gr:owth has both cost· ani benefit elements 

v1hich are not reedily separable remains ·valid. 

18. Next taking the case .of underdeveloped countries of the 

nineteenth century am comparing them With those of today, we observe that 
. I 

they differ in one fundamental respect.. The ·best summary of this differ

ence is in a paper .by H. Wallich.!/. Very briefly put, the thesis is 

that in the development of the advanced countries of today the driving 

force was the entrepreneur, the process was innovation ani the goal was 

the enriclunent of the entrepreneur. This pictl.lre, which is portrayed 

in Schumpeter's theory of economic development, no longer reflects the 

situation as it is todq. Instead the impetus . comes from the gove1~ent, 

the process is imitation ani the goal is the higher living standard of 

the masses. The former mechanism is production or supply oriented, the 

latter is demand or consumption oriented. Production and consumption 

are, of course, interdependent and each has a place in both outlooks, 

but there is nevertheless a genuine difference of where the impetus 

origin8.tes. In the former case the problem is to enstire that what is 

produced is. sold. In the latter case conswnption is present (and most 

would. say 11 overpresent" pointillg to the efforts. of underdeveloped coun- . 

tries tod~ to. curb their exeessive consumption) and it is a question of 

!f H o Wallich, "Some Notes T~\vards a Theory of Derived Development, 11 

Paper reproduced in The ~cc>nomics of Underdevelopment, New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1963; edited b7 A.N. Agarwala and SoP. 
Singh. 
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breaking through anot!ler bottl-eneck.. Uhat this other bottleneck is, is 

innnateriaJ. from our point of view. Whether it is the low levels of capital 

formation (savings) according ~o Nurkse,1/ the small share of profits in 

national income--all savings coming only from profits--as in the theory 

of Lewis£1 or the "inability to jnvest11 as developed by Hirschman,Y or 

·finally any of a multitude of other reasons, insufficient demand is never 

the culprit. 

19. We may, therefol. .. e~ conclude that iil both the case of the 

developed countries of today and th&se same countries in their early 

phase c:>f industrialization; consumption had a different role than in 

that of :.nost underdeveloped countries today. In the former cases, 

consumption - through the mechan.isms outlined above - had stimulating, as 

v~ell as braking effects, and it is LYTJpossible to disentangle the two. In 

such cases it is illegitimate to troat foregone consumption exclusi ely 

as a cost. This is yet another reason which resolves the paradox between 

our criterion and observed historical experience. Thus, even if we 

- vrere looking exclusively at the interests of the people then living in 

countries about to embark on indust:rializatioh (i.e. even if we -were 

discounting), it may have been of no benefit to them to have a policy of 

population limitation. We cannot say for sure, for it is impossible to 

1/ R. Nurkse, Problems t?.,f Capi~~l Fm:·mation in Underdeveloped Cou!'ltries, 
Oxford University Press, New Yo.rk, 1961, pp • . ~7-70. 

?:_/ A fl Lewis, "Economic Development with Unl:i.Jni ted Supplies · of Labor," !,!1 e 
Ha.'"lchester School of Economic and Social Studies, 23; Hay 1955, pp. 
153-1$0; and-The TheoryQf Ec~omicGrOw'til";'iiO!!i'ewood, Illinois, 1955, 
PP• 225-244o . 

J! A.-0. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development, Yale University 
Press, 1958, pp. 33-38. · 
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di~entangle the . stimulating ;rom the retard.ingJ effects of consumpti·:>n .. 

Ho-wever, ·the major point of ·. this '"hole anal~sis serves to emphasize 

that the applicabUity of our criterion is limited only to those 
' 

s: ... tuations in which insufficient demand is riot ian impediment· to economic 

gror,..Jtho 

III- A Case Study of the UcAoRo: 

20. · The application of formula .(1) requires information which cru1 

sometimes .be obtaiJ:led . f'rom .the relevant data, airl also some assumptions 

that must be made ~hen the necessary data is unavailable. in the latter 

case, the net benefits l-Jill lal"gely depend on the.se assunptions. For 

D1stance, no perfect capital merket exists, and assuming social time-

pr.eference to lie between 10% and 15%, we made calculations for these two 

extremes. As far as the other assur~tions go, these differ for each of 

ou~ ~rfects. Let us briefly look at then1 and their implicaticns for t~e 

magnitude of the net benefits.· 

A. The Initial Effect: 

21. The· information that is required here is the consumptiot'l and 

marginal product · of the average person at every age, together ~·Iith the 

probability of . survival to various ages. The latter can be deduced from 

vital and census statistics, which thou~1 inaccurate, do not greatly 

affect the final net benefits. Let us, therefore, concentrate on the 

former. 

22. On the consumption s:\_de t~vo problems arise. The first is 

the de.fmition of 11 consumption." In his study for India, Enke defines 

this as GNP minus gross capital formation. This is the standard defin-

ition in the national accounts, but as a measure of benefits of an unborn 
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child, it can be criticized on three grounds# (1) that a lot of what 

is consumption is really ·investment from the point of . viet-~ of economic 

growth. Examples of this are expenditures on eduoation, health and. other 

investm~nt in human capitalo ( 2) There is an elemen~ of grossness in 

consumption. Some government expenditures (such as maintaining law and 

order) as well as the. higher costs of urb'ari liting resulting from greater 

conc~ntration rather than .beqause the goods are different from their 

counterpart in the country - both these fo1~s of expenditures c~~ be 

regarded as intermediate goods rather than finhl output. (J) Finally, 

some consumption expenditures are made independently of the rate of 

population grovJth and are, therefore, non~marginal. in example of this 

is defense expenditures. Adjusting for ~~~ of the above factors has a 

sizable effect, since for the U.A.R. it would reduce average consumption 

by about 25%• It can be . argued that such a figure is a better measure 

of benefits because increased intermediate goods; as :well as more (human) 

capital formation, does not increase the present welfare of the reduced 

J:.Opulation. Hot-1ever, increased (hmnan) capital formation . does increase 

the productivity of the labor force; but ~e have (a) no measure of this 

increase, and (b) the benefits accrue so fnr into the future thc;.t 

any discounting makes them negligible. Hence, it can plausibly be 

argued that the second .definition- or an intermediate one- is more 

plausible. Our calculations ta1{e both definitions into account as possi

ble upper and lot-1er limits of the b~nefi ts • . . 

23. The second problem on the consumption side concerns the 

allocation of thl.s consumption figure to different age groups. No data 

is available for this. Erike assumed that persons aged 35 consume 13 to 
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14 times as much as children L"1 their first year).! By looking at actual 
. 2/ 

studies in developed countries- (for a "typical"- middle class family), 

' ' or alternately by looking at food requirerr·'ents and assuming that actual 

expenditures at different ages are .made in proportion to the requirements 

of these ages, \ole arrived at a different conclusion. In both the latter 

cases the ratio of children's consmnption to adults varied by a ratio of 

between 1:2 and 1:2.5 • . Since the future is heavily discounted, adopting 

our ratios substantially in.or·eases the benefits, as ue shall see beloH., 

24. Turning next to the prvduction side, 1ve wer·e confronted with 

exactly analogous problems as on th~ consumption side. The determination 

of the marginal product of labor is a question which has _ received a lot 

of attention ll1 the literature, but on which no agreement has emerged. 

Opinions range from a ·zero marginal product- usually based on either 

actual experiments ll or a calculation of labor requirements which are 

shown to be well below the actual num~er of laborers!±/ - to a margj_n.al 

product not substantially different from the wage-rate - based on the 

1/ 
y 

}_/ 

- ~/ 

See his cc.lculations for India, in "The Gains to India •• ol,u £E .. cit , 
See A. Sauvy, Theorie Generale ~e la Population, Paris, li52, Vol. 1, 
Ch. 23, and references therein. In partiCUlar-see L.I. Dubli..l"l and 
A.J. Lotka, The Honey Value of a Han, 1Jew York, 1930, Ch. 4, for the 
estimate of the actuai-·expenditm~ of a "typical" middle c1.ass family 
in the u.s. --
Such as 1:.;. Cleland's study ( 11 Egypt 1 s Population Problem," h~JE~ 
Contemporaire _, .._ranuary 1937), which estimates that .3/5 of Egypt 1 s 
rural population is redundant. 
Such as the study by I1.R. El Gb.onerny, 11 Resource Use and, Income i n 
Egyptian Agriculture before and after the Land Reform, with partictuar 
reference to Economic Develo~ment," ·unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
North Carolina State College, 1953. The conclusion here is that .50;b 
of the agricultural labor fcl'·ce is redundant. 
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1/ 
fitting of production functions to the data,- on the obs ervat ion t hat 

the hypothesis ·of zero marginal productivity is inconsistent with profit 

maximization, and on the anal:'rsis of the geographical, seasonal, and 

male vs. fel11ale and child vJage differentials .£1 Since the debate on 
3/ 

this issue is far fr·om settled; and although our inclination L"l this 

debate is that a lot of labor is r~dundan~we have taken for purposes of 

calcUlation the national marginal product to be equal to the agricultural 

toJage-rate, in order to ensure that our net benefits may be regarded as a 

minimal figure. 

y See for instance N.M. El Inia.m, ·'The Production Function for Egyptian . 
Agriculture, 1913-.5,, "Institute of National Planning, Memo. No. 259, 
Cairo, 1962, .and H. Kcheir el .Dine, "The Cotton Productiolj. Function 
and its Relation to Technical Progress and Disguised Unemployment, 11 

Institute of National Plruming, Hemo. No. 310, Cairo, 1963. 
Y ·B. Hansen, 11Harginal Productivity Wage Theory and Subsistence ~-Jage 

~heory in Egyptian Agriculture," ~1 of Development Studies, 
July 1964. . . • J 

}_/ For the latest word in this con·r.roversy see R. 1'1abro, "Industrial 
GroVJth, Agricultural Underemployment and the Lewis model: The 
Egyptian Case: 1937-1965, "Journal of Development Studies, July 
1967. The author argues · that considerable surplus labor exists in 
small farms, 'While none exists in large ones. This is the result of 
regional immobility, and expla~ls the fact that seasonal wage varia
tions may exist .together with a labor surplus. 

~/ This redendancy does not necessarilY mean that if part of the labor 
force were suddenly l..rithdrawn output would not be reduced, but r ather 
that if VJe compare t'Wo. situations, one with constant fertility and 

:the other with declining fertility (and hence a slower rate of popula
tion growth), . then the "withdra'Wals-'1. from the labor force in tl:.e latter 
case (actually the slower ratesof E1.ddition to the labor force ) ;1 which 
are very gradual, can be accommodated by adjustlJcnts tt.rit ~Jould lec~vc 
total output unaltered in both situations. It is worth noting that 
the concept of marginal product as it is discussed in the literature -
namely, as a (i) sudden 'Withdrawal of labor, with (ii) all other 
factors rennining constant - is not strictlY relevant to our case of 
comparing a high -with a lol.J fertility situation. In this case r ather 
than sudden 'Withdrawals there is a gradual transition which allows the 
adjustments necessary to leave total o~tput unchanged. 
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25. From the previous discussion it wili be seen that taking 

maximum and · min:L'llWrl values for the level of co11~umption (marginal pro-

1/ . 
ductivity), the allocation of the consumption (production)- stream 

to different ages and the discount rate gives eight different possible 

consumption (production)streams. ·Table I summariz~s tho result of 

these eight different benefit streams.~/ It also gives the same eight 

possibilities for the year 1947 - only mortality having changed between 

1947 and 1960. · From this table wenotice that the benefits of a prevented 

birth vary from 4.5 to ·1.2 ti:n~s the per cap~.ta ~.nccrue-··.i.e .. 't-Jhen nJ.l factors 

are allo'Wed to vary at the same time the dj.fference between the maximum 

and minimum varies by a factor of near~y · 4. But before it is concluded 

that this meast~e suffers from a great degr¢e of imprecision, it should 

be pointed out that it is unlikely that we ,~ould ~ant,in any particular 

si tuatiol'll to . vary all . the factors· at once. Hhat particular ones we would 

't·Jant to vary would dep~ on the use we -would want to make of our figure 

and in this context it is well to distinguisll between tt-1o possible uses. 
; 

26. First -v1e may 'Wish to compare the value of a prevented birth 

in one year "With that value in another year, to get an indication of ho-w 

far the situation has improved or deteriore.ted. In this case we 1~ould 

use the same definition of the level of consumption (production), and the 

y As far as the allocation of the marginal product to different age gr ups 
goes;we arbitrarily as.sumed that children start "Wor:( at age 10, and that 
the productivity of children aged 10-J.4 and 15-19 i:~as Oile··third and t1-JO

thirds, respectively,. ·of thos~ aged 20 and over. By contrast Enke' s 
figures (Sc Enke, Economics for Development, ·op. cit~, Ch. 20) vary by 
a factor of 7 betHeen ages 10 and 35 1 · . -;- -

£1 This is the result of applying formula (1) to the eight different streams. 
The method is set out clearly in s. Enke, "'l'he Gains to India from 
Population Control, 11 ~· ·mo 

, 
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TAB~ I. THE INITIAL IMPACT EFF~T 

1~ 15% 

{1) {2J (J) (4) (5) (6) (7) (1.) {2) {J) {4) {5) ~-rn 
•(1) •(2) •(4) ·(5) •(1) •(2) •(4) ~(5) 

minus minus di•. by di v. by minus minus div.by div.by 
(3) (3) 58 .58 (3) (J) 58 58 

PR~ENT K>RTALITY ( 196o) 

1. Our ConSumption 
·and Productivity 

351 281 Stream 91 26o ~89 . ·4 • .5 '3.3 2oG 165 31 175 134 3.0 2.3 
' 

2. Enke 1 s CollSUIIp-
·tion aDi Proci~~- . 
tirlt7 Stream 278 222 79 198 143 3.4 2 • .5 136 109 24 ll2 8.5 . 1.9 . 1 • .5 

PAST 1-I)RTALITY {1947) · 

3. 

4. 

OUr COI18Ulllption . 
and Productivitt 
Stream · 294 23.5 71 223 164 ).·9 2.8 175 140 2.5 1.51 116 2.6 . 1.9 

Enke 1s Consump-
tion am Produc-

···ti'-..1 ty Stream 223 179 61 162 118 2.8 2.0 113 90 19 94 71 1.6 

Co1um 11 DiscOWlted Consumption Stream. Consumption defined according to st8J'Xlard procedures. 
Co1UJIIl 2a Discounted Consumption Stream. Our revised definition of consumption. 
Co1UDI'l Js Discounted Productivity Stream. 
Column 4s Net benefits according to first definition of consumption~ 

1.2 

Column 5z Net benefits according to seco:rd definition of consumption. Figures- in cols. 1 to ·5 are in 
Egyptian pounds. 

Column 6s Net benefits (first definition) as a proportion of per capita income ( •.58 Eg.P.). 
Colwnn 7 s Net benefits (second definition) as a .proportion of per capita income. 

j 

It 

l ' 
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same method of allocation between d~:ferent age groups in both years. 

In addition we would use the same discount factor, so that the main 

variable ih such a compar·ison '\-JOUl.cl be the different number of survivors · 

in the various age brackets. · For instance; ·compm+ing . the year 1947 . -with 

1960 "t.J·e could say that the effect of reduced ni)rtality has been to increase 

the net value of a prevented birth l,,Y something between 15% and 2.5)b. l{e 
. . . 

may further argue that this is an underestimate if we believe that either 

(a) the productiVity of labor has declined between both dates because 

population has been growing faster than other resources, and/or (b) a 

higher rate of inter· est . should be uned -in 196o than in 1947, because with 
. . 

. a ~~eater international demonstration effect arid more government propaganda 

leading to .a. ri.sing level of expectation of the masses, .time preference 

· for the present.· has increased. Thus although (a) and. (b) cannot be meas-

ured., it can be concluded . that as a m~'1IWT1 the value of preventing_ a 

birth has substanti~ increased, \Jhich makes a . population program 

correspondingly more urgent no-w. 

27. Alternately ll!e may wish to compare investment in population 

control w·ith investment in other projects. L~ this case we would be 

using the same intere3t rate to discount the benefits and costs of both 
. 1/ . . 

a prevented birth and of other projects.- Hence we would allow only for 

1( If we do not want to take into acco~,t the scale of the alternative 
investment choices we can take the ratio of benefits to costs. But 
if the ·scale does matter then 1-1e have to specify a size for the 
population control program, and multiply the difference between 
benefits and costs of one prevented birth by the number of prevented 
births, before comparing this· figure with that of alternative invest
ment opportunities. 
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a change in our concept o! corisu;uption and the allocation of both con

sumption and production to different age . groups. Here the range bet"reen 

maximum am minimum values of a i.n-everited birth would vary by a factor 

of 2. (4.5/2.5 for a 10% discount rate and ).0/1-S for a 15% rate). 

Given the uncertainty about the future, the difficulty of calculating 

shadow prices and many other difficulties that beset· the evaluation of 

returns on industrial projects our range of variabilitY does not seem 

to be, by comparison, excessive. 

!~agJ Productivity Effect{ 

28. By referring back to the second term of_ expression (1), it 

will be seen that the benefits to be derived via the wage~productivity 

effect are a proportion of the initial effect. · This proportion depends 

on (1) the marginal propensity to consume food, (2) the proportion of that 

foe~. consumption that goes to members of the labor force, (3) the propor

tion of the ye.ar for which this labor force is employed, ( 4) the increased 

calorie intake resulting from high•:~r per <:;apita .tood consumption, (5) 

the increased supply of effort due to a higher calorie consumption, and 

finally ( 6) the marginal product of effort. Various upper and lower 

bourid estimates can be made for each of these factors. Items (1) to (3) 

need not detaih us here, for their variability is not very larg'3. As far 

as items ·(4) to (6) go, 'We I?-Ote the follol-1ing: In (4) we assume that 

calories increase in proportion to ~~e increased expenditure on food. 

This implies · that diet~ :r.emain unchanged, v~hich for (a) marginal changes, 

and (b) low· levels of income (impJ.Ymg diets tha't are restricted to one 

or t'WO staples) is realistic • . In addition, it is implicitly assumed 

that malnutrition eXists. Calorie requirements depend on various factors 
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t . 

such as age, sex, w·eight tenq>erature and especially work" Although 

t!1ese requirements are_ periodically revised, if we asswne ~ eight hour 

day of agricultural w·ork, ·then they all poj;p.t to an average w·ell above 

that of 2500, vJhich is. the present daily average consumption of" the U.A.R • .!/ 

Because of the large calorie requirement for basic metabolism, small 

increases irl calorie irita.ke lead to large ]:ncr~asfis in the supply of 
. 1/ 

effort. Estimates vary wide~,fro:1 100 to 200 extrc calories -: 

required to produce the equiv~lent of an extra houris work • . Together 

tvith total · extra nurnber of calories consumed, · 'this allow-s us to determine 

the total nurnber of e:~ra hours of work. . This does not mean that workers 

actually l-tork more hours; but that during the same toJ"orkday, they produce -

in terms of effort - the -equivalent of more hoUrs of ~ork. It remains 

to convert this increased supply of effort into an increased output. 

I:ere "the marginal product of effort of the equivalent of an hour's 

lJork," is calcUlated by assuming the marginal product of labor to be equal 

!1 For instance, taking the ~equirements (f2! a full eight hour 'HOrking 
day), listed in H. Correa, The Economics of Human Resource~, (Contribu
tions to EConomic Analysis, 34), Amsterdam, 1963, Table IV, p. 36, · 
for each of the agricultural, industrial and s~rvice sectors, and 
weighting ·these reqUirements by the corresponding proportions in the 
U~A\.R. gives a nation-wi':ie requirement of 3150 daily calories. By 
contrast the actual cons~'Tlption is 2500. see, also S. Shehata, nco
operative Efforts and FoOd Consumption in the U .A.R. , 11 L' Egypte 
Contemeoraire, Januar.y 1964. The author mentions the figure of 3000, 
as the minimum calorie· requirement for the U.A.R. 

£! Ue may mention the following three source$: (a) H. Leibenstein, 
Economic Backwardness. ·. •2£• cif.!.. ·, and references therein, where the 
conclusion is that 100 extra colonies are required to produce the 
equivalent of an hour 1s 'tvork, (b) S. Shehata, ~·~·' vJho gives 
1700 calories required for basic metabolism and 3000 as the m.i..nimwn 
for an eight hour day. This implies that around 150 calories are 
required per hour, and ( c) H • Correa, ~. cit. , Ch • 4, from 'Which we 
deduc_ed a figure of around 200. . 

. , 
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to the wage-rate. (•35 Eg.P. per year}. Ih addition, it was assumed that 

at present the labor force worked the equil·alent (in terms of effort) of_ 

a four-hour day. This was deduced from the fat:t that the average daily 

calorie consumption w:as 2500 calories and that at this level of ca.iorie 

intake, one is working at 50% of f'ull capacity ·in both the agricultural 

a~d industrial sectors.ll A four-hour day gives 1200 hours per year 

(ass~ng 300 working daYs). Dividing this figure by the yearlY wage-

rate, gives an approXimation to the marginal ·product o! the equivalent 

of an houris effort (found ~o be 0.03 Eg.P. in our case). Thus; we 

have all the required information, and . on this ba~is it turns out that the 

wage-productivity effect varies between 4.5% ahd 18% of the initial effect,~/ 
With 8% being a "likely'' 0r reasonable value. 

29. Before proceeding, it ~ be worth pointing out that the 

above calculations are marginal in the sense tr..at l~ge increases in the 

supply of effort may affect ·(and lower) the .marginal product of effort, 

and also in the sense that after income has increased to a certain level, 

there is no; longer .al\Ymalnutrition • . In the latter case the ~age-pro

ductivity effect would no -long~r hold, whereas in the .f~rmer it may be 

reduced. On ·the other hand, ·we may note that net onl~' is th~ total 

number or calories .important, but also their distr iblrL.ton amt\ ... lg proteins, 

1/ H. Correa, .2£• ~., Table IV-2-31 p. 36. 
gj· The initial effect which we are referring to· is that defi~ned on the 

assumption that consumption is defined as G~~ minus gross capital 
formation (i.e. as a proportion of Col. 4 of Table 1). It i s a higher 
proportion of the minimum definition of consumption (Table 1, Col. 5). 
Similar comments apply below, in our discussion of both private and 
gpvernment $avings . as a proportion of the initi ai effect. 
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carbohydrates and fats. The .present diet o! the UoA.R. is far from 
1/ . . 

balanced,- so ~hat even after daily consumptibn reaches the minimum 

requirement level, there·. is still room for increases. in productivity~ 

A final comment is that the productivity of the labor force can improve 

because of increased consumption of other £actbrs besides food. In 

. 2/ 
particular, improvements in health could have tremendous eff~cts, -

but we have not included these. 

£~ Jncreases iri Private Savings: 
·. . . 

30. As a matter of arit~tic, the ~.gfiitude of the savings effect 

as a proportion of. the initial increase in income depends on, and is in 

fact equiv~ent to the assumed marginal . propensity to save. In other 

l-JOrds, a propensity td SaVe Of n% leads to , an inctease in benefits 

equivalent to n% of the initial effect. : Thus, i1' all the income were 
i . 

. . 

saved, the benefits v10Ul.d be doUbled. The interesting. question is l~hether 

_!/ s. Shehata, "Co-operative Effects a."'ld Food Consumption in the U.A ... R., 11 

.22• ill• · In the U.A.R. carbohydrates (grains) account for .· 8~ of the 
diet, while fats . and proteins account for 20%. l3Y contrast the ideal 
balance is · 5~, 35% · arrl 12% respectively. This may be an explanation 
for the results obtained by\'!. Galensop and G. Pyatt, (The Qua~_iy of 
Labor and .Economic Develo ment in Cert1in Countries, International 

· Labor Office, Geneva, ·19 J, who fawld that both in the case of devel
oped (-who were 'Well above the min..i.mwn requirements) and underdeveloped 
ones, the quantitativelY largest arid statistically most sigr-ificant 
factor eXplaining the rate of grcnrt.h of labor productivity was calories 
per head (twelve quality improvement factors were tested altogether). 

gj H. Correa, .212• cite, pp. 43~47, ca.tt}u];ates that .!or Egypt the .slack 
in output due to deficient health is larger than that arising from 
unde!'nutrition. Correa• s· estimate of the former is biased do-wnward 
becaUse ·he only takes account of i .llnesses that result in death 
while · a lot of the loss· ill output . results from chronic illnesses that 
reduce vitality, but do not· lead to death. (e.g. bill1arzia). 
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total savings t-dll in fact increase. In theory the interrelationships 

between population growth and· savL~gs behavior are complex and no 

empirical studies are available of the influence at family size on 
' 

actual savings. On a speculat!.ve basis we would argue that unless there 

1·Jere positive government efforts to· mObilize .this saving, no increases 

should be expected. This .argwnent is based .on a point made by S .. Kuznets!/ 

vJhich is that if' the only problem il1 economic growth was to curb consump-
. . . . . 2/ 

tion, then this could be achieved very· easily. Calculations show- that 

a (linear) increase in · savings proporti·bns· from ~ to 15% of national 

income over a ten-year period, and ~~ reduction in fertility, can be 

achieved by a decrease in the ~b~~~ level of consumption by an average 
\ . 

of 1.2% of GNP in the first seven years (and by a maximum of 2.2% of 

GNP in any one .Year). After this initial period, saving proportions are 

increased ·by foregoing some . increases in the absolute level of consurnp-

tion. Put in these .terms, the .incre·ase in savings proportions can be 

achieved at a remarkably low· sacrifice. 
. . . 

31. · It is, of course; true that if fertility were reduced, then 
. . . . -

no reduction in the absolute level of consumption would be necessary to 

raise savings proportions. But the 4ifference bet~een both cases seems 

so small that it w·ould be unwise to believe that. a fall in fertility t·JCulci 

automatically faise total sav·ings. Rather, it se.ems that ·the causes \oJh.ich 
' 

make the rais~g o:f saving proportions so difficult even -when fertility · 

is not reduced, would also be pres~t in the case o£ a f ertility reduction. 

1/ s. Kuznets, "Demographic ·Aspects ••• 11 ~· cit • 
. g:1 see Table . IV, p. 75 in ~,· £E· · E1· -
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These will differ from case to case, but perhaps a common basis is the 

consumption oriented form of economic development today. The demands 

of the . population for higher living standards t~ (enhanced by propa

ganda and an international demonstration effect) may be an explanation 

for the vain efforts of ma.ny governments at curbing consumption. If 

this explanation is correct, it woU:'.d be wrong to i.h.fer that a reduction 

in fertility will stimuJ.a.te savings, unless · it can be shown how fertility 

reduction Will affect these underlying factors~ It may be that the desire 

for smaller families is _the result of a desire for more consumption (this 

is often the basis of the propaganda of ma.by family planning programs), 

in which case no larger savings can be expected. ~'ie may then conclude 

as follows. In order to be conservative, we have argued that it is 

preferable not to expect any benefits from the savings side. However, 

the magnitude of thiS effect shows the large potential benefits that 

can be expected if government policies of taxation etc., are successful 

in mobilizing the released income resulting ftom low·er fertility. 

D - Government Savings: 

32. As noted in section one, the only assumed increase L~ govern-

ment savings as a result of a reduced fertility are the increased savings 

resulting from the reduced expenditure on primary education. This is so 

because the government is committed to universal primary education so 

that - assuming the marginal costs of education are the same as the 

average ones - a reduction in fertility may reduce such expenditures. 

The further assumption is made that these expenditures w·ill be invested 

rather than directed to government consumption. This assumes a high 

priority on the part of the government for development. In addition 

.. 
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several other benefits. can be expected which we have not taken into 

account. These arise because either fewer persons will be educated on 

other levels than primary education (if educational policy is determined 

by a given proportion of students in each age-group) ·and the sums of 

money thus saved may also be invested, and/6r be_cause a higher propor

tion of persons will be educated (if educational. policy is formulated in 

terms of a fixed sum of money) with a resulting improvement in the quality 
.I 

of the labor force. The existence of such benefits th:at -we t~ill not take 

into account, ·may counteract the fact that some . of .the reduced expenditures 

on primary education may end· .up in increased government consumption. 

33. With all the · above provisos in mind, we find tha. t the mag-

nitude of this effect is substantial. · It amounts !rom 14% to 19% of the 

initial effect ""ihich . in terms of the income stream · generated per prevented 

birth is equal to about two thirds th~ ·per cap:i ta . income. 

Conc1usicns: 

34. vle may corlclude as follows: the magnitude of the initi.1.1 

effect of permanently preventing one birth 1-1as found to give 1··i.se to a 

net income stream equal to sc'tmewhere bet-ween 2.5 and 4.,5 times 'the 
. •' . . 

present per capita income when a lo% discount rate was used ~d to between 

1.5 and ).0 times per capita income when a 15% discount rate VJas ~sed. 

To this effect we can ad.d .the wage productivity effect and the effect 

of increased government saving. These amount to somewhere betw-Jeen 
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' 1/ 
18.5% to 37%- of the initial effect. This is a minimum, for other 

i 

possible benefits include: (1) The increase in private savings, which 

can be sizable {as large as . t.he initial effect if all increases in 

p~r capita income are saved), but not likely without · positive govern

ment policy. 

35. ( 2) The possible increase in government savings as a result 

of reduced expenditures otl forms of education other than primary, and 

for the improvement in the quality of the labor force because of more 

education per head. 

)6. (1) The improvement in the quality of the labor force because 

of larger expenditures on health, per head, by both the private and 

government sector. 

37. Fin~ we re-emphasize the limitations of this calculation. 

First these benefits are the result of looking at the child exclusively 

· as (a) an investment good and (b) from the point of viEni of s~ci.ety. 

Second, the 11benefit for society" is simply defined as the SWT1 of the 

benefits accruing to the people that are alive today. More precis~ly, 

our calculations refer ·to the benefits of persons born t,oday since Oil:' 

time-horizon was of the same length as the average eA~ectation of life 

'at birth• Older sections of the population vJou1d reap only part of those 

benefits. Third, the treatment of .consumption exclusively as a cost is 

1/ As previously noted, this percentage refers to the income stream 
computed on the basi·s of the maxi:num definition of consumption 

· (Col. 5, Table. 1). · S¥tce both effects are defined in absolute 
terms, they amount to a larger proportion (23% to 46%) of the 
lower estimate or consumption. · 
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based on the premise that the development of the U.A.R. is of the consump

tion-oriented type, and that whatever the obstacles to growth, insufficient 

consumption is not o~e of them. Fi~, these benefits are those of 

permanently preventing a birtih. A delayed birth would have led to only 

a part of these benefits, this proportion depending on both the exact 

form of the delay and the discount rate that is being used. 



shown in the table the proportion that is "wasted" is 
less than 5 per cent. Another point worth noting is that 
this" proportion is not related to the density of the 
population in a given country. This is especially worth 
emphasizing in view of the fact that in the popular 
image, density is often associated with the gravity of a 
population problem. Columbia, for instance, has large 
tr.acts of vacant and fertile lands but nevertheless it has 
to invest 14 per cent of its national income in order 
to absorb the increC\se in its population. Alternatively, 
one notes that a country such as Pakistan has less of a 
"population problem." This seems to run counter to the 
popular image which associates the population problem 
with the teeming millions of Asia. It is not that this 
image is mistaken but that it does not follow from this 
particular criterion. 

An alternative criterion might be the absolute size 
(and not the proportion) of investments that go into 
absorbing population increase. This may be of interest 

.... 

. . 
TABLB 5. ABSOLUTE AMOUNT OF RESOVRCII .· 

>P£R YEAR mAT ARE ABSORBED BY 
POPULATION GROWTH IN SOME LFSS 

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES. 
(J'Ipre. ,.,.. in million lJS$ Ill 1964 prleel) 

India •.........•....... .................... 5010 
Brazil ....••• ;;; . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2060 
Mexico ..•••••.•.•..•..•.... , . . . . . . • • . • . • • . 1510 
Colombia . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . 720 
Paldstan . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
'l'tutey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . .. • . . . . . . 580 
PhJlippines • . . . . . . .. • • . . • . • . . .. • • . • . . • . . • .. . 380 
Peru .. . ................... .................. 340 
1bailand . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • JOO 
Malaysia, Morocco . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . • . . • 2JO 
Ghana..................... ........... ..... 180 
~ Ulo Sudan... ....................... 90 

Note: Tho investment proportions required to keep per 
~~'ita Jacome at a constant level are those of Table 4. 
The ODP estimates are for 1966 at 1964 prices. 

to donors of aid, who may be more concerned with this 
absolute rather than relative size. Thus countries with 
large populations would come on top of the list, as can 
be seen in Table 5. 

The previous various criteria of what constitutes 
a population problem emphasize that there are differ- -
ent ways of looking at the same phenomenon; depend
ing on the way we look at this phenom~non, a 
different classification is obtained. However, more im
portant than the particular classification one chooses 
is the point that by historical standards the problem is 
urgent in all less developed countries. Furthermore, as 
death rates in these countries fall further, the problem 
is likely to increase, the more so among countries whose 
problem is at present "mild." For these reasons, it may 
be more relevant to emphasize the much larger differ
ence between developed and less developed countries, 
rather than the differences among the latter group. 

George C. Zaidan graduated from the London School of Eco
nomics in 1963; in October 1967 he received his Ph.D. in Economics 
from Harvard University, specializing in the economic aspects of 
population trends. In the same year he joined the Economics Depart
ment of the World Bank, where he is currently working on popula
tion problems. 
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Population 
Grovvth 

and 
Economic 

Development 
In discussing the advantages that economic development derives when 

human fertility is reduced, the author shows that while some commonly 
held beliefs about these are correct, others are out of touch with modern 
expert thinking. 

George C. Zaidan 

I T TOOK THE WORLD over 18 centuries to in
crease its population from a quarter to one billion 

persons. Today one billion persons are being added 
every 15 years, and the world population is growing 
at a rate that is 30 times as high as the average rate 
of growth between the first century A.D. and 1650. 
In less developed countries that rate is 40 times as 
high. 

Why are these rates so high? What are their eco
nomic implications? What are the prospects of a de
celeration? These are large and important questions 
which need to be taken one at a time; in this article I 
am concerned only with the second. 

In attempting to indicate what we know today about 
population and economic development, there is one im
portant preliminary point. Many people have been 
alarmed by the population explosion and some writers 
have made forecasts of impending famine. However, 
although the population of the world today is larger 

than ever, the standard of living of a large proportion 
of mankind is also much higher than at any time in 
recorded human history. Equally, looking into the 
future, it appears that the potential for economic 
growth is far greater than the potential for population 
growth. For instance, new strains of wheat, rice, and 
other foods have been discovered that could increase 
yields by two to five times over short periods of time. 
In contrast, the world . population would only double 
over 35 years or so. Of course to exploit this potential 
would require large accompanying social changes, but 
the potential is there and it is immense. 

But while the potential for economic growth is 
larger than the potential for population growth, this is 
not strictly relevant to the question that is being con
sidered here. The crux of the matter is not whether 
the world can adjust to the present high rates of popu
lation growth but rather how much better the prospects 
for development would be if these high rates could be 

TABLE 1: PROJECTIONS OF THE 

population. In terms of the resources required to 
achieve a given increase in living standards, these will 
be many times lower if they are used to reduce fertil
ity than in any alternative investment. This is ultimately 
the basis of the need for population control. Further
more, the total costs of such a program are a small 
proportion of the total expenditures on development 
( 3 per cent as a maximum), so that investment in 
population control can never hope to replace expendi
tures on economic development, but is rather a comple
ment to the latter. 

The Economic-Demographic Model 

Since death rates can be expected to decline further, 
and since emigration can rarely be influenced to a 
significant extent, economists have looked with par
ticular interest at the effect of reduce4 fertility on 
economic development. More particularly the question 
was put: how would a linear reduction of 50 per cent 

POPULATION OF A TYPICAL 
LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRY. 

Age' 
. Group t Year~ 10 20 30 40 so 
. Proj~ction A · 

.0..14 434 (43.4) 616 (44.7) 870 (45.1) 1,261 (45.7) 1,840 (46.J) 2,655 ( 46.3) 3,848 ( 46.4) 
15-64 534 (53.4) 718 (52,1) 996 (51.6) 1,406 (51.0) 2,003 (50.4) 2,901 ($0.6) 4,204 (50.7) 
65-o~r 32 ( 3.2) 43 ( 3.1) 65 ( 3.4) 90 ( 3.3) 132 ( 3.J) . 180 ( 3.1) . Z45 ( ~.0) 

Total 1,000 1,377 1,931 2,151 3,975 8,297 

· Projection B 
. 0-14 434 (43.4) 561 (42.7) 637 (37.8) 676 (32.9) 783 (31.5) 901 (30.5) 994 (29.1) 
15-64 534 (53.4) 718 (54.1~ 985 (58.4) 1,287 (62.7) 1,573 (63.2) 1,869 (63.4) 2,181 (63.8) 
65-over 32 ( 3.2) 43 ( 3.2 65 ( 3.9) 90 ( 4.4) 132 ( 5.J) 180 ( 6.1) . 2~5 ( 7.2) 

Total 1,000 1,328 1,687 2,053 3,420 

Projection A-fertility remains unchanged. Projection B-the birth rate is lowered by 50 per cent over a period of 
· twenty five years and ~nstant thereafter. In both cases mortality is constantly impJ'OVina. Fi.gUrCs ~ in 

thousands (initial population-! million). Fipres ~ brackets are percentaaeL 

reduced. Here there are some impressive statistics. A 
representative sample of less developed countries 1 shows 
that over 65 per cent of total investments are devoted 
to maintaining the level of ·per capita income at a con
stant level, whereas the corresponding figure for a 
sample of developed countries 2 was less than 25 per 
cent. To reduce this gap, a developing country can 
either increase its national income and/ or reduce its 

1 The sample included the following 22 developing countries: 
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ethiopia, Ghana, India, Indonesia, 
Kenya, South Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines. tqe Sudan, Thailand, Tunisia, 
Turkey, Uganda, and the United Arab Republic. 

2 The United States, Canada, Australia, and 16 West Euro
pean countries. 

in the birth rate over a period of 25 years (and con
stant thereafter) affect the standard of living in a de
veloping country? The first model of this sort was 
applied to India 3 (and Mexico) but several other 
studies have been carried out since, and they have all 
confirmed the numerical magnitude observed in the first 
study. Before discussing the results of this study it may 
be instructive to spell out why it is that large benefitS 
have been observed. Chart I attempts to reproduce in 

3 The discussion of this whole section . is based on the work 
of A.J. Coale and E. Hoover, "Population Growth and Eco
nomic Development in Low Income Countries: A Case Study 
of India's Prospects" (Princeton, N.J., 1958). See also A.J. 
Coale, "Population and Economic Development in the Popu
lation Dilemma" (Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1963), edited by P. M. 
Hauser. Tables 1, 2, and 3 of this article are taken from 
this paper. 
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simplified form the mechanism through which this 
model operates. As can be seen from the Chart, there 
are three different paths through which a reduction in 
birth rates · affect the rate of growth of per capita in
come. The first occurs because the reduction in fertil
ity leads to a smaller total population. Table 1 shows 
differences in the total population (and its age distri
bution) with and without a reduction in fertility. In both 
examples a similar reduction in mortality is assumed, 
and the initial population is assumed to be one million. 

The result of this smaller population is that the na
tional income is shared by fewer persons. The national 
income itself is not reduced and may well be increased 
in the short run, since the reduction in fertility does not 
damage the productive capacity of the economy; this 
depends on the accumulation of capital, ·the quantity 
and quality of the labor force, technology, and the 
amount of natural resources. The reduction in fertility 
is assumed to have no effect on any of these "factors 
of production" except the accumulation of capital and 
the quantity of the labor force. The first effect is posi
tive and immediate in the sense that the savings poten
tiai of an economy increases with reduced fertility, 
whereas the second is negative but occurs with a time 
lag of 15 years or so, since the quantity of the labor 
force would be smaller than otherwise. These two other 
effects, depicted in Chart I, are discussed at some le(lgth 
below. 

The second path is via the accumulation of capital. 
Capital is assumed to increase because a reduction in 
fertility will lead to a much smaller proportion of chil
dren, as can be seen in Table 1. This in tum means 
that the ability of a country to save is much greater, as 
families have fewer children, and can therefore "divert" 
into increasing their savings part of the income that 
these children would have consumed had there been 
no reduction in fertility. This "diversioJl" can either 
occur voluntarily through private savings, or because 
of the ability of the government to raise more taxes, 
at a given level of sacrifice. These increased savings 
represent a potential source for the faster growth of 
total income, but the question arises whether parents 
will in fact increase them, or whether instead they will 
consume all their increased (per capita) income. Alter
natively, if goyernments raise their revenues the ques
tion arises whether this increase will go into gov
ernment consumption or government savings. This 
question needs to be studied, but a recent investigation 
suggests that the "burden of dependency" is an im
portant explanation of the high observed differences in 
saving ratios among the countries of the world, 4 in addi-

4 N.H. Leff, "Population Growth and Savings Potential " 
unpublished preliminary report of the Office of Program C~
ordination, U.S. Agency for International Development. 
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tion to other variables that are normally considered to 
"determine" savings proportions. 

The third path is via the growth of the labor force. 
Here, it is important to make a distinction between the 
short term (defined as the time between birth and the 
average age at which persons enter the labor force, or 
about 15 years) and the long term. In the short term 
a reduction in fertility has no effect on the size of the 
labor force, since all the persons who will be entering 
the labor force over the next 15 years or so have al
ready been born today. In the long term, however, 
the·re is a negative effect, in that the labor force would 
be smaller than otherwise. The impact of this on the 
economy will depend on the particular country that is 
being studied: in conditions of "surplus labor" or eco
nomies where unemployment is high, such a reduction 
will not affect the national income of an economy, at 
least initially. Elsewhere the negative effect will be 
more substantial and immediate. 

TABLE 2. INCOM£ PER EQUIVALENT ADULT 
CONSUMER 1 WITH FERTILI'I'Y REDUCED, 

AS ~ PROPORTION OF :n-ICOME PER 
CONS~~R WITII SUSTAINED FERTD.JTY. 

0 10 20 30 40 60 

100 103 11~ 141 163 186 . 2~ 

1 By this measure the total population is weishted by 
the numbet of infants in it, and converted to a number ol 
'!equivalent adult consumers. •• The assumptions made an 
that a chDd's consumption is 0.5 ·that of a male 1\dult, and 
that an adult female consumes 0.9 times the consumption 
of an adult male. 

Combining these three effects, we can see how 
a reduction in fertility affects favorably the stand
ard of living. On the one hand there are fewer people; 
on the other, total output is larger in the short run 
under conditions of reduced fertility. After a period 
of 15 years, there is some doubt as to whether total 
income would be larger than otherwise, since this de
pends on the relative magnitude of the second positive 
effect, as compared to the last negative effect. 

Such then is the mechanism of the model. The 
results derived from it are striking. Table 2 shows 
that the standard of living in a country which reduced 
its fertility would be 40 per cent higher 5 than otherwise 
at the end of 30 years, and over twice as high at the 
end of 60 years. 

5 It may be important to note that the whole measurement 
of these economic benefits is from the standpoint of a country. 
At the family level the calculus of benefits and costs of an 
additional child may be very different. This is a crucial dis
tinction in considering policies designed to reduce fertility. 

l 
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Some Other Implications of Population 
Growth 

Though the model outlined above shows the major 
economic benefits of reduced fertility, it omits some 
important effects, most of which would increase the 
observed benefits. These effects are omitted because 
they pose difficult problems of measurement, 6 but they 
may be no less important than the effects that have 
already been discussed. Some of these omitted effects 
which are shown through dotted lines in Chart I are 
particularly interesting. 

The age structure of a population is deter
mined primarily by the birth rate. Thus less 
developed countries-with birth rates of 40 
per 1000 or more-typically have a proportion 
of children (aged 15 years or less) of 40-45 
per cent of the total population, whereas in de
veloped countries-with birth rates below 20 
per 1000-the corresponding proportion is 
about 25 per cent. The death rate also has an 
effect on the age structure, but the quantita
tive effect is small. This can be seen intuitively, 
because a decrease in death rates leads to 
more people surviving at all ages. If the death 
rate in all ages is reduced by the same per
centage amount, then the age structure remains 
unchanged. Hence it is not the size of the de· 
cline in the death rate that influences the age 
structure, but its differential impact in different 
age groups. Usually the proportionate decline 
is larger among young infants, so that a decline 
in the death rate is associated with a younger 
age structure. By contrast a decline in birth 
rates always leads to a much more marked and 
older age structure, since it is only the num
bers of young people that is reduced. 

A reduction in fertility would, through better nutri
tion, health, and education, affect positively the quality 
of the labor force. This would in turn lead to a larger 
total income than otherwise. There are two reasons 
why nutrition and health would improve. On the one 
hand the total population would be smaller, while on 
the other, total income and hence total expenditure on 
food consumption and health may be larger. For both 

6 In hi~ l.atest book, Asian Drama, G. Myrdal is critical of 
th~se ~n:tt~stons and of the Coale-Hoover approach in general. 
Hts cnttctsm.s, how.ever, are directed at the accuracy of the 
model, and m parttcular t~e narrow range of its results. But 
My:~al accept~ the concluswns that the economic effects of a 
fertthty r~ductwn are "favorable ... and that these effects are 
very considerable and cumulative, gaining momentum over the 
years" (Page 1467). 

these reasons, each member of the labor force would 
be better nourished and healthier. Total expendi
tures on education may be larger and, after some time 
lag (the time between the start of the reduction in 
fertility and the age of entry to schools) the school 
age population would be smaller. Eventually, as a 
higher proportion of educated persons entered the labor 
force, the labor force would be more skilled. 

A second set of relationships that have been omitted 
concern the impact of economic development itself on 
the rate of population growth. The rise in per capita 
incomes encompasses vast changes (such as education, 
urbanization, and the employment of women) that rein
force the initial decline in fertility. At the same time a 
faster rate of economic development may accelerate 
the decline in mortality. But again this decline in mortal
ity, which is concentrated among young children, some
times leads to a decline in fertility, as parents perceive 
that a larger number of their children survive to the 
adult ages. 

Characteristics of the Model 

The model has several interesting characteristics and 
implications. One concerns the effects of delaying this 
decline in fertility, or the "costs of waiting." The argu
ment is often heard that since every country that has 
become highly developed has experienced a reduction 
in fertility of 50 per cent or more, public policy should 
be directed at accelerating economic development to 
the maximum possible extent, and fertility decline will 
take care of itself. While it is true that all countries 
that are today highly developed have experienced at 
least a 50 per cent decline in their fertility, it is not 
clear when such a decline "normally" starts. A leading 
authority estimates that for many less developed coun
tries of today with low per capita incomes, it would 
require 30 to 60 years for these countries to reach a 
level ·of industrialization where an "autonomous" de
cline in fertility would set in. The costs of such a delay 
would be large. Table 3 shows the ratio of income per 
consumer in a population where the decline starts 
immediately to one in which there is a 30-year delay 
(in both, fertility is assumed to be halved over 25 years, 
and is constant thereafter). It is seen that to wait for 
an automatic decline in fertility is to forego the relative 
gains shown in Table 3. These gains rise to 63 per cent 
after 50 years, and then settle to 40 per cent, which is 
the gain previously noted at the end of 30 years. 

Another characteristic of the model is that for at 
least 15 years, and possibly for a much longer period 
of time (especially in those countries that suffer from 
"surplus labor"), total income would be larger under 
conditions of reduced fertility. This point is particularly 
relevant with respect to two arguments that are often 
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made for having a larger population. The first argument 
is that a larger population is beneficial because it leads 
to a larger total consumption. This larger market allows 
the economy of a country to exploit to the maximum 
the economies of scale of this larger market. There are 
at least two reasons why this argument is unconvincing. 
First, it holds only in a closed economy that has no 
trade. Once trade is possible, then specialization would 
permit the exploitation of some of these economies. 
Second, the argument confuses demand based on "need" 
-which would be larger with a bigger population
with demand backed by purchasing power. Since total 
income would be larger with reduced fertility for at 
least 15 years and possibly longer, demand in the 
sense of the ability to purchase a larger total amount of 
goods would be greater with reduced fertility. 

A second argument that is made for a larger popula
tion is that of military power-that country A cannot 
afford to limit its population while country B, across 
the border, is growing at such a rapid pace. The previ
ous discussion suggests several reasons why such an 
argument is untenable. First, a program of fertility re
duction would not affect the growth of the persons 
eligible for military service for a long period of time
between the onset of the decline in fertility and the 
average age of conscription, say. 15 years or more. Even 
after this period it is worth noting the large absolute 
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increases that occur under conditions of reduced fer
tility. Table 1 shows that the 15-64 age bracket would 
be 240 per cent higher at the end of 30 years, even if 
fertility is halved. Second, military power is not only a 
matter of numbers, but especially of the quality of the 
people and the armaments at their disposal. A popula
tion in which fertility was being reduced would be 
healthier, better fed, and better educated. In addition, 
because of the larger total income in the short run, it 
would be able to afford more military equipment at 
the same level of sacrifice (where "sacrifice" is defined 
to be a given proportion of the national income going 
into defense expenditures) . 

Benefits Independent of Economic and 
Demographic Conditions 

A third characteristic of the model is that the magni
tude of the benefits is determined by the rapidity of 
the decline in fertility and-a striking fact-is not 
affected to a significant extent by the initial economic 
and demographic conditions prevailing in a given coun
try. Thus the model was worked out with the detailed 
data for both India and Mexico and in spite of the 
different conditions (Mexico has higher fertility, lower 
mortality, and a higher per capita income than India), 
the results were essentially the same. Subsequent appli
cations to other countries have tended to confirm this. 

The fact that these models are applicable to all coun
tries may be a source of some puzzlement in view of 
the variety of conditions prevailing in the less developed 
world. This feature is best explained because of the 
fact that benefits are measured in terms of relative rates 
of growth of per capita income, together with the fact 
that the main source of benefits in the short run arise 
because the production that unborn children would 
otherwise have consumed is available for distribution 
among the "remaining" population. For instance, as
sume two countries A and B with per capita incomes 
of $100 and $400, respectively. Now assume the reduc
tion in fertility reduces family size from eight to six 
persons. Then in both countries the relative gain of 
the family in per capita income 7 is' the same-33 per 
cent. If the rate of growth of per capita income would 
have been zero in the absence of a reduction of fer
tility, then country A's per capita income would have 
been $133 and country B's $533. 

.4 Zero Birth Rate? 

Another characteristic of the model occasionally 
prompts nonspecialists to pursue the reductio ad ab
surdum and to ask whether, since the greater the 
reduction in fertility, the larger the benefits this implies, 
a zero birth rate would in some sense be economically 
"the best"? This question is theoretical for at least the 
next decade or two, since the halving of the birthrate 
over such a period would represent a considerable 
achievement. The answer to it then depends on what 
we mean by "economically the best." If we are looking 
at the rate of growth of per capita income as our sole 
measure of welfare, then the answer would be yes. If 
we look at total income then in the short run the an
swer would still be yes, tho:ugh a time eventually comes 
when this is no longer so. Finally, an important point 
to make is that all the argument is in terms of trying 
to achieve the largest growth of national income- either 
in total or per capita terms. However, the measure
ment of national income does not include the joy that 
parents get from having children. It is difficult to see 
how this can be measured, but beyond a point there 
is obviously a clash between individual and social wei-

7 In terms of income "per equivalent adult consumer," the 
gain would be smaller since a family of six would have a 
smaller proportion of children. 

fare. Both for this reason and because of the fact that 
few would be prepared to accept per capita income as 
the only measure to be maximized, a point will be 
reached beyond which a further reduction in the birth
rate is no longer desirable. However, it seems to me 
that as long as the gap between developed and develop
ing countries is increasing, it is legitimate to look at per 
capita income as the main measure to be maximized 
and to attach only minor importance to other factors. 
Translated into policy rerms, this means that develop
ing countries might aim at bringing down their birth
rates approximately to the level prevailing in devel
oped countries as quickly as possible provided this 
remains an economically efficient proposition. Beyond 
this point there may be room for arguing over the desir
ability of further declines, but this is not a question 
over which one needs to worry in the near future. 

What is a "Population Problem"? 

Another implication of the fact that the benefits are 
more or less the same for all countries is that it can 
be argued that it is equally urgent to start a population 
policy in all countries. This would indeed be so if our 
criterion for adopting a population policy was based 
solely on the relative percentage increases in per capita 
income that would result from such policy. 

Although this is one possible criterion, several 
other alternatives are possible. One possibility would 

be the extent to which an economy has to invest 
(as a proportion of its income) in order to keep 
per capita income at a constant level. This would give 
a measure of the resources that are "wasted" to absorb 
the growth of population. Table 4 gives these figures 
for some 33 countries. Something that stands out from 
this table is that for all developed countries that are 
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women through improving their educa
tion; introducing sex education and the 
concepts of benefits of smaller family size 
throughout the total educational system; 
and accelerating the provision of health 
services, especially in the M.C.H. area, in 
order to cut down the high rate of infant 
mortality (estimated by Shah and Worth 
at 208/1000) so that the time lag in the 
feedback mechanism regarding children's 
survival will be shortened. 

Finally, only if the leadership becomes 
fully aware of the total implications of 
population change will they be motivated 
to treat this problem from all of its 
aspects. Once this awareness is developed, 
then and only then will Nepal be able to 
move ahead in implementing policies that 
will indeed affect its population's repro
ductive behavior, thus affecting the gen
eral fertility level. 
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Population Growth and Economic Development 

IN THE following paper George C. Zaidan of the Economics 
Department of the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development discusses the economic implications of 
different rates of population growth and some commonly 

held misconceptions about them. This is~a slightly expanded 
version of a paper that first appeared in the March 1969 
i§!!!e of Finance and Development, a quarterly pub/;cation 
of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. 

IT TOOK the world over 18 centuries to 
increase its population from a quarter of a 
billion persons to one billion persons. To
day one billion persons are being added 
every 15 years, and the world population 
is growing at a rate that is 30 times as high 
as the average rate of growth between the 
first century A.D. and 1650. In less de
veloped countries that rate is 40 times as 
high. 

Why are these rates so high? What are 
their economic implications? What are 
the prospects of a deceleration? These 
are large and important questions which 
need to be taken one at a time; in this 
article I am concerned only with the 
second. 

In attempting to indicate what we know 
today about population and economic 
development, there is one important pre
liminary point. Many people have been 
alarmed by the population explosion and 
some writers have made forecasts of 
impending famine. However, although 
the population of the world today is 
larger than ever, the standard of living 
of a large proportion of mankind is also 
much higher than at any time in recorded 
human history. Equally, looking into the 
future, it appears that the potential for 
economic growth is far greater than the 
potential for population growth. For 
instance, new strains of wheat, rice, and 
other foods have been discovered that 
could increase yields by two to five times 
over short periods of time. In contrast, 
the world population would only double 

over 35 years or so. Of course to exploit 
this potential would require large ac
companying social changes, but the 
potential is there, and it is immense. 

But while the potential for economic 
growth is larger than the potential for 
population growth, this is not strictly 
relevant to the question that is being con
sidered here. The crux of the matter is 
not whether the world can adjust to the 
present high rates of population growth 
but rather how much better the prospects 
for development would be if these high 
rates could be reduced. Here there are 
some impressive statistics. A representa
tive sample of less developed countries! 
shows that over 65 per cent of total invest
ments are devoted to maintaining per 
capita income at a constant level, whereas 
the corresponding figure for a sample of 
developed countries2 was less than 25 

' The sample included the following 22 
developing countries : Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Ethiopia, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Kenya, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
Peru, the Philippines, South Korea, the Sudan, 
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, and the 
United Arab Republic. 

2 The United States, Canada, Australia, and 
16 West European countries. 

per cent. To reduce this gap, a developing 
country can either increase its national 
income and/or reduce its population. In 
terms of the resources required to 
achieve a given increase in living stand
ards, these will be many times lower if 
they are used to reduce fertility than in 
any alternative investment. This is ulti
mately the basis of the need for popu
lation control. Furthermore, the total 
costs of such a program are a small 
proportion of the total expenditures on 
development (3 per cent as a maximum), 
so that investment in population control 
can never hope to replace expenditures on 
economic development, but is rather a 
complement to the latter. 

The Economic-Demographic Model 

Since death rates can be expected to 
decline further, and since emigration can 
rarely be influenced to a significant 
extent, economists have looked with 
particular interest at the effect of reduced 
fertility on economic development. More 
particularly the question was put: how 
would a linear reduction of 50 per cent 
in the birth rate over a period of 25 years 
(and constant thereafter) affect the stand
ard of living in a developing country? 
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FIGURE 1. The Relationship Between the Birth Rate and Per Capita Incomes 
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The first model of this sort was applied 
to India3 (and Mexico), but several other 
studies have been carried out since, and 
they have all confirmed the numerical 

J The discussion in this section is based on the 
work of A.J. Coale and E. M. Hoover, Popu
lation Growth and Economic Development in 
'Low' Income Countries: A Case Study of India's 
Prospects (Princeton University Press, 1958). 

magnitude observed in the first study. 
Before discussing the results of this study, 
it may be instructive to spell out why it 
is that large benefits have been obsetved. 

See also A.J. Coale, "Population and Economic 
Development" in The Population Dilemma 
(Prentice"Hall, 1963), edited by P. M. Hauser. 
Tables 1, 2, and 3 of this article are taken from 
this paper. 

Figure 1 attempts to reproduce in simpli
fied form the mechanism through which 
this model operates. As can be seen from 
the Figure, there are three different paths 
through which a reduction in birth rates 
affects the rate of growth of per capita 
income. The first occurs because the 
reduction in fertility leads to a smaller 
total population. Table 1 shows dif-

TABLE 1. Projections of the Population of a Typical Less Developed Country 

Age Time in Years 
Group 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Projection A 
1,261 (45.7) 1 ,840 ( 46.3) 2,655 (46.3) 3,848 (46.4) 0-14 434 (43.4) 616 (44.7) 870 (45.1) 

15-64 534 (53.4) 718(52.1) 996 (51.6) 1,406 (51.0) 2,003 (50.4) 2,901 (50.6) 4,204 (50.7) 

65-over 32 ( 3.2) 43 ( 3.1) 65 ( 3.4) 90( 3.3) 132 ( 3.3) 180 ( 3.1) 245( 3.0) 

Total 1,000 1,377 1,931 2,757 3,975 5,736 8,297 

Projection B 
676 (32.9) 783 (31.5) 901 (30.5) 994 (29.1) 0-14 434 (43.4) 567 (42.7) 637 (37.8) 

15-64 534 (53.4) 718 (54.1) 985 (58.4) 1,287 (62.7) 1,573 (63.2) 1,869 (63.4) 2,181 (63.8) 

65-over 32 ( 3.2) 43 ( 3.2) 65 ( 3.9) 90 ( 4.4) 132 ( 5.3) 180 ( 6.1) 245 ( 7.2) 

Total 1,000 1,328 1,687 2,053 2,488 2,950 3,420 

Projection A-fertility remains unch~nged. Projection_ 8-the birth rate is lo:-vered by 50 per_ cent over a pe~iod of_t~enty-_five years and is constan~ 
thereafter. In both cases mortal1ty is constantly 1mprov1ng. F1gures are m thousands . ln1t1al populat1on IS 1 million. F1gures m brackets are per 
centages. 
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ferences in the total population (and its 
age distribution) with and without a 
reduction in fertility. In both examples 
a similar reduction in mortality is as
sumed, and the initial population is 
assumed to be one million. 

The result of this smaller population is 
that the national income is shared by 
fewer persons. The national income itself 
is not reduced and may well be increased 
in the short run, since the reduction in 
fertility does not damage the productive 
capacity of the economy; this depends on 
the accumulation of capital, the quantity 
and quality of the labor force, tech
nology, and the amount of natural re
sources. The reduction in fertility is 
assumed to have no effect on any of these 
"factors of production" except the ac
cumulation of capital and quantity of the 
labor force. The first effect is positive and 
immediate in the sense that the savings 
potential of an economy increases with 
reduced fertility, whereas the second is 
negative but occurs with a time lag of 
15 years or so, since the quantity of the 
labor force would be smaller than other
wise. These two other effects, depicted in 
Figure 1, are discussed at some length 
below. 

The second path is via the accumulation 
of capital. Capital is assumed to increase 
because a reduction in fertility will lead 
to a much smaller proportion of children, 
as can be seen in Table 1. 4 This in turn 
means that the ability of a country to 
save is much greater, as families have 
fewer children, and can therefore "divert" 
into increasing their savings part of the 
income that these children would have 
consumed had there been no reduction in 

4 The age structure of a population is deter
mined primarily by the birth rate. Thus less 
developed countries- with birth rates of 40 
per 1000 or more-typically have a proportion 
of children (aged 15 years or less) of 4D-45 
per cent of the total population, whereas in de
veloped countries-with birth rates below 20 
per I 000-the corresponding proportion is 
about 25 per cent. The death rate also has an 
effect on the age structure, but the quantita
tive effect is small. This can be seen intuitively, 
because a decrease in death rates leads to 
more people surviving at all ages. If the death 
rate in all ages is reduced by the same per
centage amount, then the age structure remains 
unchanged. Hence it is not the size of the de
cline in the death rate that influences the age 
structure, but its differential impact in different 
age groups. Usually the proportionate decline 
is larger among young infants, so that a decline 
in the death rate is associated with a younger 
age structure. By contrast, a decline in birth 
rates always leads to a much more marked and 
older age structure, since it is only the num
ber of young people that is reduced. 

TABLE 2. Index of Income per Equivalent Adult Consumer1 with Reduced Fertility,2 
Based on Income per Consumer with Sustained Fertility3 = 100 

Time in Years 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Index 100 103 114 141 163 186 209 

1 By this measure the total population is weighted by the number of infants in it, and converted 
to a number of "equivalent adult consumers ." The assumptions made are that a child's consumpticn 
is 0.5 that of a male adult, and that an adult female consumes 0.9 times the consumption of an 
adult male. 

2 As in Projection 8, Table 1. 
3 As in Projection A, Table 1. 

fertiJity. This "diversion" can either 
occur voluntarily through private savings, 
or because of the ability of the govern
ment to raise more taxes, at a given level 
of sacrifice. These increased savings 
represent a potential source for the faster 
growth of total income, but the question 
arises whether parents will in fact increase 
their savings, or whether instead they 
will consume all their increased (per 
capita) income. Alternatively, if govern
ments raise their revenues the question 
arises whether this increase will go into 
government consumption or government 
savings. This question needs to be studied, 
but a recent investigation suggests that 
the "burden of dependency" is an im
portant explanation of the high observed 
differences in saving ratios among the 
countries of the world,5 in addition to 
other variables that are normally con
sidered to "determine" savings propor
tions. 

The third path is via the growth of the 
labor force. Here, it is important to make 
a distinction between the short term 
(defined as the time between birth and the 
average age at which persons enter the 
labor force, or about 15 years) and the 
long term. In the short term a reduction 
in fertility lias no effect on the size of the 
labor force, since all the persons who 
will be entering the labor force over the 
next 15 years or so have already been 
born today. In the long term, however, 
there is a negative effect, in that the labor 
force would be smaller than otherwise. 
The impact of this on the economy will 
depend on the particular country that is 
being studied: in conditions of "surplus 
labor" or economies where unemploy
ment is high, such a reduction will not 
affect the national income of an economy, 
at least initially. Elsewhere the negative 

s N.H. Leff, "Population Growth and Savings 
Potential," unpublished preliminary report of 
the Office of Program Coordination, U.S. 
Agency for International Development. 
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effect will be more substantial and 
immediate. 

Combining these three effects, we can 
see how a reduction in fertility affects 
favorably the standard of living. On the 
one hand there are fewer people; on the 
other, total output is larger in the short 
run under conditions of reduced fertility. 
After a period of 15 years, there is some 
doubt as to whether total income would 
be larger than otherwise, since this de
pends on the relative magnitude of the 
second positive effect, as compared to the 
last negative effect. 

Such then is the mechanism of the 
model. The results derived from it are 
striking. Table 2 shows that the standard 
of living in a country which reduced 
its fertility would be 40 per cent higher6 
than otherwise at the end of 30 years, and 
over twice as high at the end of 60 years. 

Some Other Implications of 
Population Growth 
Though the model outlined above 

shows the major economic benefits of 
reduced fertility, it omits some important 
effects, most of which would increase the 
observed benefits. These effects are 
omitted because they pose difficult prob
lems of measurement, 7 but they may be 
no less important than the effects that 
have already been discussed. Some of 
these omitted effects, which are shown 

6 It may be important to note that the whole 
measurement of these economic benefits is 
from the standpoint of a country. At the family 
level the calculus of benefits and costs of an 
additional child may be very different. This is 
a crucial distinction in considering policies 
designed to reduce fertility. 

1 In his latest book, Asian Drama, G. Myrdal 
is critical of these omissions and of the Coale
Hoover approach in general. His criticisms, 
however, are directed at the accuracy of the 
model, and in particular the narrow range of 
its results. But Myrdal accepts the conclusions 
that the economic effects of a fertility reduction 
are "favorable . . . and that these effects are 
very considerable and cumulative, gaining 
momentum over the years" (page 1467). 



through dotted lines in Figure 1, are 
particularly interesting. 

A reduction in fertility would, through 
better nutrition, health, and education, 
affect positively the quality of the labor 
force. This would in turn lead to a larger 
total income than otherwise. There are 
two reasons why nutrition and health 
would improve. On the one hand, the 
total population would be smaller, while 
on the other, total income and hence 
total expenditure on food consumption 
and health may be larger. For both 
these reasons, each member of the labor 
force would be better nourished and 
healthier. Total expenditures on education 
may be larger and, after some time lag 
(the time between the start of the reduc
tion in fertility and the age of entry to 
schools), the school age population would 
be smaller. Eventually, as a higher pro
portion of educated persons entered the 
labor force, the labor force would be 
more skilled. 

A second set of relationships that have 
been omitted concerns the impact of 
economic development itself on the rate 
of population growth. The rise in per 
capita incomes encompasses vast changes 
(such as education, urbanization, and the 
employment of women) that reinforce 
the initial decline in fertility. At the 
same time a faster rate of economic 
development may accelerate the decline 
in mortality. But again this decline in 
mortality, which is concentrated among 
young children, sometimes leads to a 
decline in fertility, as parents perceive 
that a larger number of their children 
survive to the adult ages. 

Characteristics of the Model 
The model has several interesting 

characteristics and implications. One 
concerns the effects of delaying this 
decline in fertility, or the "costs of 
waiting." The argument is often heard 
that since every country that has become 
highly developed has experienced a 
reduction in fertility of 50 per cent or 
more, public policy should be directed at 
accelerating economic development to 
the maximum possible extent, and fertility 
decline will take care of itself. While it 
is true that all countries that are today 
highly developed have experienced at 
least a 50 per cent decline in their fertility, 
it is not clear when such a decline "nor
mally" starts. A leading authority esti
mates that for many less developed coun
tries of today with low per capita incomes, 

it would require 30 to 60 years for these 
countries to reach a level of industriali
zation where an "autonomous" decline 
in fertility would set in. The costs of 
such a delay would be large. Table 3 
shows the ratio of income per consumer 
in a population where the decline starts 
immediately to one in which there is 
30-year delay. (In both, fertility is as
sumed to be halved over 25 years, and 
is constant thereafter.) It is seen that to 
wait for an automatic decline in fertility 
is to forego the relative gains shown in 
Table 3. These gains rise to 63 per cent 
after 50 years, and then settle to 40 
per cent, which is the gain previously 
noted at the end of 30 years. 

Another characteristic of the model is 
that for at least 15 years, and possibly for 
a much longer period of time (especially 
in those countries that suffer from 
"surplus labor"), total income would be 
larger under conditions of reduced fer
tility. This point is particularly relevant 
with respect to two arguments that are 
often made for having a larger popu
lation. The first argument is that a larger 
population is beneficial because it leads 
to a larger total consumption. This 
allows the economy of a country to exploit 
to the maximum the economies of scale 
of this larger market. There are at least 
two reasons why this argument is un
convincing. First, it holds only in a closed 
economy that has no trade. Once trade is 
possible, then specialization would per
mit the exploitation of some of these 
economies. Second, the argument con
fuses demand based on "need" -which 
would be larger with a bigger population 
-with demand backed by purchasing 
power. Since total income would be 
larger with reduced fertility for at least 
15 years and possibly longer, demand in 
the sense of the ability to purchase a 
larger total amount of goods would be 
greater with reduced fertility. 

A second argument that is made for a 
larger population is that of military power 
-that country A cannot afford to limit 
its population while country B, across 

the border, is growing at such a rapid 
pace. The previous discussion suggests 
several reasons why such an argument is 
untenable. First, a program of fertility 
reduction would not affect the growth of 
the persons eligible for military service 
for a long period of time-between the 
onset of the decline in fertility and the 
average age of conscription, say 15 years 
or more. Even after this period it is worth 
noting the large absolute increases that 
occur under conditions of reduced fer
tility. Table 1 shows that the 15-64 age 
bracket would be 240 per cent higher at 
the end of 30 years, even if fertility is 
halved. Second, military power is not 
only a matter of numbers, but especially 
of the quality of the people and the 
armaments at their disposal. A population 
in which fertility was being reduced would 
be healthier, better fed, and better 
educated. In addition, because of the 
larger total income in the short run, it 
would be able to afford more military 
equipment at the same level of sacrifice 
(where "sacrifice" is defined to be a given 
proportion of the national income going 
into defense expenditures). 

Benefits Independent of Economic 
and Demographic Conditions 
A third characteristic of the model is 

that the magnitude of the benefits is 
determined by the rapidity of the decline 
in fertility and-a striking fact-is not 
affected to a significant extent by the 
initial economic and demographic con· 
ditions prevailing in a given country. 
Thus the model was worked out with the 
detailed data for both India and Mexico 
and in spite of the different conditions 
(Mexico has higher fertility, lower mor
tality, and a higher per capita income 
than India), the results were essentially 
the same. Subsequent applications to 
other countries have tended to confirm 
this. 

The fact that these models are appli
cable to all countries may be a source of 
some puzzlement in view of the variety 
of conditions prevailing in the less de-

TABLE 3. Index of Income per Consumer Given Immediate Fertility Reduction, 
Based on Fertility Reduction Starting after 30 Years = 100 

Time in Years 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 100 

Index 100 103 114 141 158 163 149 141 

Note: In both declines, fertility is assumed to be halved over 25 years and is constant thereafter. 
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veloped world. This feature is best 
explained because of the fact that benefits 
are measured in terms of relative rates 
of growth of per capita income, together 
with the fact that the main source of 
benefits in the short run arises because the 
production that unborn children would 
otherwise have consumed is available for 
distribution among the "remaining" pop
ulation. For instance, assume two coun
tries A and B with per capita incomes 
of $100 and $400, respectively. Now 
assume the reduction in fertility reduces 
family size from eight to six persons. 
Then in both countries the relative gain of 
the family in per capita incomes is the 
same-33 per cent. If the rate of growth 
of per capita income would have been 
zero in the absence of a reduction of 
fertility, then country A's per capita 
income would have been $133 and coun
try B's $533. 

One final characteristic of this model 
may be worth noting. This is that the 
economic effects of an increase in the 
rate of population growth are not the 
same as the economic effects of reducing 
this rate. The asymmetry here arises 
because of the different source of growth 
in each case. The model being discussed 
here assumes that the deceleration in the 
rate of population growth occurs because 
of a reduction in fertility. By contrast, 
historically the acceleration in population 
growth rates has not occurred because of 
an increase in fertility, but because of 
falling death rates and/or immigration. 
The economic effects of these trends will 
differ depending on the particular cir
cumstances of each case. For instance, 
if the source of acceleration is immigra
tion, and the migrants are mostly skilled 
members of the labor force, then this 
acceleration in population might raise 
the per capita income. If the source of 
acceleration is the fall in death rates, then 
this will result in more people in both the 
working ages and the younger and older 
groups. The economic effects will then 
depend on the exact impact of the death 
rates on the age structure and the contri
bution of the additional workers to the 
economy. 

Though these economic effects have 
not been measured quantitatively, one 
general comment that can be made is 
that if these economic effects are negative 

s In terms of income "per equivalent adult 
consumer," the gain would be smaller since a 
family of six would have a smaller proportion 
of children. 

then their magnitude is likely to be lower 
than the economic benefits of an equiva
lent reduction in fertility. This is so be
cause the impact of the death rate on the 
age structure is smaller than the effect 
of fertility, and also because the economic 
effects of population work themselves 
out through the changes in this age 
structure. 

A Zero Birth Rate? 
Another characteristic of the model 

occ~sionally prompts nonspecialists to 
pursue the reductio ad absurdum and to 
ask whether (since the greater the reduc
tion in fertility, the larger the benefits 

· this implies) a zero birth rate would not 
in some sense be economically "the best." 
This question is theoretical for at least the 
next decade or two, since the halving of 
the birth rate over such a period would 
represent a considerable achievement. 
The answer to it then depends on what 
we mean by "economically the best." 
If we are looking at the rate of growth of 
per capita income as our sole measure of 
welfare, then the answer would be yes. 
If we look at total income then in the 
short run the answer would still be yes, 
though a time eventually comes when this 
is no longer so. Finally, an important 
point to make is that all the argument is 
in terms of trying to achieve the largest 
growth of national income-either in 
total or per capita terms. However, the 
measurement of national income does 
not include the joy that parents get from 
having children. It is difficult to see how 
this can be measured, but beyond a point 
there is obviously a clash between in
dividual and social welfare. Both for this 
reason and because of the fact that 
few would be prepared to accept per 
capita income as the only measure to be 
maximized, a point will be reached beyond 
which a further reduction in the birth rate 
is no longer desirable. However, it seems 
to me that as long as the gap between 
developed and developing countries is 
increasing, it is legitimate to look at per 
capita income as the main measure to be 
maximized and to attach only minor 
importance to other factors. Translated 
into policy terms, this means that develop
ing countries might aim at bringing down 
their birth rates approximately to the level 
prevailing in developed countries as 
quickly as possible provided this remains 
an economically efficient proposition. 
Beyond this point there may be room for 
arguing over the desirability of further 
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declines, but this is not a question over 
which one needs to worry in the near 
future. 

What is a "Population Problem"? 
Another implication of the fact that 

the benefits are more or less the same for 
all countries is that it can be argued that 
it is equally urgent to start a population 
policy in all countries. This would indeed 
be so if our criterion for adopting a pop
ulation policy was based solely on the 
relative percentage increases in per capita 
income that would result from such policy. 

Although this is one possible criterion, 
several other alternatives are possible. 
One possibility would be the extent to 
which an economy has to invest (as a 
proportion of its income) in order to keep 
per capita income at a constant level. This 
would give a mea_sure of the resources that 
are "wasted" to absorb the growth of 
population. Table 4 gives these figures 
for some 33 countries. Something that 
stands out is that for all developed coun
tries that are shown in the Table the 
proportion that is "wasted" is less than 
5 per cent. Another point worth noting 
is that this proportion is not related to 
the density of the population in a given 
country. This is especially worth em
phasizing in view of the fact that in the 
popular image, density is often associated 
with the gravity of a population prob
lem. Colombia, for instance, has large 
tracts of vacant and fertile lands but 

TABLE 4. Proportion of GNP That 
Has to be Invested in Order 
to Keep Per Capita Income 
at a Constant Level in Vari
ous Countries 

Over 10% 

7.5-10% 

5-7.5% 

Less than 
5% 

Colombia, India, Morocco, 
Brazil, Ghana, Tunisia 

Malaysia, Peru, the United 
Arab Republic, Thailand, 
Mexico, Philippines, Turkey 

The Sudan, Pakistan, 
Nigeria, Indonesia, South 
Korea, Chile, Ethiopia 

United States, Norway, 
France, Sweden, Denmark, 
Finland, West Germany, 
Italy, the United Kingdom, 
Belgium, Austria, Greece, 
Portugal 

Note: Population growth figures are for 1967. 
The incremental capital-output ratio is for the 
period 1960-65. Countries included are those 
that had the necessary data , and they are classi· 
fied in descending order. 



TABLE 5. Absolute Amount of Resources 
per Year That are Absorbed 
by Population Growth in 
Some Less Developed Coun
tries 

(Figures are in million US$ at 1964 prices) 

India .. . . . .. . ... . . . .... .. .. . 5070 
Brazil . ... ......... ... . .... . 2060 
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1510 
Colombia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 720 
Pakistan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680 
Turkey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 580 
Philippines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 380 
Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340 
Thailand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 
Malaysia, Morocco . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 
Ghana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180 
Tunisia, the Sudan . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 

Note: The investment proportions required to 
keep per capita income at a constant level are 
those of Table 4. The GOP estimates are for 1966 
at 1964 prices. 

nevertheless has to invest 14 per cent of 
its national income in order to absorb 
the increase in its population. Alter
natively, one notes that a country such as 
Pakistan has less of a "population prob
lem." This seems to run counter to the 
popular image that associates the popu
lation problem with the teeming millions 
of Asia. It is not that this image is mis
taken but that it does not follow from 
this particular criterion. 

An alternative criterion might be the 
absolute size (and not the proportion) 
of investments that go into absorbing 
population increase. This may be of 
interest to donors of aid, who may be 
more concerned with this absolute rather 
than relative size. Thus countries with 
large populations would come on top of 
the list, as can be seen in Table 5. 

The previous various criteria of what 
constitutes a population problem empha
size that there are different ways of 
looking at the same phenomenon. De
pending on the way we look at this 

phenomenon, a different classification is 
obtained. However, more important than 
the particular classification one chooses 
is the point that by historical standards 
the problem is urgent in all less developed 
countries. Furthermore, as death rates 
in these countries fall further, the problem 
is likely to increase, the more so among 
countries whose problem is at present 
"mild." For these reasons, it may be 
more relevant to emphasize the much 
larger difference between developed and 
less developed countries, rather than the 
differences among the latter group. 

Development Enquiry Service 
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development has author

ized its Development Centre to undertake activities in the field of population 
as a pilot scheme to be appraised at the end of 1969. 

Through its network of international contacts and the bank of experience 
available to it, the Development Enquiry Service of the Centre furnishes 
answers on programs of development to interested public and semi-public 
organizations and their experts and planners in developing countries. 

Questions are invited and may focus on any particular aspect of the multi
disciplinary population spectrum, including research, family planning pro
grams, information and training activities, international assistance, and so 

forth. Questions should be addressed to: 

The Development Enquiry Service 
O.E.C.D. Development Centre 
91, boulevard Exelmans 
Paris 168

, France 

NEPAL: National Development, Population, and Family Planning 

OVER THE YEARS we have presented in this bulletin 
reports on the demographic situation and the nature and 
scope of family planning programs in various countries. 
This is the first such report on Nepal. It was prepared by 
A. S. David, Visiting Associate Professor of Economics 
with the Carolina Population Center at the University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Dr. David, a former Ford 

Foundation Mid-Career Fellow in Population, served in 
Nepal with the Ford Foundation Economic Advisory Team 
to the Ministry of Economic Planning, His Majesty's 
Government, from 1963 to 1967, and again as a short-term 
advisor for two months in 1968. This study is based on a 
report to His Majesty's Government written by Dr. David 
in July 1968. 

AN OVERVIEW 
The year 1951 marks the date of Nepal's 

first step toward "modernization" after 
a century of total seclusion under the 
autocratic prime ministership of the 
Rana family. Since then Nepal has 
chosen to modernize via the planned 
economy route. This has led to the 
adoption and implementation of three 
periodic plans and their current involve-

ment in the preparation of the Fourth 
Plan. It is very difficult to adequately 
quantify the degree and rate of change, 
even though rough estimates have been 
prepared to monitor changes in agri
cultural production, investments in pri
vate and public components of the various 
sectors of the economy, changes in 
price levels, etc. Improvements in levels 
of living of the average Nepali are difficult 
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to come by even with the evident changes 
in the physical facilities such as transport, 
communication, schools and hospitals. 

Nepal is strategically located between 
the two giants of Asia, China in the North 
and India in the South. It is a small 
kingdom, only about 100 miles wide and 
500 miles long. Within this rectangular 
area elevation ranges from slightly above 
sea level in the southern plains to the 

highest point on earth, Mount Everest. FIGURE I. Nepal 
Geographically the kingdom is divided 

into four major regions: the Mountain 
Region consisting of the great Himalayan 
range; the Hill Region that extends from 
the first plains area in the South to the 
Mountain Region with elevations varying 
from less than a thousand feet to that of 
the Mountain Region; the Inner Terai, a 
low-land area south of the Hill Region 
and separated from the Terai plains by 
the narrow low hills ; and the Outer 
Terai (commonly referred to as the 
Terai) plains which are an extension of 
the Gangetic Plains of Northern India. 
Topographically, the kingdom is divided 
into three major river basins: the Kosi 
in the East, the Gandak in the center and 
the Karnali in the West (see Figure 1). 

Traditionally, mainly because of trans
port, communication, and social structure 
difficulties, the country of Nepal has not 
operated as an integrated whole. Com
munities and geographic areas existed in 
almost complete isolation from one 
another until about 1955 when Nepal 
attempted to bring about some degree of 
integration through the "planned" econ
omy approach. 1 An overview of the total 
economy as reflected in the growth and 
composition of its Gross Domestic 
Product, as presented in Table 1, looks as 
follows:2 

1 Nepal has completed two plan periods and 
is presently implementing its Third Plan, which 
covers the period 1965-70. 

2 In 1963, the first attempt was made to esti
m~te the Gross Domestic Product in Nepal, 
usmg the 1961-62 agricultl,!ral sample survey 
conducted by the Centra l Bureau of Statistics 
- the first survey of its kind. In 1965 the process 
was repeated for 1964-65. 

c 

) I 

I 

1. The Gross Domestic Product, based 
on current prices, rose by about 41 per 
cent between 1962 and 1965 but only by 
6 per cent when computed on the basis 
of 1962 price level, or an average of 2 
per cent per year. 3 

2. The agricultural sector was the 
largest contributor to G.D.P., followed 
by manufacturing and trade. 

3. The greatest increase (at constant 
prices) in sectoral contribution to G.D.P. 
was that of the services' sector, followed 
by transport, communication and power 

3 1962 and I 965 constitute the first and last 
year of the Second Plan. Computations of 
G.D.P. have been in accordance with recom
mended methods of the U.N. Only the industrial 
or institutional origin approach was used since 
the data needed for computation by the type 
of final expenditure or the distributive shares 
were not .available. Thus no check on these 
estimates can be made. 

I 
• Terai Region 

~~~\~Inner Terai Region 

D Hills Region 

[:~~:;i;:!:i:J Himalayan Region 

sector. Agriculture's contribution in 
creased the least, by an average of I per 
cent per year. 

POPULATION SIZE, COMPOSITION 
AND GROWTH RATES 

Historical Note 

Nepal reported its population size for 
the first time in 1911. The undertaking 
was a stock-taking endeavor rather than 
a census of population. It has since then 
reported its total population about every 
ten years. The first "modern and complete 
census" for Nepal, using internationally 
accepted concepts, was made in 1952 
under the auspices of the Department of 
Statistics, which was established in 1950:4 

4 The central government actually directed 
the Department of Statistics to undertake the 
census in 1952 for the East and in 1953 for the 

TABLE 1. Gross Domestic Product (G.D.P.) in Current and Constant Prices by Major Components of the Economy : Nepal, 
1961-62 and 1964-65 a 

G.D.P. at Current Prices G.D.P. at 1961-62 Prices 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Change Change 

1961-62 1964-65 1961-62 1964-65 Annual 
Component (Million Rupees) (Million Rupees) Total Average 

Agriculture and Forestry 2,393 3,443 44 2,393 2,465 3 1 
Transport, Communication 

and Power 179 264 47 179 209 17 6 
Manufacturing and Trade 1,027 1,257 22 1,027 1,119 9 3 
Services 149 321 115 149 180 21 7 

Total (in million Rs.) 3,748 5,285 41 3,748 3,973 6 2 

Total (in million U.S. dollars)b 493 695 41 493 523 6 2 

a In computing the G.D.P. at constant prices the 1961-62 price level is used. 
b 100.00 U: S. $100 = Rs . 756. (Nepali currency henceforth referred to as N. C.) 
Source: Ministry of Ec~~omic Planning •. The Economic Affairs Report . His Majesty's Government of Nepal Vol Ill No. 2 and unpublished estimates 

prepared by Mm1stry of Econom1c Planning regarding price increases. ' · ' 
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Accepting the existing data as the best 
available, one notes that the population 
increased by 66 per cent in the 50 years 
between 1911 and 1961, or 1.3 per cent 
per year. This rate of increase inched 
upward so that during the early 1960's 
the average annual rate of increase was 
2.0 per cent. Therefore, if the recent 
annual rate of increase of 2 per cent 
continued, the 1964-65 population would 
double in 35 yearss (see Table 2). The pop
ulation of Nepal is a young population-a 
characteristic of almost all the developing 
nations. Its dependency ratio in 1952-54 
amounted to 77 per cent and increased 
to 81 per cent by 1961-62.6 The labor 
force in 1961-62 accounted for only 46 per 
cent of the total population (see Table 3). 

Implications for National 
Development 

Assessment of total impact of popu
lation change on national development 
must, by definition, include the population 
variable as an endogenous (or dependent) 
variable in a system of interrelated var
iables that define the dimensions of 
development and change. Treatment of 
population as an endogenous variable 
requires the availability of data in quan
tity and quality far beyond what currently 
exists in Nepal. Furthermore, theoretical 
underpinning of demographic variables 
are glaringly lacking to the point of 
making it almost impossible to treat 
population endogenously. Therefore, pop
ulation projections, covering the period 

West. The endeavor was gigantic for Nepal in 
terms of manpower use. Two-hundred super
visors were trained in Kathmandu who were 
then given charge of I ,9 57 centers located all 
over the country. The supervisors selected, and 
trained, and supervised 17,000 enumerators. 
About 19 tons of census schedule forms and 
publicity materials had to be transported out of 
Kathmandu to the various parts of the country. 
Tabulation of the 8 million individual slips had 
to be done by hand without any office equip
ment. The latter operation lasted for over two 
years. Furthermore, vital registration of deaths 
and births is yet to be undertaken for Nepal. 
The only survey that recorded birth and death 
estimates was done by HMG in collaboration 
with the University of Hawaii in 1965-66. 
Some unsuccessful official attempts were made to 
establish vital registration in Nepal during the 
past year. 

s This is about the same as what India and 
Indonesia experienced in the 1950's. However, 
where population and G.N.P. for 1965 are 
related and compared within the ECAFE 
Region, Nepal ranks at the bottom of the scale 
along with Laos and Afghanistan. (See Simon 
Kuznets, "Growth and Structure of National 
Product, Countries in the ECAFE Region, 
1950-1961," World Bank Atlas, 1967 edition .) 

6 This, in a way, reflects the reduction in 
infant mortality due to improved health services. 

TABLE 2. Total Population and Its Aver
age Annual Growth Rate: 
Nepal, 1911-65 

Average Annual 
Total Population Growth Rate 

Year (In Thousands) (Per Cent) 

1911 5,639 
1920 5,574 -0.1 
1930 5,533 -0.1 
1941 6,284 1.2 
1952-54 8,473 2.9° 
1961-62 9,388 1.4 
1964-65 9,951 2.0 

a The jump in annual rate of growth from 1.2 
to 2.9 per cent may be due to either one or 
both of the following : 
(1) over-enumeration of population in 1952-

54. 
(2) under-enumeration of population in 

1941. 
Source: Ministry of Economic Planning, The 

Economic Affairs Report, His Majesty's 
Government of Nepal, Vol. Ill, No.4, 
P- 15. The 1964-65 fiscal year projec
tion is derived from: Ministry of Eco
nomic Planning, The Third Plan , His 
Majesty's Government of Nepal, p. 
11. 

1970 to 1995, are made by adopting the 
U. N.'s component method. 7 Since vital 
rates are not available through vital 

1 " Methods for Population Projections by 
Sex and Age," Manual III, United Nations, 
Population Studies, ST/SOA/Series A. 1956. 

. " 

registration, the following rates were 
estimated from the 1961- 62 census, the 
1963 Population Survey and UN Model 
Life Tables and used as the basis for the 
analysis: 

(a) life expectancy at birth during the 
1956-61 period was 37.5;8 

(b) general fertility rate of 45 which 
corresponds to roughly a Sex Age 
Adjusted Birth Rate (SAABR) of 50 ;9 

(c) migration is assumed to be negligible, 
thus not estimated for this study; 1 o 

(d) the base year population size and 
composition is the 1970 population. 
This population size is derived by 
projecting the adjusted 1961 popu-

8 Central Bureau of Statistics population 
projection estimates as reproduced in an un
published paper prepared for the Planning 
Commission, Nepal, 1968. 

9 This rate was estimated and used by H. N . 
Thakur, Nepal's Population Projection 1961-
1975, Nepal 1965. The recent C.B.S. population 
projections, however, use a SAABR of 40. I 
have accepted Thakur's estimates and have used 
them throughout my analysis. 

10 Migration patterns tend to show seasonal 
variations due to the agricultural practices, but 
since no clear indication of the magnitude of 
the net effect is available, it has, in all projec
tions, been assumed to be near zero. 

TABLE 3. Demographic Characteristics: Nepal, 1952-54 and 1961-62 

Total 
Population Dependency 

Census Year (In Millions) Population Structure Ratio 
Q-14 15-59 60 and over 

1952-54 8.4 3.3 4.0 0.4 77 
(Per Cent of Total) (100) (39) (56) (5) 
1961-62 9.4 3.7 5.2 0.5 81 
(Per Cent of Total) (100) (39) (55) (6) 

Source: Ministry of Economic Planning, The Economic Affairs Reporf, Vol. Ill, No. 4, p . 3, His Majesty's 
Government of Nepal, 1965. 

TABLE 4. Projected Total Population Size under Various Fertility Assumptions: 
Nepal, 1970-1995 

Fertility Year 
Reduction 
(Per Cent)a 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

(Population in millions) 

0 11.4 12.9 14.72 16.91 19.56 22.75 
5 11.4 12.99 14.67 16.79 19.31 22.32 

10 11.4 12.88 14.61 16.66 19.06 21.89 
15 11.4 12.86 14.56 16.53 18.82 21.46 
20 11.4 12.85 14.50 16.40 18.57 21.02 
25 11.4 12.84 14.45 16.28 18.32 20.59 
30 11.4 12.82 14.40 16.15 18.07 20.16 
35 11.4 12.81 14.35 16.02 17.82 19.73 
40 11.4 12.80 14.29 15.89 17.58 19.31 
45 11.4 12.78 14.24 15.76 17.33 18.88 
50 11.4 12.77 14.19 15.64 17.08 18.45 

a The reduction in fertility is assumed to be achieved in 25 years; i.e., each annual decline is 1/25 
compounded annually. 
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lation census of 9,829,000 to 1970-
a total population of 11,377,000.11 

Using the above methodology and 
estimates, the effects of population on 
per capita Gross Domestic Product, pri
mary school enrollment and per capita 
food availability (cereal grains only) 
were then determined under the following 
two assumptions: 12 (1) no change in the 
present level of fertility while mortality 
continues to decline, and (2) decline in 
fertility within a twenty-five year period 
according to stated specific long-run 
fertility reduction pattern. The gains from 
controlling the population growth rate 
through reductions in fertility were then 
assessed. 

Based on the existing demographic 
experiences of the population, and assum
ing further decline in mortality, popu
lation size is estimated to reach 22.75 
million in 1995 (see Figure 2 and Table 4). 
This means that population annual growth 
rate will continue to increase for each 
five-year interval so that for the period 
1990-1995 population annual growth rate 
will exceed the 3 per cent mark. The 
implications of such a rapid increase in 
population are indeed significant, es
pecially when one realizes that the number 
of years required for a population to 
double will decrease significantly.B 

Both population size and growth rate 
will be smaller if fertility begins to 
decline. The magnitude of population 
size and growth rate has been computed 
under ten different assumptions of fertility 
decline. The decline ranged from 5 per 
cent to 50 per cent and was assumed to 
be achieved through a 25 year period.14 
The net effect of a decline in fertility 

n The result of my projection is almost 
identical to Thakur's "low mortality" projection 
for 1970 (11 ,377,000 vs. 11,380,000). Thakur 
and Krotki have recently reevaluated the 1961 
Census results and adjusted the total 1961 
population to 9,829,000 in Harsha N. Thakur 
and Karol J. Krotki, "Estimates of Population 
Size and Growth from the 1952-54 and 1961 
Censuses of the Kingdom of Nepal," paper pre
sented at the Annual Meeting of the Population 
Association of America, Boston, April 1968. 

12 The results presented here are as reliable 
as the basic assumptions and the adequacy of 
the data permitted. Modifications should be 
made as soon as additional data and experiences 
are gained. 

13 For example, it will take 28 years for the 
population to double if the average annual rate 
of growth is 2.5 per cent, but will diminish to 
23 years when population growth rate increases 
to 3.0 per cent per year. 

14 The pattern of reduction in fertility in the 
25 years was assumed to be such that 1/25 of 
the specified reduction would occur in the first 
year, 2/25 in the second, and so on, until the 
total reduction is achieved by the 25th year. 

FIGURE 2. Projected Total Population Size under Various Fertility Assumptions: 
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results not only in smaller population 
sizes but also in lower rates of growth, 
lower birth rates, and lower death rates.15 
Nevertheless, it must be stressed here 
that under the assumed demographic 
experiences, population growth rate is 
always positive and greater than unity. 
The lowest rate of growth would be 
achieved in 1990-1995 if fertility were 
assumed to decline by 50 per cent (see 
Figure 3). 

The gains in fertility reduction cannot 
be measured unless they are estimated in 
the context of certain key variables that 
affect total national development.16 For 
this study only three variables were con
sidered: Gross Domestic Product, ele
mentary school population (i.e., 5-11 
years old), and food availability in terms 
of cereal grains. To measure the net 
gains I computed and compared each of 
the above variables on a per capita basis. 

1s The decline in the rate of increase of 
population size will not, however, occur until 
fertility is at least reduced by 20 per cent. It 
can, therefore, be said that the higher the decline 
in fertility, the earlier will the decline in growth 
rate begin. 

16 The term "national development" is used 
here to stress the fact that development is more 
than economic development. It encompasses, 
among others, economic, social, political, and 
psychological change. 
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Population Growth and G.D.P.17 
The base year estimate of G.D.P. 

placed it at 3,748 million Rupees.1s With 
a population of 9.41 million, per capita 
G.D.P. would then be Rs. 398 or about 
$52.00. If population growth is not 
checked and G.D.P. were to grow as 
"sluggishly" as recorded during the 
early 1960's as is assumed in Figure 4, 
then per capita G.D.P. would decline 
throughout the projected periods, i.e., 
by 35 per cent over the 25 year period. 
A reduction in fertility by 50 per cent 
would slow down the rate of decline 
significantly. 

On the other hand, if the Third Plan 
target of doubling G.D.P. by 1980 were 
to be achieved, the required rate of 
growth in G.D.P. for each five-year 

17 Time series estimates of the rate of growth 
of Gross Domestic Product are lacking, thus 
the analysis necessitated the determination of 
gains in per capita G.D.P. by assuming various 
rates of annual growth in each of the periods 
under study. 

18 No reliable estimates of size and/or change 
in G.D.P. for Nepal have been produced. The 
first attempt was based on the 1961-62 Agri
cultural Census and some crude indicators of 
other sectors of the economy. The above esti
mate has been used most extensively and as 
such will be used as the base year estimate for 
our analysis. (See for example B. B. Thapa, 
Planning for the Development of Nepal, 1967, 
Table 8.) 



FIGURE 3. Average Annual Growth Rate of Population, by Five- Year Intervals, 
under Various Fertility Assumptions: Nepal, 1970-1995 
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FIGURE 4. Per Capita Gross Domestic Product (G.D.P.) under Various Assumed 
Growth Rates and Fertility Reductions: Nepal, 1970-1995 
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interval would have to be 2, 4, 5, and 6.7 
per cent. I have categorized this rate as 
"vigorous" and assumed it to continue 
over the remainder of our period of study 
and then assessed the changes in per 
capita G.D.P. (see Figure 5). 

The significant conclusions to be drawn 
from the above analysis are: (a) when the 
per cent annual rate of growth of G.D.P. 
falls below that of population growth, 
then the per capita G.D.P. declines over 
time. However, the rate of decline is 
greater when the fertility level is assumed 
to remain constant; and (b) even with 
an assumed decline in fertility, per capita 
G.D.P. does not increase significantly 
until the latter years of the projected 
period. This latter conclusion implies 
that the faster the country can drop the 
fertility of its population, the greater will 
be the benefits as measured by gains in 
per capita G.D.P. 

Population Growth and 
Elementary School Enrollment 

His Majesty's Government, by adopting 
the "Karachi Plan" (as revised in the 
"Tokyo Plan"), has pledged to provide 
free and compulsory schooling to all 
of its elementary school age population 
(5-11 years old) by 1980. The Third Plan 
includes provision for 40 per cent of the 
same. At this rate of expansion, coupled 
with the growth in population aged 5-11, 
the quality of education will be seriously 
hampered since the teacher training 
programs will not be capable of meeting 
the needs of such expanding numbers. 

A fast growing population means an 
increasing percentage of elementary school 
population. As Figure 6 shows, the 
proportion of the 5-11 year olds will 
increase with increases in population. 
This means that the actual numbers will 
multiply rapidly. A decline in fertility, 
however, would result in a reduction of 
the relative size of the elementary school 
age population. For example, primary 
school age population would expand from 
its 1970 level of 2,120,400 to 4,470,000 
(i.e., by 111 per cent) by 1995 if popu
lation growth rate were unchecked, 
whereas it will grow by only 39 per cent, 
or one-third, if population growth rates 
were reduced by 50 per cent (see Figure 6). 

The implications of the above facts are 
obvious. If, under the existing rates of 
population growth, Nepal is facing serious 
difficulties in educating its young popu
lation, how then can the educational 

system be capable of meeting the needs 
of a faster rate of growth of population ?19 

Population Growth and Cereal 
Grain Availability 2o 

His Majesty's Government, in its 
agricultural targets for the Third Plan, 
aimed at increasing cereal grain produc
tion by an average annual rate of growth 
of 3 per cent. If cereal grain production 
increased at the assumed 3 per cent 
growth rate, given the 1964-65 estimated 
1.9 million metric tons of cereal grain,21 
per capita food availability would in
crease very little, i.e., by about 5 per cent, 
if population growth rate were unchecked. 
However, per capita cereal grain avail
ability would increase by 29 per cent if 
population growth rate were checked by 
reducing fertility level by 50 per cent in 
25 years (see Figure 7). 

Based on assumptions such as the 
above and the accompanying analysis 
one concludes :22 

1. When the annual per cent growth in 
cereal grain production increases faster 
than that of population, the per capita 
food availability increases. 

2. Assuming per capita consumption to 
remain constant, increases in per capita 
food availability would result in increases 
of exportable cereal grain, thus improving 
the nation's export bill. 

3. Under all assumed rates of fertility 
decline, the gains in per capita cereal 
grain availability increase with time. 
Thus, as was the case with per capita 
G.D.P., the faster the rate of decline in 
fertility, the greater the gains in per 
capita cereal grain availability. This 
conclusion has tremendous social, econ
omic, and political implications. 

19 This problem has emerged over the past 
years and found expression in the tremendous 
wastage in the potential efficiency of Nepal's 
investments in education. (See A. S. David, 
"Planning for the Educational System in 
Nepal" in Economic Affairs Report, HMG of 
Nepal, 1967.) 

20 Food production and its subsequent de
mand depends on so many factors that an at
tempt to project adequately both the supply 
and demand becomes very difficult at this stage. 
The discussion is in the context of cereal grain 
only, i.e., rice, corn, wheat, and millet, because 
of the availability of some production estimates 
of such crops, and because plan targets are 
mainly set in terms of increases in cereal grain. 

21 The Food Problem in Nepal: Its Magnitude 
and Requirements for Solution, His Majesty's 
Government, 1967, Table 20, p. 49. 

22 I have deliberately excluded from this 
summary any discussion related to the prob
lems that emerge as a result of the disparity 
between the geographic distribution of popu
lation and cereal grain production in Nepal. 

FIGURE 5. Per Capita Gross Domestic Product (G.D.P.) under Various Assumed 
Growth Rates and Fertility Reduction: Nepal, 1970-1995 
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WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT 
THE POPULATION PROBLEM? 

The magnitude of benefits derived from 
slowing the rate of growth of population 
depends to a great extent on the methods 
and magnitude of resources, both man
power and financial, that can be aJlocated 
to population programs. Furthermore, 
the rate at which an effective and efficient 
organization can be formed will definitely 
affect the magnitude of the program, 
its implementation and, therefore, the 
benefits derived. If nothing is done, which 
is an alternative available to policy 
makers, then all of the potential benefits 
of slowing down population growth will 
be lost. If some positive measures are 
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taken, then the question that must be 
answered is how to organize for an effec
tive program and set meaningful goals. 
Heretofore, many within His Majesty's 
Government and elsewhere have con
tended that implementation of a family 
planning program could meet the growing 
demands for slowing population growth 
rates. In the following paragraphs I 
argue that efforts in addition to the 
existing ones must be undertaken if 
Nepal wants to effectively manage its 
population growth rate. 

Family Planning In Nepal 
Family planning activities got under 

way in Nepal as early as 1958 when a vol
untary family planning association was 



FIGURE 6. Primary School Age Population as a Per Cent of the Total Population 
under Various Fertility Levels: Nepal, 1970-1995 
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established. The voluntary association 
provided only educational and motiva
tional material with the main hope of 
generating both social and leadership 
support. The association did not, how-

ever, provide any clinical family planning 
services. By the beginning of the Third 
Plan, i.e., 1965, His Majesty's Govern
ment took a po itive step by including in 
its health program, on an experimental 

TABLE 5. Expenditure for Family Planning Relative to Expenditure for Health 
and Development: His Majesty's Government of Nepal, 1965-1970 

Family Planning 
allocatedb 
1965-70 

Health Sector Plan 
1965-70 

Public Sector Plan 
1965-70 

Family Planning 
actual and 

proposed 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 (budgeted)c 
1969-70 (estimated)c 

Total (Actual, 1965-70) 

aU. S. $1 = N.R. 7.60. 

N.R. 
(Million) 

1 

120 

1,740 

.02 

.10 

.20 
2.20 
3.00 
5.52 

U.S. Dollarsa 
(Thousand) 

13 

15,789 

228,943 

2.632 
13.158 
26.316 

220.000 
330.000 
562.106 

As Per Cent 
As Per Cent of Total Public 

of Health Plan Sector Plan 

0.083 0.005 

6.9 

4.6 0.3 

b The allocated. expenditures for family planning in the budget have been far exceeded by the 
actual expenditures, as a consequence of U.S. AID's involvement. 

c U. S. $1 = N .R. 10. The N.R. was devalued. 
Source: His Majesty's Government of Nepal, Ministry of Health. 
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basis, plans to offer family planning 
services in Kathmandu Valley. The 
responsibilities of implementing the ex
perimental plans rested with the Maternal 
and Child Health Section of the Direc
torate of Health. The total allocated 
five-year budget was only Rs. 1,000,000 
or Rs. 20,000 per year, (U.S. $2,632). 
Furthermore, His Majesty was among 
the original twelve heads of state who 
signed the Declaration on Population 
presented to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations on Human Rights Day 
in 1966. 

The program, to the surprise and 
delight of many, moved rather quickly 
from the experimentation stage to the 
implementation of an expanding pro
gram. By September of 1966 six clinics in 
Kathmandu Valley were started, and 
training of physicians in IUD insertions 
was being conducted. In 1967, the M.C.H. 
Family Planning Section expanded its 
manpower, paramedical training activi
ties, and its provision of services inside 
and outside Kathmandu Valley. Further
more, a phased three-year program was 
launched in which the family planning 
services were to be offered at M.C.H. 
clinics while conventional methods, such 
as condoms, foam tablets, and jelly, were 
to be channeled through non-medical 
centers as well. The budget allocated for 
fiscal year 1967-68, was Rs.2,000,000 
(or two times the total budget initially 
allocated for the five-year period of the 
Third Plan). The program continued to 
expand to the point that the 1968-69 
budget allocation rose to about Rs. 
22,000,000 (see Table 5). 

Concurrent with the expansion of the 
official governmental program, the Family 
Planning Association began to expand its 
activities by opening a clinic in Kath
mandu and acquiring the services of 
physicians to perform sterilizations and 
insert IUDs. A mobile unit was organized 
to perform sterilizations. Although the 
Association's efforts have expanded, they 
still provide a very small number of 
services. The International Planned Parent
hood Federation is actively supporting 
the Association in its expansionary 
efforts. 

The official total achievements to date 
include: 
(a) the opening of 27 clinics, 12 in 

Kathmandu Valley and 15 in the 
outlying districts; 

(b) the insertion of 4,097 IUDs; 
(c) the performing of 801 vasectomies 

(including those performed by phy
sicians of the Family Planning As
sociation); 

(d) the distribution of 969 cycles of oral 
pills and 87,795 condoms; 

(e) the education of the "target popu
lation" through posters, radio, pam
phlets and word of mouth; and 

(f) the hiring of a statistician to head 
the evaluation component of the 
program. 

Although the numerical achievements 
to date are impressive, one cannot really 
determine the impact of the program on 
the overall stated objective of "limiting 
population growth rate." No evaluation 
or proper follow-up has been undertaken. 
Thus, if the program is to become effec
tive, it is imperative that the proper 
follow-up and evaluation of activities be 
greatly strengthened. All that is presently 
reported is the number of contraceptives 
offered, even though clinic records are 
kept on clients. 

During my short stay I worked with the 
evaluation and education officers to 
tabulate the clinic records in order to 
identify the characteristics of the popu
lation being served in Kathmandu Valley. 
Preliminary results obtained from 9 of 
the 12 clinics in Kathmandu Valley 
revealed the following: 

1. About 1611 women obtained IUDs 
while about 300 women received oral 
contraceptive pills. 

2. Of those receiving the IUDS: 
(a) 65 per cent were classed as completely 

illiterate while 28 per cent had re
ceived only primary education. 

(b) About one-third of the total came 
from the farming class while another 
third came from the service class, i.e., 
their husbands worked either in an 
office or within His Majesty's Govern
ment (usually such positions are rela
tively low in the hierarchical struc
tures). 

(c) About 57 per cent of the clients were 
between the ages of 25 and 34. Only 1 
per cent were in the 15-19 year old age 
group. This means that although the 
Nepali women marry young and begin 
to have children at a relatively young 
age (i.e., 18 years old as reported by 
Shah and Worth23), they do not seek 
family planning services until they 
have had some children. This may 
indicate that family planning is sought 

23 Narayan Shah, and Robert Worth, Report 
of the National Health Survey of 1965-66, a 
preliminary draft, Nepal, September 1967. 

FIGURE 7. Annual Per Capita Cereal Grain Availability under the Third Plan's 
Assumed Rates of Growth of Cereal Grain Production and Selected 
Fertility Levels: Nepal, 1970-1995 
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for family limitation and not spac
ing.24 

(d) About 90 per cent of the total IUD 
clients sought family planning serv
ices after obtaining information from 
either friends or the clinic staff. This 
observation has tremendous implica
tions as to the area of future concentra
tion. Improving the quality of services 
will result in greater client satisfaction 
which, in turn, means greater spread 
of information. 

3. Information on clients receiving the 
oral contraceptive pills revealed the fol
lowing: 
(a) Although a small per cent of the 

24 Shah and Worth found that the mean age 
of final pregnancy is 36.6 years. 
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clients had more education than those 
who received the IUD, nevertheless, 
the majority, i.e., about 64 per cent, 
were illiterate and 27 per cent did not 
have more than a primary education. 

(b) The distribution of clients according 
to the occupation of the husbands was 
similar to clients serviced with IUDs. 
Most were either in the services sector 
or farmers. 

(c) The age distribution of oral contra
ceptive users tended to be younger. It 
is difficult, without proper follow-up 
on use and pregnancy detection, to 
make concrete conclusions regarding 
use of this contraceptive method
whether it is taken for spacing or for 
family limitation. 

(d) As was the case with IUD clients, the 



FIGURE 8. Annual Number of Births to be Prevented in Order to Achieve the 

d 
Desired Reduction in Fertility: Nepal, 1971- 1995 
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majority of the oral contraceptive 
users was referred to the clinic by 
either friends or clinic staff members 
(95 per cent). However, the referrals 
made by the clinic staff were much 
higher for oral pills than for IUDs 
(44 vs. 27 per cent). This difference 
may be due to the existing clinical 
practice of having the client who has 
or had any problem with the IUD 
take up the pills. 

Adequacy of the Family 
Planning Program 

His Majesty's Government adopted 
family planning in order to control its 
rate of population growth. The desired 
rate of growth was set and then the num
ber of births to be prevented determined. 
Based on the number of births to be pre
vented, and some assumed rate of contra
ceptive effectiveness, the targets were then 
translated into contraceptive equivalents. 
This procedure is rational and sound. 
However, its rationality hinges on the 
ability to properly follow up the partici
pants, to check whether or not the as
sumed rates of contraceptive effectiveness 
are correct and, finally to arrive at a 
measure (maybe through sampling of 
population) of the changes in birth rate 
and/or fertility level. 

1985 1990 
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None of the needed follow-up steps 
have been taken. Therefore, one cannot 
conclusively state that since the targeted 
numbers of contraceptives have been dis
tributed, the target effect on birth rate has 
been achieved. Furthermore, it is shown 
in the preceding pages that although the 
Government's efforts have been signifi
cant, they have not been sufficient. It ap
pears that the magnitude of the problem 
and the range of the programs needed to 
meet such problems have not been real
ized. Let me briefly explain. 

Policy makers and planners must real
ize the full implications of attempts to 
achieve their population goals by trans
lating their births-to-be-prevented targets 
into program magnitudes.25 The magni
tudes of needed programs vary with the 
degree of desired reduction in the general 
fertility level. Although the first section of 
this paper deals mostly with the benefits 

2s The magnitude of the program is defined 
here in terms of the number of couples that 
must be serviced with one or more of the known 
and acceptable contraceptive methods. This is 
estimated by first determining the number of 
births to be prevented under each of the as
sumed rates of fertility reduction over the 25-
year period. Then contraceptive equivalents 
can be computed for any "desirable" com
bination of contraceptive methods, given the 
contraceptive effectiveness of each method. 
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derived from reducing fertility by 50 per 
cent over the 25-year period, I shall use 
the 25 per cent reduction target as an ex
ample here and carry it through to deter
mine the needed contraceptive mixes. I 
had computed the contraceptive mixes for 
every chosen level of fertility decline that 
was discussed in the first section.26 Any 
objective below a 25 per cent decline in 
fertility will reduce the size of the pro
gram significantly and any objective above 
25 per cent will increase it significantly. 
(It must be remembered, however, that 
even if the fertility level were to be re
duced by 25 per cent, the average annual 
rate of growth of population would still 
be about 2.5 per cent until 1990-1995, a 
level which would cause population to 
double in 28 years.) 

A 25 per cent decline in fertility in 25 
years means that: 

1. The annual number of births to be 
prevented will increase from a low of 
about 5,000 in 1970 to a high of about 
250,000 (see Figure 8). 

2. The annual number of contraceptive 
users will vary with the combination and 
effectiveness of each contraceptive meth
od. For example, assuming that the tar
get decline in fertility were to be achieved 
by using only one of the following meth
ods, the annual number of couples needed 
would be: 
(a) for sterilization alone, assuming the 

contraceptive equivalence at 0.4 births 
prevented per year per sterilization, 
the number of new sterilizations will 
go up from a low of 13,000 in 1970 to 
a high of 41,000 in 1995; 

(b) for the IUD alone, assuming the con
traceptive equivalence of 0.36 births 
prevented per year per one woman
year of IUD use, the number of total 
IUD wearers enjoying protection in 
that year, irrespective of the year of 
insertion, ranges from a low of about 
15,000 in 1970 to a high of about 
100,000 by 1995;27 

26 The tables I prepared were intended for 
ready reference to be used by planners in 
determining the size of program needed to 
achieve any of the desired levels of fertility 
reduction, under the stated assumptions. If 
any one of the assumptions needed to be changed 
or modified, a new set of tables would have been 
computed. 

21 The actual additional number of IUDs 
to be inserted depends on the length of pro
tection, i.e., the longer the women wear the 
IUD effectively, the fewer will the annual 
number of new insertions have to be. For this 
reason, again, proper follow-up and evaluation 
are crucial to the program. 

(c) for condoms alone, assuming the con
traceptive equivalence of 0.24 births 
per one man-year of continued use, 
man-year condom use will range from 
a low of 20,000 in 1970 to a high of 
1,004,000 by 1995; 

(d) when a combination of contraceptive 
methods is used, the number of each 
contraceptive used will depend on the 
contraceptive mix. For example, if the 
objective of reducing fertility by 25 
per cent is to be achieved by prevent
ing 50 per cent through use of IUDs, 
25 per cent through sterilization, and 
25 per cent through condoms, then 
the range of each contraceptive will 
increase annually so that28 (see Fig
ure 9): 
(i) the number of IUDs increases 

from a low of 7,000 in 1970 to a 
high of 345,000 by 1995; 

(ii) sterilization increases from a low 
of 3,200 in 1970 to a high of 10,200 
by 1995; 

(iii) man-year condom use increases 
from a low of 5,0oo in 1970 to a 
high of 259,000 by 1995. 

CONCLUSION 
His Majesty's Government will need to 

strengthen its family planning program 
tremendously if it is to achieve the desired 
objective of fertility reduction through the 
avenues of family planning alone. No 
matter whether the target reductions in 
fertility can be achieved through family 
planning alone or not, still the family 
planning program needs to be structured 
on the following points: 

1. The need for built-in organizational 
flexibility in order to meet the changing 
demands of a potentially rapidly growing 
program. 

2. The need to increase social support 
for family planning and population plan
ning. This support must come from within 
His Majesty's Government as well as 
from the total Nepalese society. 

3. The need for providing adequate fi
nancial support with its disbursement 
made flexible enough to effect the needed 
program objectives. 

28 Other contraceptive mixes have been 
assumed and computed for each level of fertility 
reduction over the 25-year period. All that the 
planner needs to know is the desired contra
ceptive mix and the reduction in fertility; then 
he can refer to the appropriate table and read 
off the annual number of couples needed each 
year to use each contraceptive method. Again 
the usefulness of these tables is as good as the 
assumptions made and needs, therefore, to be 
c~ang~d any time any one or more of the assump
tions 1s changed. 

FIGURE 9. Annual Contraceptive Mix Required to Achieve Desired Decline in 
Fertility : Nepal, 1971-19951 
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1 Contraceptive Mix includes 25 per cent condoms, 25 per cent sterilizat ions and 50 per cent IUDs. 

4. The need for closer coordination and 
involvement of the Nepal Family Plan
ning Association in developing the needed 
social support through increased educa
tional efforts. 

5. The best available persons must be 
identified and their services solicited for 
this program. To accomplish this, some of 
the rigidities of the Public Service Com
mission regulations must be waived. The 
present leadership must actively recruit its 
additional manpower needs from among 
the young graduates in the various fields 
that apply to effective family planning 
program implementation. It must never 
be forgotten that the program plans are 
as good as the ability of the organization 
to implement them. Implementation de
pends solely on individual competence, 
motivation and willingness to see the pro
gram implemented. For this reason one 
cannot overemphasize the need for re
cruiting and developing the best possible 
cadre of personnel. Salaries, and the 
ability to meet hiring regulations, should 
never become the main obstacles to effec
tive program implementation. 

Population planning is indeed very 
complex. This complexity stems from the 
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basic fact that changing an individual's 
norms with regard to family size is tied 
up with the whole realm of social, psycho
logical, economic and ethical values of 
that individual. To change such values one 
needs both to offer contraceptive services 
upon request and to use whatever tools 
and measures are available to influence 
the decision-making process of the indi
vidual. The major task is to convince in
dividuals that by limiting their births, ad
vantages will accrue to them individually, 
as well as to their society. Bridging this 
transition from individual actions to so
cietal concern will require an attack on 
all fronts of a very complex problem. 

His Majesty's Government must ap
proach this problem from more than its 
family planning aspect and seriously con
sider the benefits of changing some of its 
social legislation that influences individu
als' behavior with respect to family size. 
Such changes might include: raising the 
age at marriage; changing the income tax 
structure so that deductions will be al
lowed to those who remain single and 
higher rates imposed on those who marry 
and have children (especially more than 
two) ; increasing potential employment of 
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This paper presents a framework for the analysis 
of the effect that family planning programs have on 
freeing resources from the educational sector. The 
educational targets of a government, whether the cost 
savings are reinvested or consumed, how far the 
community provides resources for education, whether 
acceptors are women who are limiting or spacing their 
births, and changes in social, economic and demographic 
conditions that are related to fertility--all these are 
questions that have to be implicitly or explicitly 
faced, when the magnitude of the effect of family 
planning programs is estimated. After reviewing the 
problems raised by these questions, the paper presents 
a framework for the analysis of current and capital 
resources freed. This framework could be used vdth 
local data of Latin .~erican countries, and presented 
to policy makers, as one of the factors to be 
considered in formulating population policies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. There is considerable ambivalence towards the population problem in 

Latin America. .rl\ction in this field has been injtiated by private groups, 

in particula~, the medical profession. Awareness of this prob:_em has 

been mcd_j_'l]_y the result of the deleterious consequences to he-:tJ:).l of 

present demographic trends. Family planning programs have been seen as 

an answer to the high rates of induced abortion and associated high risks 

of maternal mortality. More recently, there has been an increasing 

awareness of this problem by several governments. The population problem 

is seen to be not only a health problem but also one that has serious 

economic implications. In particular, the implication of demographic 

trends for the achievement of abitious educational goals is receiving 

attention. This paper sets out a simple framework for the analysis of 

such implications. With data for a particular count~, the effect of a 
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family planning program on educational expenditures can be estimated. The 

costs of such a program can then be compared with the resources freed in 

the educational sector as a result of family planning efforts. 

2. It should be emphasized that these exercises are descriptive rather 

than prescriptive. They present policy-makers with the cost of alternative 

options, but do not by themselves shov1 the desirability of a particular 

alternative. The decision of a government to adopt a given population 

poli~ will depend on fundamental political, ethical and social n~nsidera-

tions. At the same time, poliqy-makers should be aware of the economic 

dimensions of the problem. The role of the economist is to present these 

economic implications to policy-makers as one of the considerations to be 

weighed in the formulation of a population policy. 

II. NETHOI:OLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

3. A reduction in fertility leads in time to a smaller number of children 

entering the school ages and this in turn means that a community is required 

to spend less on education than otherwise. This statement see~s simple 

and straightforward enough, but in cases where a quantitative a.aalysis of 

the pro~lem is attempted, several questions arise. The way t~0se questions 

are resolved will affect the size of the economic magnitudes, but will 

not normally affect the conclusion that resources freed from the 

educational sector will be large in relation to the costs of family 

planning efforts. The following are some of the more important questions 

that arise in specific application. 

4. Ql: What level of education would have been provided to children 
who are not born as a result of the provision of family 
planning services? 

This question shows that some assumption on educational policy is 
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necessary to estjmate economic implications. In the case of primary 

education, this is increasingly being considered to be a basic human right 

for all, and hence a government's policy usually aims at achieving 

universal primary education as early as possible. In such instances, the 

resources freed from primary education are equivalent to the full cost of 

seeing a child through primary school. 

5. In some cases, the goal of universal primary education is replaced 

by more specific targets in terms of educating a given proportion of the 

relevant age group by a given year. If, for example, ~~e target is to 

educate 80% of Children in the 6-11 age group by 1975, then four out of 

five children who are not born would have received such education. The 

resources freed are then estimated at 80% of the costs of primary 

education. 

6. In the case of secondary and higher education, targets are also 

often detenmined in ter.ms of educating a given proportion of the relevant 

age group by a particular year. In such cases, the freed resources are 

proportional to these targets. If the target is to reach 50% of the 

relevant age group, then each child not born will free resources to the 

extent of 50% of the cost of a secondary education. 

1. Another possibility is that a government has no explicit or implicit 

educational target. In this instance, a minimum assumption is that exist

ing proportions of the relevant age group will be maintained in schools. 

Alternatively the trends in education in countries of similar levels of 

development can be used as a measure of the "implicit" target of the 

country under investigation. Most countries have in fact achieved 
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considerable progress in this field.!! 

8. Q2: vJha.t happens to the resources freed from the educational 
sector? 

These resources can be consumed or invested. In the first case, 

they c~~ be diverted to areas other than education or they can be used to 

educate a larger proportion of the relevant age group than otherwise. 

If these resources are wholly consumed then the economic benefits are 

equivalent to the resources that are freed. If, hoHever, these resources 

are invested, then the national income "t-Jould be larger than otherwise. 

In this case, the economic benefits of reduced fertility vJould exceed 

the cost saved on education to the extent that the national income has 

increased. The same analysis applies in cases where the resources are 

diverted to areas which are classified as consumption in the standard 

national accounts, but vJhich may also be viewed as a form of investment. 

Such is the case of the educational sector itself. If the resources 

freed from education are reinvested in education so that a larger proper-

tion of the relevant age groups are educated, then, in turn~ the labor 

force lJill be more skilled than othervJise. The increased productivity of 

±( G. Jones, "Effect of Population Change on the Attairunent of Education 
Goals in Developing Countriesil, in published paper prepared for the 
National Academy of Sciences Study of the Consequences of Population 
Change and their implications for National and International Policies, 
\-J'oods Hole, July, 1969. See Table 1, P2. of this paper which shows 
the increase in enrollment ratios from 1950 to 196.5 for developing 
countries. 
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The labor force will result in a national income that is larger than 
1/ 

otherwise.- The frarnevJork provided here includes as a measure of economic 

benefits only the resources freed; these can be regarded as a minimum 

estimate of the benefits. 

9. Q3 : Should the educational costs be the public costs born by the 
government or should they also _include the contribution of the 
community (for example2 student fee~, school transportation costs, 
and the imputed value of buildings l-Jhich are built by the 
community)? · 

In principle the costs should be inclusive of private contributions. 

The accepted economic measure of welfare is the national income of a countr,y 

rather than the government budget. Ultimately the resources freed from 

education by the public sector will be spent on the population at large, who 

is the ultimate beneficiary. Hence, private costs that become directly 

available to the population should not be excluded. However, it may be useful 

in some cases to separate the public and private costs. Governments may be 

particularly interested in the impact of a program on the public sector. 

10. Q4: Can the extent of annual reduction in fertility resulting 
from a f~~y plannin~program be estimated with precision? 

2/ 
Though several studies- have attempted to do this, there are still 

irnport&J.t unresolved difficulties. 111Jhile rough estilnates which are 

sufficient for most purposes can be made with the use of existing :methods 

Y Economists, in particular G.S. Becker and T. Schultz, have attempted to 
estimate the returns of investment in education. See for example, 
G. S. Becker, "Human. Capital : Theoretical and Empirical .Analysis 1vi th 
Special Reference to Education", National Bureau of Economic Research, 
Ne'tv York, 1964; and T.H. Schuli:iz, uinvestment in human Capital, 11 

Junerican Economic Review, Harch 1961. The rethods used by both authors 
are open to some obJ ec~~ons but they do show that these returns can be 
substantial. 

Y For example, see R. G. Potter, "Estimating Births Averted in a Family 
Planning Program, 11 a paper presented to Fertility and Family Planning: 
A Horld VievJ Conference, University of 11ichigan, l'Jovember 1967; and 
P. U. Haul din, "Births Averted by Farnily Planning Progra.rns 11 , Studies 
.E_Larnily Planning, No. 33, August 1968, pp. 1-7. 
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no prec~s~on can yet be claimed on behalf of these methods. Two major 
l./ 

difficulties- are the following: 

11. (a) To determine whether births are permanently averted or 
merely "delayed. 11 

A woman who becomes an acceptor in a family planning program can 

do so for one of several reasons. Either she wishes to have no more 

children or she wishes to space her children but plans to have the same total 

number of children that she would have had, had she not become an acceptor; 

or she wishes to have a fewer total number of children and greater spacing 

between them, To calcul.a.te e.ccurateJ.F the ~eonomic effects of reduced fertility, 

it is necessary to know the time sequence of births in the absence of a family 

planning program. By definition such a time sequence is not available. 

Therefore, indirect evidence and judgment have to be used. A question to 

an acceptor on whether she is limiting or spacing her births is helpful. 

In the former case, comparison with the fertility pattern of "similar" 

women with respect to age, education, parity, and other characteristics 

related to fertility, gives an indication of how many births are permanently 

averted. However, an indication that a given acceptor is spacing will not 

be sufficient to show (1) the extent and form of the delay that is involved, 

and (2) whether the acceptor plans to have the same total number of children 

than otherwise. The following example may highlight some of the problems. 

!( One problem not mentioned here is ti1at of determining the exact year 
in 1·Jhich the reduction in fertility occurs. The lag between the time 
a woman accepts family planning services and the time a birth is 
averted varies between roughly one and three years. Studies measuring 
the number of averted births have not tackled the problem of how to 
estimate this lag. This is not a serious difficulty if the year for 
which cost savings are estimated is not taken as being only approximate. 
Cost savings could be aggregated for a five-year period, for example, 
as a way of partially overcoming this difficulty. 
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Assume that the time sequence of births in the absence of the practice 

of contraception and with this practice is known. In the first case, 

assume that a child is born every year, 't-Jhereas in the second, one child 

is born every two years. In both cases the total number of births is 

assumed to be three. This sequence can be illustrated as follows: 

______________ Y_e_ar _____ l _____ 2 _____ 3 ____ ~4 ____ ~5--

No Family Planning Bl B2 B3 

With Family Planning Bl B2 ----- ____ B3 

How does this sequence differ from the case where one child is permanently 

averted as in the follorJ ing sequence: 

Year 1 

No Family Plan.11ing Bl 

vfi th Family Flanning Bl 

2 

B2 

-----

3 

B3 

B2 

Assume that the cost of educating a ch~d is 100 units per year and that 

primary education runs from ages 6 to 12. Then total educational costs 

would be as follows in the case of a delayed birth: 

Year 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

No Family Planning 0 100 200 300 300 300 300 300 0 

With Family Planning 0 100 100 200 200 300 300 300 0 

Difference or cost 
savings in prLmary 
education 0 0 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 
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In the case of a permanently averted birth total educational costs would 

be as follO'ws: 

Year 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

No Family Planning 0 100 200 300 300 300 300 300 0 

·with Family Planning 0 100 100 200 200 200 200 200 0 

Difference or cost 
savings in primary 
education 0 0 100 100 100 100 100 100 0 

Comparing both cases, it is seen that in t he case of a permanently averted 

birth, the cost savings are ~ as large. This extreme example is 

meant to illustrate how dif:t'icult it is to derive exact estimates of 

economic benefits rather than to be a realistic reflection of these 

benefits in a particular situation. In some programs acceptors are asked. 

whether they are limiting their births or spaing. Typically one-half will 

be limiting. Of the remainder who are spacing, there will be some who 

are also limiting. Thus, while it is important to shO'ttJ that it is 

unrealistic to alia for a precise estimate of averted births and hence of 

economic benefits, it is equally important to note that there is a strong 

presumption that any realistic adjustment to estimates that are made on 

the assumption that all births are permanently averted, would not alter 

the conclusion shown in these estimates, namely that the economic effects 

are substantial. 

12. (b) To determine the extent toW1ich the reduction in fertility 
results from the family planning program rather than from 
changes in socio-economic conditions unrelated to program 
efforts. 

It can be argued that many women were practicing contraception prior 

to the introduction of a family planning program and that others would have 
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started to practice contraception even without a program as a result of 

changes in socio-economic conditions. Sometimes initial acceptors are 

middle-class women in urban areas who 11 svJitch" fro:m private contraception 

to public or who would have started to practice contraception even in the 

absence of an official farn..:i.ly planning progra.;.11. How is this to be measured 

and hO't~ is the ~reduction in fertility (i.e., that solely due to 

program efforts) to be estimated? Directly, it is impossible to estimate 

this, since no data is available on "what vJould have happened in the 

absence of a program." Indirectly, this can be done in several ways. 

One possibility is to study the characteristics of acceptors. In national 

programs, 1rihere the majority of acceptors come from rural areas and/or the 

lowest socio-economic and educational echelons, this is prima facie 

evidence that the effect of the program is substantial. .Another possibility 

is the use of multiple regression analysis in v.Jhich fertility differentials 

are related to two groups of factors: those contributed by the program 

(such as the number of man-hours of field work) and those related to 

fertility but not due to the program, such as changes in educational levels, 

infant mortality, the employment of women, etc. The data for such an 

analysis will only rarely be available. The one case where such an analysis 
1/ 

was made- shows that most of the variation in fertility levels can be 

accounted for by program inputs. In conclusion then, the existence of 

factors other than a family planning program, affecting fertility trends, 

will blur the precision with 't-Jhich estimates of the effect of a program 

on fertility reduction can be made. HmJever, in the case of national 

R. Freechnan and John Y. Takeshita, Family Planning in TaitrJan: Tradition 
and Change, Princeton University Press, 1969. 
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programs extending over several years a simple analysis may give a rough 

indication of the impact of the program. In such cases an estimate of the 

extent of the annual reduction in fertility, while not precise, can still 

serve as an adequate basis from which measures of the economic implications 

of such reductions can be estL~ated. 

III. THZ fiiEASUREHENT OF COST SAVINGS 

13. A. Current Costs 

The follov1ing steps are involved in calculating the cost savings 

in education. They are shown schematically in Table 1. 

(i) Direct Costs 

Given the size of the reduction in fertility, the number of children 

1-Jho would have been in school in various grades and at various 

years can be derived. This can be estimated by allowing for the 

probability that children not born vJould have (a) survived to the 

age of admission to schools; (b) been enrolled in school; and 

(c) remained in school in various grades rather than dropped out. 

The number of births averted thus has to be multiplied by the 

survivorship ratio (approximately one minus L"'lf'ant mortality), by 

the projected enrollment ratio and by the survival ratio in school 

or one minus the attrition rate in various grades. Given the 

number of children that would have been in school, the cost 

savings can be estimated by multiplication with the recurrent 

costs of maintaining one child in school. The key to Table 1 

shows the steps that are involved. 
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Indirect Costs _' ___ _ 
The number of children who vJould have been in school 'tvould 

have required a. given number of additional teachers, 

depending on the projected teacher/student ratio. In the case 

of primary education, these teachers would have had to be 

trained prior to the age at which children would have entered 

school. The cost of primary teacher training has therefore 

to be added to the direct cost savings. In addition, the 

costs of preparing a teacher to enter primary teacher training 

schools, (i.e., the costs of a primar,y education) has to be 

included. This 1Jill, in turn, require additional teachers. 

The cycle can be repeated indefinitely, but it converges very 

rapidly. In Table 1 only the first "round" is shown. A similar 

reasoning applies to the case of secondary education. 

15. Table 1 shows in detail these steps for the educational costs of 

births averted in the first year. Educational costs for other years "t-Jould 

be entered in the triangle below the diagonal in the Table. The triangle 

above the diagonal 1-1ould consist of zeros. vJhen the results are summed 

across rows, total cost savings on an annual basis are derived. It is 

possible to refine the scheme shown by allowint; for changes in the quality of 

education, for example, by assuming that costs, enrollment ratios, and 

teacher-student ratios are all changing with time. For simplicity, these 

have been considered as constant in the Table. 
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TABLl~ 1: SCHEHATIC ILLUSTRAT ION FOB. ESTDIATING CURRENT COST SAVINGS IN EDUCATION 

~-------,-~ !I:Un~er of ¥. h..·g-e that averted births Hould have had 
Olr-c.hs 

Year ! averted _ -~:_=:.:__ ~:.. 2-3 :_2-4, 4-.5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8, 8-9, 9-10, . . . __ t ___ _ 

n ~l 1 =ducation '\ 
i costs of " 

n+l--1 x
2 
~ b~:~~~ed in'\._ 

0 n+2 

n+t 

\: 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

! 

I 

X 
3 

xt , 

Secondary
education 

costs 

Primary educatinn costs 

Primary teacher 
training costs 

Primary education 
costs 

Seconda::-y 
teacher training 

costs 

EDUCATION COSTS 
OF BL1=tTHS AV1'TI.TED 
IN YE ... :iHS n+l 
to n+t 

Secondary 
education 

costs 

-t----· 

Total 
Savings 

s 
n 

sn+l 

Sn+2 

sn+3 

8n+t 

·" 

Total savings 
~ from year- n 

to n+t 

,. 
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KEY TO TABLE 1 

Y = Additional number of primar,y school students who would have been in 
school in the absence of the family planning program or the number 
of places saved qy the program. 

Z = Additional number of secondary school students who would have been in 
school in the absence of the family planning program. 

V = Number of additional primary school teachers needed to teach Y pupils. 
W = l~aber of additional secondary school teachers needed to teach Z pupils. 
P = Cost per student per year in primary education. 
S = Cost per student per year in secondary education. 
T = Cost per student per year in primar.y teacher training. 
U =Cost per student per year in secondary . teacher training. 

g = Number of years of primary education. 
h = Number of years of secondary education. 
i = Number of years of primary teacher training education. 
j = Number of years of secondary teacher training education. 

NOTES 

(A) Relationships between variables are as follovJ s : 

1. Y = E. (1 - I ). X 
p 

where E = Enrollment ratio in primary education; and 
I 
P = Probability of death between birth and age of admission to 

primary school. 
2. Z = F. (1 - I ) • X 

s 
where F = Enrollment Ratio in secondar,y education; and 

I = Probability of death between birth and age of entry in 
s secondar,y school. 

). V = Q.Y, where Q = Student.teacher ratio in primary education. 
4. W = R.Z, where R = Student-teacher ratio in secondary education. 

(B) It is possible to refine the analysis by mrucing all costs 
(P, s, T, U), student-teacher ratios (Q, R), and enrollment 
ratios (E, F) all functions of time. 
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16. B. Capital Costs 

Savings in capital costs with respect to primary education is 

illustrated in Table 2, but the same procedure applies to capital 

expenditure on secondary education, as well as primary and secondary 

teacher training schools. 

Table 2 : Savings on Capital Expenditures in Primary Education 

Year 

n 

n+l 

• 

n+R-1 

n+R+p-1 

(1) 

i'Jo. of 
Averted 
Births 

X 
2 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(2) 

No. in 
Primary 
School 

• 

(3) 

Annual 
Increment 
of Number 
of Children 
in Primary 
Schools 

yl 

y2 - yl 

y.3 - y2 

• 

yp - yp-1 

(4) 

No. of New 
Classrooms 
Required in 
Each Year 

Y1/C 

(Y2-Y1 )/C 

• 

(Yp-Yp_1 )/C 

Total 
Cost = 
Savings 

KEY = C = Classroom/pupil ratio 
--- L = Cost of construction and equipment per classroom 

(5) 

Construction 
Costs Saved 

t_f1/pJ.L 

{_"[Y2- Y1 ) .L/Ql 

(Y -Y 
1

) .L/C p p-

Yp .L/C 

R = Number of years between birth and primary school entrance age 
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17. These costs 1-Jhen added to those in Table 1 't-aould give the total 

resources freed. They can be added in the year in which the averted 

births would have been enrolled in primary school. As in the case of 

current costs, allo-wance for improvements in quality can be made through 

increases in pupil-classroom ratios and in construction costs. 

IV. CONCLUSION -
18. This paper has presented a framework for the analysis of the 

implications of reducing fertility on educational expenditures. 

This framework could be applied to specific countries of Latin America 

using local datco. In most cases, it will show that the resources freed 

from education are substantial in relation to the costs of family planning 

programs. This is suggested by rough computations that have alreaqy 

been done, and which approximate the approach outlined here. The 

results of' these studies could then be presented to policy-makers for 

their consideration when population policies are being formulated. 
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LOS BENEFICJC)S Y COSTOS DERIV ADOS DE EVITAR 
UN NACil\1IENTO: 

Problemas conceptuales y una apJicaci6n 
al caso de la R .A,U. * 

GEORGE c. ZAIDAN * 7~ 

lNTRODUCCION 

ENTRE LOS PRI)lCIPALES problemas a que se enfrcntan hoy en dia mu
chos paises subdesarrollados, se encuentra el "problema de la sobre
poblaci6n". Como resultado de la disminuci6n de las tasas de morta
lidad dcspues de la segunda Guerra Mundial, la tasa de crecimi~nto 
de la poblaci6n se ha acelerado a un grado que pone en grave peh.gro 
el exito de muchos esfuerzos por el desarrollo econ6mico. En VIsta 
de que la manipulaci6n de las tasas de mortalidad no pucde ser con
siclerada como una variable que sea objeto de una politica ~ :eguir, 
varios estudios han intentado investigar el efecto que tcndn~ una 
reducci6n de la :fecundidad sobre el desarrollo ccon6mico. Los Inten
tos por cuantificar esta relaci6n han tornado dos fvrmas. La primcra 
cs la de Coale y Hoover,l quienes se valen de supucs tos que les per
miten seguir la trayectoria del ingreso per capita con y sin una reduc
ci6n de la fccundidad. El segundo, introducido pvr Enkc,-2 cs tratar 

* Este documento es una version abreviada de parte de mi cliscrtacion doc
toral, "Benefits and Costs c.f Po;;mlation Control with S;:>P...cial R-:;fcret~~ to the 
U.A.R. (Egypt)", Universidad Harvard, 1967. ( Por ta ' r a7h:1 me n::ienre a e~ta 
fuente como BCPC). Es la contribuci6n No. 37 del C::;r:t!"'.J H a rvard de Estudios 
de Poblacion. Deseo agradecer al profesor H. Lei t en -:tein ·. a rir..; s o.; rr.F;ntarios de 
gran utili.dad. Esta inYestigaci6n fue patrodnada pur ~n c r_,,,atiY(.J del Centro 
Harvard de Estudios de Poblaci6n. por Io cual do:: m i a~:-a. '.: . .:::-: jmir.:nto .. Es_te docu
mento de trabajo es prod;,.tc to de una investigaci6n en ; ::- '..:-Y; ':h. ~ :::-o.oaJ.a a!1ora 
en su actualizaci<'>n tomandc. en cuenta trabajos si mi· a::-~;s y ~<.:.'> 1de-a.s unenores 
del autor sobre el tema. [La traduccion al es~a£1rJi es Ci: A. Ga rcia R?;ha.J 

** El autor e:s funcionario del Banco Intern acir..-n a.l u ; 1-'~::::::::r.J r..~": truc.cwn Y Fo
mento. Las conclusioncs :-.· los puntos de vista ~ue ex; :--t"~ a. c:n es tr: t.rabajo no 
tienen representaci6n ofichl. 

1 A. J. Coale y E. M. HoO\·er, Population Grawrh. :md E c-;-...nr:.r>n ic Develop_ment 
in Low Income Cozmtri~s, PriJlceton Uni\·ersity Pn:.~ : , : :; -:~ . ~ H a:; t r<td ucc10n al 
espaiiol.) 

2 S. Enke, ''The Gains to India from Popula tion Cr..-::. : .:-,..;:: Sr.r.::e !,{0-::ley Measu
res and Incentive Schemes' ' , The Revie.v of E conomic> -::...,...""~ .:r :;.u~ t ic'.i, Vol. X_LI~, 
mavo de 1960, y tam bien " The Economics of c-~,·;:::-:::::_r.:=: ? :::.:- ::_r:-:. c.-s to L1m1t 
Population". Econontic Developmem and Cultu ral C i:.:::r:~~ . ·,·:L . ·.1 1!, ~~m. 4, 
julio de 1%0, pp. 339-3-+9. El esquema conceDP.la' ~~ -:,,:;;-..;:::::'/.--:;.'XI ·...c ::-:J.b ren por 
Enke en Eco11omics for Det·e!ooment , Prentice- He. :! ·-_:: .. :7.::; C~;:::>- .?'J . Y en "The 
Economic Aspect of SlO\d!''! !l Pooulation Growth" , Ec"Jf" ... ':..r??"::..'.. 'l ..... r.,. ... c.l, .. oL LXXVI, 
marzo de 1966. -· · 
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las inversiones en el control de la poblaci6n como cualquier otro pro
yecto econ6mico, y derivar un amilisis de costo/beneficio de tal inver
sion. En forma muy breve, la esencia de este enfoque consist<..: en traba
jar con las corrientes o flujos de consun1o y productividad de un nifio 
no nacido y -despues de los descuentos apropiados- res tar la scgunda 
de la primera para obtec.er los beneficios econ6micos netos de evitar 
un nacimiento. Estos bcncficios se n1iden en terminos de la corriente 
de ingreso que queda disponible a la economia, considerada global
mente, con1o resultado de evitar el nacimiento. Tomando este enfoque 
como nuestro punto de partida, el objeto de este trabajo es: a) refi
nar y ampliar el analisis, trabajando tanto con el limite superior 
como con el inferior de los beneficios mencionados, asi como tratar 
de incluir efectos adicionales que puedan ser cuantificados, y b) ana- ·
lizar explicitamente los supuestos y por lo tanto las limitaciones de 
tal procedimiento. Para esto, podemos dividir este trabajo en tres 
partes. La primera es una descripci6n de los distintos efectos y su 
combinaci6n bajo un criteria de costo/beneficio. La segunda consi-. 
dera los problemas conceptualcs que surgen de la aplicaci6n de tal 
criteria, y la tercera consiste en la aplicaci6n de nuestro esquema al 
caso de la RAU, para asi obtener una estimaci6n de las distintas mag
nitudes involucradas. 

J. EL CRITERIO COSTO/BENEFICIO 

El efecto de evitar el nacimiento de un numero especificado de 
nifios puede afectar el ingreso per capitrl en varias formas posibles. 

' Primero, y casi por definicion, el ingreso per capita crece porque ei 
nifio que no ha nacido no habria agregado nada a ]a producci6n, mien
tras que hubiera sido un consumidor. Asi, el mismo producto nacional 
queda dividido entre una poblaci6n n1as pequefia. Esto es asi a corto 
plazos cuando el tam a no de la fuerza de trabajo no e~. afectado por lo 
que acontece con la fecundidad . Sin embargo, en perspe'ctivas mas ., 
largas, el nifio no nacido se habria incorporado a la fuerza de trabajo, 
de modo que el producto resulta n1enor en el caso de fecundidad 
menor. E sta reducci6n se 1nide por el producto marginal del trabajo. 
De este modo, los beneficios netos de este efecto inicial pueden ser 
medidos por la diferencia entre la corriente de consumo y la de pro
ductividad de un nino que no ha naddo. 

Segundo, como resultado del aumento inicial del ingreso per capita, 
se clcvaran el consumo por trabajador y/o el ahorro por t.rabaiac1or. 
Esto a su vez aumentara la tasa de crecimiento del ingreso. Par ]o 
tanto, no es solamente que el producto nacional se djvide entre menos 
gente, sino que tambi~n el proc1ucto nacional en si puede ser mayor, 
como resultado de una fccundidad menor. Veamos como puedc su
ccder esto. 

Lo anterior puede ocurrir a traves del efecto productividad de los 
salarios , que ha sido analizado por H. Liebenstein.4 La base de este 

3 El "corto plaza" sc define aqui como el ticrnpo transcurrido entre cl naci
mi~nto y la edad media a Ia cual b persona sc incorpora a la fuerza de tral'<tjo . 

4 H. L('ihcnstcin, Economic Backwarcllzess arzcl Econolllic Growth, Nueva York, 
1957, Cap. 6, pp. 62-69. 
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~fecto es que el consumo mayor de alimentos que resulta del aumento 
inicial del ingreso per capita conduce a un awnento de la cantidad 
de esfuerzo que a su vcz rcsulta en un producto mayor. La solidez de 
la rdacion entre el ingreso per capita y el producto n1ayor depende 
de los siguientes vinculos implicados: i) de la propcnsi6n n1arginal a 
consumir alimentos, ii) de la mayor ingestion de calorias resultante, 
iii) del aumento del esfuerzo y iv) del producto n1arginal del csfuerzo. 

Cuanto mayores scan las n1agnitudes de las relaciones i) a iv), Ina
yor sera la rnagnitud del efecto productividad del salario. En el con
t xto de los paises subdesarrollados, la existencia de tal efecto implica 
i) que el consumo per capita est(l. por debajo de los requeri1nientos 
minirnos de calorias y ii) que el producto marginal del esfuerzo no 
es cero. Aun cuando este efecto este presente, se debe tomar en 
cuenta el hecho de que es solo el consurno de los trabajadores el que 
aporta a la produccion. Asi, solo debe tomarse en cuenta la propor
cion del aumento inicial del ingrcso que se distribuye entre los Iniem
bros de la fuerza de trabajo, y solo en aquellos periodos del aiio en 
los que no hay desempleo estacional. 

En seguida, volviendo al efecto ahorro, notamos que la produccion 
total puede ser mayor debido a cambios ·en los patrones de ahorro 
que son resultado del aumento inicial del ingreso. Vale la pena recal
car aqui que los cambios p ertinentes son los que se presentan en el 
ahorro por trabajador y no en el ahorro per capita. (En vista de que 
a corto plazo el tamaiio de la fuerza de trabajo es constante, requerir 
mas ahorro por trabajador equivale a requerir n1ayor ahorro total.) 
Debido a que la poblacion es menor cuando la fecundidad es 1nenor, 
Ull ahorro per capita mas elevado DO implica necesariamente n1as 
capital por trabajador.5 Es esto ultimo lo que es necesario para 
asegurar una 1nayor tasa de crecimiento del producto. De este modo, 
a corto plazo, lo necesario es un ahorro total mayor y no simplemcnte 
mayor ahorro per capita, mientras que a largo plazo -cuando la 
fuerza de trabajo es n1enor en el caso de fecundidad baja- aun el 

. rnismo ahorro total resultaria en mayor capital por trabajador, lo cual 
es benefico. 

5 Conviene h acer notar aqui b diferencia entre el efecto productividad de los 
salarios y el efecto ahorro. En cl primcro, si la propcnsi6n marginal a consumir 
(parte del aumento del ingreso per capita) es igual a su valor mcdio entonces 
habra alin un aumento del producto, porque los trabajadorcs recibin'm mas ali
mcntos por persona. Sin embargo, con el cfecto ahorro, una propensi6n marginal 
al ahorro (del aumento de ingre o) que es igual a la propcnsi6n media solo se 
traclucira en un aumcnto del ahorro por persona, pero 1-w del ahorro por traba~ 
jador. Por lo tanto no hay beneficios de aumcnto de producto. Estos ttltimos 
surgen solo si, y en cl grado en que, la propension marginal a ahorrar sea supe
rior a la media. La razon de esta difercncia es que la fuerza de trabajo utiliza 
toclo cl capital, mi.entras que consume solo parte de los bicnes de consumo totales. 
Esto significa que para aumcntar el capital por trabajaclor el ahorro total debe 
aumentar (lo cual a su vcz quicre clccir que los ahorros marginalcs cleben exce
der a los medias), micntras que no es nccesario que aumente el consumo total 
para que ·sc eleve cl consumo per capita . Lo ultimo puccle ocurcir a causa de la 
t ransferencia de alimcntos de la poblaci6n dcsocupacla a la fucrza de trabajo. 
En el caso de un nacimiento cvitado, csto ocurriria dcbiclo a que parte del con
sumo que cl nii1o no naciclo habria usado lo cfcctuaria la fuerza de trabajo. Por 
lo tanto, el consumo de alimcntos por trabajaclor es aumcntado, aim con el mismo 
consumo total. 

-----------,..,-~,"-"""-.~==~· 
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Combinando los tres efectos anteriores0 m ediremos los beneficios 
netos sacrificados al evitar un nacimiento aplicando la f6nnula . si
guiente: 

y, 
~ +fklz---
4 (1+r)i (l+r)~ 

+ r (s-S) L ~ 
" j 
i¥=i 

Xt 
+rLL---

' J 
"·¥= j 

(1 + r)J 

+ 
(1 + r)i 

en la que y1 = (ci- nzpi) (1- q1.) y la suma se efectua basta el final 
de nuestro horizonte de tiempo. 

En esta expresi6n los simbolos tienen los significados siguientes: 
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consumo anual evitado del nino no nacido entre las edades 
i e (i + 1 ). 
producci6n anual evitada ( producto marginal del trabajo) 
del nino no nacido entre las edades i e ( i + 1 ). 
probabilidad de n1orir entre las edades i e ( i + 1). 111- q/' 
es por lo tanto, la probabilidad de sobrevivir. 
es, por lo tanto, la corriente de ingreso neto de un niiio no 
nacido, tomando en cuenta la posibilidad de que el nino 
no nacido haya muerto a distintas edades. 
propensi6n marginal a consumir alimentos por parte de la 
fuerza de trabajo en periodos del ano en los que no hay 
desempleo estacional. 
constante que convierte el gasto en alimentos en un sumi
nistro adicional de esfuerzo via al aumento de ingestion de 
calorias. 
el producto marginal del esfuerzo. 
el cos to de la educaci6n entre las edades i e ( i + 1 ). 
facto r de descuento = producto marginal del capital. 
propensi6n a ahorrar despues de la reducci6n de la fe
cundidad. 
propensi6n a ahorrar parte del aumento del ingreso per 
capita. 

Esta expresi6n es la corriente de ingreso neto disponiblc en la eco
nomia como resultado de la prevencion de un nacimiento. Su primer 

o Un efecto que no consideramos es la posibilidad de que patrones de fecun
clidad diferentes afecten la relacion capital/producto. El argumento aqui es que 
la rcubicacion de recursos fuera de sectores con elcvacla rclacion capital/producto 
(como Ja vivicnda) conclucira a una tasa mayor de crecimiento del producto. 
La razon para no considerar tal efecto es triple: primero, solo una pcqucfia pro
porcion de la inYcrsion total puede considerarse ligada a la poblacion. Segundo, 
a(m .aqui la relacion no es muy clara. La Yiviencla , par cjcmplo, csta rcbcionacla 
con la urbanizacion ::~si como con los cambios en cl tnmafio de la famili n, v la 
relacion entre estas 1tltimas dos v una rcduccion de la fccundidad no cs dirccta. 
Finalmcnte, aun cuanclo haya rei:tbicacion de Ia inversion , cl rctardo de ti cmpo 
es tan largo que at:m un clcscuento moderado haria estc cfecto cuantitativ::~mcntc 
dcspreciable . 
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·;rmino es la corriente de consumo neto descontado, menos la co
, 1 i ·ntc de productiviclad de un nino no nacido, que constituye nuestro 
'"i imcr efecto. El segundo termino es el efecto productividad del sala
~io, y los dos ultimos son el efccto ahorro de los individuos y del 
: bierno respectivamente. La razon para distinguirlos es que puede 
iust ificarse la existcncia de consumos dift!rentes en cada caso. Para 
~ o s individuos existc muy poca informacion rcferente a la relacion cn
tr ~..· las tendencias demograficas y el comportamiento del ahorro.7 

Volvienclo a nuestra expresion, puedc verse que cada uno de sus 
:1.:rminos corresponde con cada uno de nuestros efectos. Pued~ ser 
ut il ver la interaccion de estos efectos con la ayuda de un diagrama. 
En la parte I de la grafica 1, sobre el eje vertical se mide el consumo 
1,cr capita aumentado resultante de la pr vencion de un numero espe
cificado de nacimientos mientras que el aumento del ahorro se mide 
en el eje horizontal. En la parte II mostramos el efecto del consumo 
per capita aumentado sobre el ingreso per capita incrementado du
rante el periodo corriente -esto es, el ingreso per capita de hoy. 
Tras esta curva subyacen varias relaciones, que ya hemos mencionado. 
En particular las siguientes fugas dan cuenta de que exhibe benefi
cios decrecientes: 1) Solo una parte del consumo aumentado per 
capita resulta en un aumento de la ingestion de alirnentos per capita. 
2) No todo el aumento del consumo de alimentos per capita lo efec
tua gerite que pertenece a la fuerza de trabajo. 3) Debido al desem· 
pleo estacional en la agricultura, el aurnento del consurno de alimentos 
tlurante algunas epocas del aiio no resulta en un aun1ento del es
fuerzo. 4) Debido a que los rendimientos de los facto res son deere
dentes, ante amnentos iguales de la oferta de esfuerzo se obtienen 
incren1entos rnenos que proporcionales del producto. En la parte III, 
suponiendo que todos los ahorros son invertidos, el aumento del capi
tal por trabajador aparece representado contra el awnento del ingreso 
per capita que· posiblemente generara en todos los periodos futuros. 
Tambh.~n se muestran aqui los rendin1ientos decrecientes del capital. 
Finalmente, en la parte IV, vemos las alternativas que son posibles 
entre el ingreso actual o el futuro, y que la preferencia en el tiempo 
determinani la proporcion de] aumento de ingreso que es ahorrada 
y la que es consumida. Ampliando la parte IV podemos concebir 02 

como el punto en el cual habria estado la economia de no haber reduc
cion en la fecundidad. El aumento inicial del ingreso per capita 
puede ser considerado como un suministro adicional 0203 al ingreso 
presente. Entonces este ingreso aumentado podria ser totalmente con
sumido o totalmente ahorrado. Si todo fuera consumido, el ingreso 
aumentado seria O:lC. Si, por otra parte, todo fuera ahorrado, el au, 

7 La relaci6n te6rica entre el comportamiento del ahorro y Ia tasa de cre
cimiento de la poblaci6n han sido analizadas por P. Dcmeny en "Demographic 
Aspects of Saving, Investment, Employment and Productivity", documento nu
mero 460, Confercncia de Poblaci6n llc las Naciones Unidas, Belgrado, 1965. La 
discusi6n no c·s concluyente y no hay es tudios empfricos a nivel desagrcgado 
sobre Ia relaci6n entre cl tamafio de la familia y el ahorro en los pafses mcnos 
d~sarrollados. Sin embargo, algunos trabajos ineditos muestran que In carga de 
dcpcndencia es una variable expl icati,·a importantc de las diferencias de ahorro 
interno bruto entre una gran muestra de paises desarrollados y menos dcsarro
llados. 
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mento de ingrcso en lo futuro seria 0:15. N6tese que toda la secuen
cia presentada en la grafica 1 se refiere a la corriente evitada de in
greso y de consumo del nino no nacido durante un aii.o ( todas las 
variables ticnen el subindice i). Si sumamos estos beneficios sobre 
todos los afios y descontamos en forma apropiada, obtenemos nuestra 
expresi6n inicial. 

II I 

(f) 
fUTURO .4 (f).. Ac:TUAL 

N I (f), 
fUTURO 

(t) ACTUAL 

GR.AFICA 1 

En conclusion, conviene sefialar que bajo los efectos anteriores 
esta el cambio de la distribuci6n por edades de la poblaci6n que 
acompafia a una fecundidad menor. A corto plazo nuestro efecto im
pacto inki.al es una con ecuencia de ello, ya que es el hccho de que 
a) la fuerza de trabajo permanezca inalterada mientras que b) dismi
nuya la proporci6n de gente joven que consume pero no trabaja, lo 
que pern1ite que el producto por trabajador no varie mientras el pro
ducto por persona aumente. Este aun1ento inicial del ingreso per 
capita es a su vez la base del efecto prodt..tctividad del salario. Tambien, 
la menor carga de dependencia es con frecuencia una de las razones 
para esperar mayor ahorro total (privado). Por ultimo, esta distri
buci6n por edadcs modificada puede influir en el manto total del 
ahorro publico -debido a que pern1ite que los recursos que son dedi
cades al "consumo" de los j6vcnes, tales como la educaci6n, sean 
dirigidos a la formaci6n de capital n1aterial y a su ubicaci6n entre los 
diferentcs sectores. De este 1nodo la distribuci6n por eclades alterada 
resulta ser un factor primordial subyaccntc a todos nuestros efectos. 
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Jl. LA APLICABILIDAD DE NUESTRO CRITERIO 

Antes de proceder a aplicar nuestro esquema al caso de la Reptt4 

blica Arabe Unida ( RAU) convienc cxaminar explicitarnente los supues4 

tos y, por lo tanto, las li1nitaciones de los criterios dcsarrollados en b 
anterior. Desde luego deben recalcarse tres puntas. El primero es 
que nuestro criteria considera a los nifios exclusivamente como bienes 
de inversion -sin tomar en cuenta la satisfaccion que derivan los 
padres del "consumo" de sus hijos. En un pais sobrepoblado y sub 4 

desarrollado, puede suponerse sin peligro que la "funcion de bienestar 
social" -en oposicion a la individual- no deberia tmnar en cuenta 
tales aspectos. Esto nos trae al segundo punto que tiene relacion con 
el anterior, aunque es distinto. Este es que los beneficios de la inver
sion son vistos exclusivamente desde el punto de vista del pais y no 
de la fan1ilia.8 Las discrepancias entre arnbos enfoques pueden ser 
grandes. Por ejemplo, desde el punto de vista de la familia, los dos 
beneficios principales de la "inversion" en un nino, son a) lo que 
gana el nino una vez que empieza a trabajar, y b) el nino como fuente 
de seguridad para la vejez. En lo que se refiere a a), lo que se paga 
a un individuo puede ser n1uy diferente del producto marginal de su 
trabajo -que es su contribucion a la sociedad. En lo que concierne 
a b), la prevencion de un nacimiento puede aumentar, en vez de dis4 

minuir, la seguridad en la vejez desde el punto de vista de la sociedad. 
Esto es asi porque una fecundidacl mas baja reduce la proporcion de 
dependientes de la fucrza de trabajo.D Ello significa que estos ulti4 

mos (tanto los grupos rnas viejos con1o los jovenes restantes o "no 
evitados") pueden recibir mas gas to per capita en la forma de seguri4 

dad para la vejez en el caso de una fecundidad .menor. 
El tercer punto es que los beneficios de nuestro criteria suponen 

que el nacimiento se previene en forn1a permanente. Si solo se retarda, 
los beneficios serian menores segun la forma del retardo. Este punto 
es digno de ser considerado porque los beneficios calculados de 
acuerdo con nuestro criteria son comparados a menudo con los costas 
de un programa de planificacion familiar, y estos ultimos son relativa4 

n1ente insignificantes. Sin e1nbargo, esta comparacion es l~gitima solo 
si el naci1niento es evitado en forma p ermaneqte. Si solo es retardado 
(como por ejen1plo si los aceptantes iniciales de un programa de pla4 

nificacion fanl.iliar son mujeres urbanas de la clase media, que no 
han tenido el .nttmero de hijos que desean), entonccs los costos de un 
progran1a de planificacion familiar pcrmanecen constantes, pero los 
beneficios netos sacrificados pueclen verse serimnente afectados, se
gl'm sea la fonna del retarclo.1o 

s Un anali is del niiio como bien de consumo ap~rece en G. Becker, "An 
Economic Analysis of Fertili ty" en De11zographic and Economic Change in De
veloped Countries, Unive rs ities-National Bure::.u of Economic Research, Princeton, 
Nueva J ersey, Princeton Uni\·crsity Press, 1960. Un an::ilisis del nino dcscle el punta 
de Yista de la familia es el de II. Leibcns tcin, Econolllic Bachvard11ess and Eco
nomic Gro1vth, Nueva York, 1957, Cap. 10, pp. 161-165. 

D Los inte resados en un tra tami ento gene ral de los dctcrminantcs de la dis
tribuci6n pa r edades pu de n , -c r A. J. Coale, "The Effec ts of Chan ges in Morta lity 
and Fertil ity on Age Compo:;i t ion" , .\lilban k .\1emorial Fund Quaterly, enero cle 1956. 

J O Con1o cjemplo sitnpk pero no rca li sta , consi dercse una mujer que an te Ia 
auscncia de un p rogr~ma dl! pl ani ficac i6n familbr ha tenido un hijo cada trcs 
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Una vez aclarados estos puntas, queda un aspecto preocupante que 
debe ser aclarado en rebci6n con nuestro criterio. Este aspecto es 
que hay un sesgo inherente a nuestro criterio que asegura que los be
neficios siempre senin mayores que los costas, como debe ser en el 
caso de los paises sobrepoblados y subdesarrollados de la actualidad, 
pero lo que es discordante es que tambicn deberia scr el caso de a) 
los paises desarrollados de la actualidad y b) cstos misn1os paises 
durante sus primcros periodos de industrializaci6n durante el siglo XIX. 
En este ultimo caso, nuestro criterio habria 1nostrado grandes bene
ficios del control de la poblaci6n, mientras que el desarrollo subse
cuente de estos paises muestra que su crecimiento econ6mico ha te
nido gran exito, en parte debiclo a los efectos estin1ulantes del creci
miento de la poblaci6n. Cierto que basta ahora no tenemos manera de 
verificar si estas tasas de crecimiento de la poblaci6n fueron "6pti
mas", pero al menos no parecen haber obstaculizado el desarrollo eco
n6mico. Ante estas circunstancias, parece haber .Una incongruencia 
entre nuestro criterio y la experiencia hist6rica observada y esto es 
lo que nos ha llevado a desentrafiar a continuaci6n las razones e im
plicaciones del sesgo de nuestro criteria. 

El gran sesgo positivo en la expresi6n ( 1 )11 se origina porque el 
efecto inicial es siempre mayor y positivo (como consecuencia de ello 
los efectos productividad del salario y I o los efectos ahorro son tam
bien positivos y se afiaden a los beneficios ). Esto se debe a tres razo
nes.12 La primera es que el consumo medio se compara con el pro
ducto n1arginal. A largo plazo, el consumo medio y la producci6n 
media son identicos. Sin embargo, mientras a lo largo de su vida un 
hijo no nacido consume tanto como la persona promedio, su producto 
marginal es inferior al producto medio. Esta fuente de sesgo es legi
tirna segun el grado en que la cliferencia entre el producto n1edio y 
el marginal sea una rnedida del grado de presion sobre los recursos 

afios. Sup6ngase que ella se incorpora al programa un afio, lo deja y ]uego inrne, 
diatarnente tiene un hijo. Como resultado de ello, hay un intervalo de cuatro 
ai'ios entre sus nacirnientos m its recientes . Si se supone ademas que su siguiente 
hijo se presenta despues de dos aiios y que todos los nacimientos siguientes per, 
manecen inalterados, entonces todo lo que ha sucedido es que el nacimiento ha 
sido dernoraclo w1 ai'io. Los beneficios sacrificados son la corriente de ingreso del 
hijo no nacido rnenos la co~riente de ingreso del nii'i.o nacido. La rnagnitud abso
luta de ambas corrientes es Ia misma, pero cl descuento introduce una diferencia 
que deterrriina el beneficia. Pueclen concebirse otras formas de demora en las que 
las rnujeres no recuperan el t iempo perdido, sino que simplemente proceden a te
ner los mismos hijos durante un pedodo mas largo. Aqui los bcneficios serian 
mayorcs porque son Yarios los niii.os que son demoraclos. En general, la influencia 
del descuento es tal, que at.'m demoras muy leves resultan en beneficios que son 
cuantitativamentc supcriorcs a los gastos del gobicmo en la prevenci6n de un 
nacimiento. 

l1 En los parrafos siguicntcs, y como fuc sci'ialado antes, cl nino es visto 
exclusivamente como un bien de inversion. Si los aspectos de consumo fueran 
tornados tambicn en cuenta, y suponiendo que los hijos son una akglia para sus 
padres, tenclriamos que incluir tambien en cl aspecto del costo de impedi r un 
nacimiento la satisfacci6n de los ultimos de "estar vivos", asi como Ia de los 
padres de tcncrlos. En Ia pr~tctica, esto presenta los problemas insalvablcs de 
adjudicar un Yalor subjetiYo a Ia vida humana, asf como de comparaciones inter
personales e intcrtcmporales de la utilicbd. Sin embargo, en principia este punto 
puecle reducir el sesgo po<;itivo de nuestro criteria. 

J3 Aclcm{ts de c. tas, S. Enke enumcra otras causas (menores) de este scsgo. 
\'l:a<>c, "Tbc Economic A-;pcct<; . . . ", lac. cit., nota al pic de Ia p. 56. 
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limitados. Si fuera la tmica fu.:nte de sesgo, no conduciria a las incon
sistencias anotadas al final del p<.1rrafo anterior. Sin embargo, hay 
otras dos razones de la existencia de un sesgo positivo. La primcra es 
que las corrientes de consumo y productividad son descontadas. En 
vista de que el consumo empieza imnediatamente d 'Spues del naci
miento, mientras que la p roducci6n se demora cuanclo 1nenos cliez o 
quince afi.os, aun un clescuento mocleraclo exagera considerablemente 
la diferencia entre cl valor presente de ambas corrientes. La segunda 
raz6n es que a toclo lo largo, el consumo cs tratado con1o un costo 
-y, por lo tanto, el consumo evitaclo del nifi.o no nacido es trataclo 
como un beneficia. En general, no esta muy clara por que debe ser 
asi aunque en algunos casos es ciertamente legitimo. Veamos entonces 
las implicaciones de a) el descuen to y b) de tra tar el consumo evi taclo 
como un beneficia. 

La tasa de descuento que se usa tiene la intencion de reflejar la 
preferencia en el tiempo de la socieclacl, asi como la productividad del 
capital. La existencia de una preferencia por el presente en la forma 
expresacla por Bohm-Bawerk es en terminos de i) la duracion corta 
de la vida, ii) la deficiencia de la imaginacion y iii) la fuerza de 
voluntad limitada. De las tres, podemos suponer que las ultimas dos 
no estim presentes en los dirigentes que tengan vision a largo plazo 
de una sociedad -es dec·r que, si estan presentes, se limitan a la pre
ferenda en el tiempo "privada" n1as bien que a la social. En cuanto 
a la primera razon, su presencia depende esencialmente de lo que 
queremos decir exactamente por "sociedad". Si tomamos su sjgnifi
cado en el sentido de los individuos que la constituyen, entonces la 
primera raz6n es una base valida para la preferencia en el tien1po. 
Por otra parte, si vemos a la sociedad como una entidad abstracta 
que nunca fallece -aunque los individuos que la componen lo haccn-, 
entonces aun la primera base de preferencia en el tiempo es invalida. 
Esto puede explicar en cierto grado la paradoja delineada antes. 
Desde el punto de vista de las personas que vivian en el siglo xrx en 
paises que despues han experimentado crecimiento econ6mico ele
vado, pudo haber sido valido abogar por una politica de limitaci6n 
de la poblaci6n. Viendo el asunto en el presente, sin embargo, y 
considerando a un cierto pais como una entidad abstracta, es dudoso 
que pudieran1os respaldar tal politica. De este modo nuestro criteria 
no conduce a incongruencias en tanto se recuerde que los beneficios 
bajo consideraci6n son aquellos que estima la gente que vive en el 
momenta en que se hace la recomendaci6n polftica. Llevando este 
punto un paso mas adelante, poclemos decir que al especificar en cud! 
grupo de edad de la pob1a~i6n estamos interesados, quedaria dcter
minada la longitud de nuestro horizonte de tien1po. Por ejemplo, si 
nuestro horizonte cle ti mpo se extiende a la esperanza media de vida 
al nacer, cntonccs nuestros bencficios netos son los que corresponden 
a los niiios que nacen en el prcsente. Los ya nacidos solo perciben 
parte de esos bencficios. En forma altcrnativa, si tomarnos cl hori
zonte de, di gan1os, apcnas diez nfios, entonces 1cs bcncficios los recibcn 
todos aqucllos que tienen una csperanza de vida restantc superior 
a clicz aiios. Pod mos, por Io tanto, concluir que el uso de una tasa 
de dcscucnto ( elcvada) jmp1ica que estamos considerando los bene-
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ficios para la gente viva de hoy, y no los de la sociedad en un sentido 
abstracto, y que la longitud del horizonle de tiempo determina im
plicitan1ente que grupo de ectad tenemos en mente. 

Pasando en seguicla al tratamiento del consumo evitaLlo como un 
beneficia, debe notarse que es to no es en n1anera alguna obvio o ne
eesario. En verdad, hay varias circunstancias en las que podria supo
nerse que el consumo ejerce un efecto estimulante sobre el crecimien
to economico. El punto crucial es el de si una demancla insuficiente 
constituye -y en caso de serlo, en que n1edida- un nudo de estran
gulamiento sobre el erecin1iento eeonon1ico. Si la demanda insufi
ciente es un estrangulamicnto grave, entonces el crecimiento de la 
poblacion podria ser benefico al estimular el consumo. Este Inecanis
mo estimulante puede ton1ar una de tres formas. El crccimiento n1as 
acelerado de la poblacion conduce a un consumo total mayor (aun 
cuando no haya can1bios en el consmno per capita), el cual, al per
mitir la explotacion plena de las economias de escala, puede hacer 
redituable la introducci6n de ciertas industrias. Segundo, al conducir 
a una mayor tasa de crecimiento del consumo total, el crecimiento 
mas n1pido de la poblacion puede, via el mecanisme acelerador, con
ducir a. una tasa n1ayor de crecimiento del producto. Este ultimo argu
mento es el de Kuznets,1 3 y puede resumirse como sigue: debido a 
que la tasa diferencia l de crecimiento de la poblacion tanto entre las 
areas rurales y las urbanas, como entre los grupos de mayor y menor 
ingrcso, se ha desplazado historicamente en una direccion opuesta al 
crecimiento de las oportunidades econ6n1icas, el crecimiento econ6-
mico, cuando ha tenido exito, ha venido acompa:fiado de una tren1enda 
movilidad geogrtLfica y social. Un migrante a las ciudades probable
mente consurnira una proporcion mayor de su ingreso que su contra
parte del campo debido a los valores diferentes prevalecientcs en las 
areas urbanas . Tambien es probable que responda y se adapte con 
mayor rapidez a las industrias nuevas y en expansion. Ambos factores 
han tenido un efecto estin1ulante sabre el crecimiento econ6mico. 

Ala luz de lo anterior podemos preguntar en que casas la demanda 
insuficiente es un nudo de estrangulamiento para el crecin1iento eco
nomico. Tomando primero el caso de los paises desarrollados de la 
actualidad, observamos que al ver las distintas teorias del crecimiento 
que son una ampliacion del esquema keynesia11o (Harrod-Damar y sus 
seguidores) encontramos que · la demanda agregada ocupa una posi
cion central. A este respecto, podemos · afirmar que la oportunidad 
de invertir es un estrangulamiento importante. Las grandes empresas 
modernas tienen enormes cantidades de capital a su disposicion en 
la forma de ganancias no distribuidas. Por otro !ado, son capaces de 
conseguir todo el capital que requieren si la oportunidad para invertir 
se presenta. .Esta es la sHuacion desde un punto de vista a largo 
plazo, aun cuando dichas ernpresas puedan toparse con dificultades 
transitorias de financiamiento en ticmpos de restriccion del credito. 
Tambicn cuentan con la fuerza de trabajo calHi.cada que nccesitan y 
con las capacidades empresariales de organizacion, de modo que su 

13 S. Kuznets, "Population Growth and Aggregate Output", en Delllograplzic 
and Economic Change in Developed Countries, Uniwrsities-National Bureau of 
Economic Research, Princeton University Press , 1960. 

--·-.-
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problema principal es el de encontrar una salida a sus productos mas 
bien que el de satisfacer una demanda pre-existente.H Al crearse esta 
demanda, el crecirniento de la poblacion es un factor importante de 
estimulo, aunque en menor grado que cuando A. Hansen desarrollo su 
tesis sobre el estancamiento.l5 Esto se debe a la tasa c.reciente de pro
greso tecnologico durante el periodo de la posguerra. Sin querer asig
nar un peso particular al factor poblacion, sigue siendo valido el 
argumento de que una mayor tasa de crecimiento del consumo aso
ciada a una tasa de crecimiento mayor de la poblacion tiene elementos 
de costo y beneficia que no son inmediatamente separables. 

AI tomar en seguida el caso de los pafses subdesarrollados del si
glo xrx y compararlos con los de hoy, observamos que difieren en un 
aspecto fundamental. El mejor resumen de esta diferencia es un es
crito de H. Wallich.1 6 En forma muy breve, su tesis es que en el 
desarrollo de los paises avanzados de hoy la fuerza motriz fue el em
presario, el proceso fue la innovacion y la meta fue el enriqueci
miento del empresario. El panorama, descrito por Schumpeter en su 
teoria del desarrollo econ.omico, ya no refleja la situacion de nuestros 
dias. En su lugar, el impulso proviene del gobierno, el proceso es la 
imitacion y la meta es un nivel de vida mas alto para las masas. El 
primer m ecanismo esta orientado bacia la produccion o la oferta, 
el segundo esta orientado bacia la demanda o el consumo. La pro
ducci6n y el consumo son, desde luego, interdependientes y cada uno 
tiene su Iugar en ambos enfoques, pero no obstante hay una diferen
cia genuina en el origen del impulso. En el primer caso el problema 
es asegurar que lo que se produzca sea vendido. En el {lltimo el con
sumo esta presente (y la mayoria diria que "sobrcrrepresentado", al 
seiialar los esfuerzos de los paises subdesarrollados de hoy por frenar 
su consumo excesivo) y es una cuesti6n de abrirse paso a traves de 
otro estrangulamiento. Lo que este signifique no interesa desde nues
tro punto de vista. El que sea o no los bajos niveles de formacion 
de ·capital ( ahorro) de acuerdo con Nurkse ;17 la escasa participa
ci6n de las ganancias en el ingreso nacional -todos los ahorros sal
drian de las ganancias-, como en la teoria de Lewis ;1 s o la 11incapaci
dad para invertir" segtin Hirschamn,lD o finalmente cualesquiera de 
una multitud de otras razones, la den1anda insuficiente nunca es la 
.culpable. 

14 Esta es la tesis de J. K. Galbraith, The Affluent Society, Nueva York, 1958 
Ver especialmente el cap. XI, "The Dependence Effect". 

15 A. Hansen, "Economic Progress and Declining Population Growth", Amer
ican Economic Review, Vol. XXIX, Num. 1, Parte 1, marzo de 1935. 

1G H. Wallich, "Some Notes Towards a Theory of Derived Development", do
cumento rcproducido en The EcoHolllics of Underdevelop111ent, Nueva York, Oxford 
University Press, 1963, vo1umen compilado por A. N. Aganvala y S. P. Singh. 

17 R. Nurske, Proble111s of Capital Fornwtirm hz Underdeveloped Cou11tries, 
Nueva York, Oxford Univcr ity Press, 1961, pp. 57-70. (Hay tracluccit.'m al espanol. ) 

1S A. Lewis, "Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labor", The 
Manclzestcr School of Economic a11d Social Studies. 23, ma:-'o de 1955. pp. 153-160; 
y The Theory of Econo111ic Growtlz, Homewood, Illinois, 1955, pp. 225-244. (Hay 
traduccion.) 

1 9 A. 0 . Hirschman. T1ze Strategy af Ec0110111ic Development, Yale Univer~; ity 
Press, 1958, pp. 33-38. (Hay traducci6n.) 
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Por lo tanto, podemos concluir que tanto en el caso de los paises 
desarrollados de hoy como en estos mismos paises durante su pri
mera fase de industrializacion, el consumo dcsempefio un. papel dife
rentc al que ticne en la mayoria de los paises subdesarrollados de la 
actualidad. ·En los primeros, el consumo -a traves de los mecanismos 
delineados antes- tuvo efectos estirnulantes asi como de frcno, que 
es imposible desentrafiar. En tales casas no es legitimo tratar el 
consumo sacrificado exclusivamente como un costo. Hay aun otra 
razon que resuelve la paradoja entre nuestro criteria y la experiencia 
hist6rica observada. De este modo, aun cuando vieramos exclusiva
mente los interescs de la gente que vivia en paises a punto de iniciar 
la industrializacion ( esto es, aun cuando efcctmirmnos el descuento ), 
tener una .politica de limitacion de la poblacion podia no haber cons
tituldo un b eneficia para ellos. No lo poden1os afirmar con seguridad, 
porque es imposible desentrafiar los efectos estimulantes de los retar
datarios del consmno. Sin embargo, el punto principal de todo este 
amilisis sirve para hacer hincapie en que la aplicabilidad de nuestro 
criteria se lin1ita a aquellas situaciones en que la demanda insufi- · 
ciente no es un impedimenta al crecimiento economico. 

III. EL ESTUDIO DE UN CASO: LA RAU 

La aplicacion de la formula ( 1) requiere informacion que puede, 
en ocasiones, ser obtenida de los datos pertinentes, y tambien algu
n s supuestos que deben hacerse cuando no se dispone de la infor
Inacion necesaria. En este tlltimo caso, los beneficios dependenin en 
gran medida de estos supuestos. Por ejemplo, no existe n1ercado de 
capital perfecto, y suponiendo que Ia preferencia social por el tiempo 
esta entre 10 % y 15 %, hicimos calculos para estos dos extremos. 
En lo que concierne a los otros supuestos, estos difieren para cada 
uno de nuestros efectos. Veamoslos brevemente, asi como sus impli
caciones sobre la magnitud de los beneficios netos. 

A. El efecto inicial 

La informacion que se requiere aqui es el consumo y el producto 
marginal de la persona media en las distintas edades, junto con la pro
babilidad de supervivencia a las distintas edades. Estas ultilnas puc
den deducirse de las estadisticas vi tales y .censales que, aunque inexac
tas, no afectan mucho los beneficios ne.tos finales. Concentremosnos, 
por ello, en lo primero. 

Por el lado del consumo surgen dos problemas. El primero es la 
definicion de "consumo". En su estudio de la India, Enke lo define 
como el producto nacional bruto menos la fo rmaci6n bruta de capital. 
:Esta es la definicion acostumbrada en las cuent3s nacionales, pero 
como medida de los bencficios de un nino no nacido puedc ser criti
cada en tres aspectos: 1) que gran parte de lo que es consumo en 
realidad es inversion desc~ el punta de vista del crecimiento econo
mico; ejemplos de ello son los ga·stos en educacion, salud y otras in
versiones en capital humano. 2) Hay un clcmcnto de ambigliedad 
en el consumo: algunos gastos publicos (tales como la conservaci6n 
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de la ley y el orden), asi como los cos tos mas elevados de la vida 
urbana que resultan de la mayor concentraci6n y no porque los bienes 
sean distintos de su contraparte rural -ambas formas de gasto pue
den considerarsc como bienes intermedios y no como producci6n final. 
3) Por ultimo, algunos gastos de consumo se hacen independiente
mente de la tasa de crecimiento de la poblacion y son, por lo tanto, 
no marginales. Un ejemplo de esto son los gastos de defensa. Los 
ajustes de algunos de los factores anteriores tienen un efecto consi
derable ya que en el caso de la RAU se reduciria el consumo medio en 
alrededor de 25 %. Puede sostenerse que tal cifra mide mejor los bene
ficios ya que el mayor volumen de bienes intern1edios, asi con1c la 
mayor formacion de capital (humano) no elevan el bienestar prcsente 
de la poblaci6n reducida. Sin embargo, el aumento de la formacion de 
capital (humano) aumenta la productividad de la fuerza de trz.bajo, 
pero a) no tenemos una rnedida de este aumento, y b) los bene
ficios resultan tan distantes en el futuro que cualquier descuento los 
hace despreciables. Por lo tanto, puede afirmarse que la segunda defi
nicion -o una intermedia- es mas verosilnil. Nuestros calculos to
roan en cuenta ambas definiciones como posibles limites superior e 
inferior de los beneficios. 

El segundo· problema por el laclo del consurno se refiere a la atri
buci6n de esta cifra de consumo a los distintos grupos de edad. No se 
dispone de informacion al respecto. Enke supuso que las personas de 
35 afios de edad consmnen de 13 a 14 veces lo que consumcn los niiios 
en su pr'mer afio de vida.~o Despues de observar estudios reales de 
paises desarrollados21 (para una familia "tipica" de la clase media), 
o bien al observar los requerimientos de alimentacion y suponer que 
los gastos reales a las distintas edades se hacen en proporcion a los 
requerimientos de estas edades, llegamos a una conclusion diferente . 
En los ultimos dos casas el cociente del consun1o de los nifios entre 
el de adultos anduvo entre 1 :2 y 1 :2.5. En vista de que el futuro esta 
seriamente descontado, la adopcion de nuestros cocientes aumcnta 
sustancialmente los beneficios, cmno veremos en seguida. 

Volviendo al lado de Ja produccion, nos enfrentamos a problen1as 
exacta1nente analogos a los de la parte del consumo. La determina
cion del producto n1arginal del trabajo es una cuestion que ha rccibido 
mucha atencion en la literatura, pero sobre la cual no se ha llegado 
a ning{m acuerdo. Las opiniones van desde cer o producto marginal 
-de ordinaria basadas en experimentos reales~~ o en un calculo de 
los r equerimientos de mano de obra que han mo:;trado estar muy por 
debajo del ntLmero real de trabajadores23- basta un producto mar-

20 Ver sus calculos para Ja India. en "The Gains to India ... ", lac. cit. 
· ~1 Ver A. Sauvy, Tlzeorie generate de la populaiion , P3ris, 1952, Vol. 1, 

capitulo 23, y las refercncias que contiene. (Hay traducci6n .) En especial vease 
L. I. Dublin y A. J. Lotka , Tlze Molley Value of Mall, Nueva York, 1930, Cap. 4, 
respcc to de b estimaci6n de los gastos reales de una familia "tipica" de la dase 
medi a en los Estados Unidos. 

::?~ Tal cs e l caso del estudio de W. Cleland ("Egypt 's Population Problem", 
L'Egypte Contemporaire, enero de 1937), que ·estima que 3/5 parles de la pobla
cion rural de Egipto es redundantc. 

~3 Tal cs cl caso del estud io de M. R. El Ghoncmy, "Resource Use and 
Income in Egyptian Agricullure Before and After the Latid Reform, wilh Parti-
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ginal no muy diferente de la tasa de salarios, con base en el ajuste 
de funciones de producci6n a la informaci6n~4 bajo la observaci6n de 
que ·la hip6tesis de cero productivldad marginal es incongruente con 
la 1naximizaci6n de utilidades, y con base asimismo en el analisis de las 
diferencias de salarios geognlficas, estacionales y femeninas-rriasculi
nas.!!5 En vista de que el debate sobre este tcma est[t muy lcjos de 
haber sido resuelto,~G y aunque nuestra inclinaci6n en este debate es 
que gran cantidad de la fuerza de trLlbajo es rcdundante,27 para pro
p6sitos de calculo hemos tornado el producto marginal del trabajo 
igual ala tasa de salarios en la agricultura, para asegurar que nuestros 
beneficios netos sean considerados como una eifra n1inima. 

De la discusi6n anterior podra verse que el tornar valores maximo 
y minimo del ni\'el de consumo (productividad marginal), de la asig
nacion de la corriente de consumo (producci6n) ~S a las diferentes 
edades y de la tasa de descuento, da ocho corrientes posibles de con
suino (producci6n). El cuadro 1 resume el resultado de estas ocho co
rrientes distintas de beneficios.2 9 Tambien muestra las mismas ocho 
posibilidades para el afio 1947 -s6lo vari6 la mortalidad entre 1947 y 

cular Reference to. Economic Development", tesis doctoral inedita, North Carolina 
State College, 1953. La conclusion de este autor es que el 50% de la fuerza de 
trabajo agricola es redundante. 

24 Ver por ejemplo M. M. El Imam, "The Production Funct:on for Egyptian 
Agriculture, 1913-55", Institute of National Planning, Memo. Num. 259, El Cairo, 
1962, y H. Kcheir el Dine, "The Cotton Production Function and its Relation to 
Technical Progress and Disguised Unemployment", Institute of National Planning, 
Me.mo. Num. 370, El Cairo, 1963 . 

.25 B. Hansen, "Marginal Productivity Wage Theory and Subsistence . Wage 
Theory in Eg-yptian Agriculture", Journal of Developm.ent .Sturlies, julio de 1964. 

2G Rcspecto de lo mas reciente sabre esta controversia -ver R. Mabro, "Indus
trial Gro·wth, Agricultural Underemployment and the Lewis Model: The Egyptian 
Case, 1937-1965", Journal of Derelopment Sturlies, julio de 1967. El autor argumcnta 
que existe excedente considerable de fuerza de trabajo en las pequcnas granjas, 
rnientras que no existe ninguno en las grandes . Este es el resultado de inmo
vilidad rl'gional , y explica el hecho de que las variaciones estacionales de los 
sala rios puedan coexistir con un excedente de fuerza de trabajo. 

27 Esta rcdundancia no significa necesaria mente que si parte de la fuerza de 
trabajo fuera retirada de improviso el producto no se reduciria, sino mas bien 
que si comparamos dos situaciones, una con fccundidad constante y la otra con 
fecun didad decreciente (y por lo tanto una menor tasa de crecimiento de la po
blaci6n ), entonces los "retiros" de fuerza de trabajo en cl segundo caso (en reali
dad las menores tasas de incorporaci6n a ]a fuerza de trahajo ), que son gradua
les , puedcn ser acomoclados mediante ajustes que dejarian el producto total 
inaltcrado en ambas situaciones . Vale la pcna hacer notar que el conccpto de 
producto marginal como se trata en la li lcratura -a saber, i) como un retiro 
intempcstivo de fucrza de trabrtjo, con ii) todos los dcmas factores constantcs
no ticne cstricta relnci6n con nuestro caso de comparaci6n de una situaci6n de 
alta · fccundidnd con una de b::~ja. En este caso rnas que rctiros intcmpcstivos 
hay una transici6n gradual que permite que se efectucn los ajustes nccesarios 
para dej ar cl producto total inalterado. 

28 En lo que concicme a la atribL1ci6n del producto marginal a los clifcrentes 
grupos de erlacl, se supone en forma arhitr:1rb que los nifios empiczan 8. tr::~baj::.r 
a los cliez aiios, y que la productividacl de los niiios de las cdadcs 10-14 y 15-19 cs 
un tcrcio y dos tcrcios rcspcc!"ivamen le, de la de las personas de 20 y mas afios. 
En contrnste, las cifras de Enke (S. Enkc, Eco11o111ics for Develop111Cilf, op. cit ., 
Cap. 20) Y:lrfnn seg-lm un factor de 7 entre bs ccladcs de 10 v 35 ar'ios. 

~() Eo;;lc cs cl rcsultado dC' anlic::~r b f6 rm ula ( 1) a bs ocho corricntcs clife
rC'ntcs. El metoda csU\ cstahlccido en form~1 muy clara por S. Enke en "The 
Gains to India from Population Control", loc. cit. 
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Cuadro 1 

EL EFECTO DEL IMP'ACTO INICIAL 

10 % 15 ~ 

( 1) ( 2) ( 3) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) (1) ( 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

( 1 )-( 3) (2)-(3) (4)/58 (5)/56 ( 1)-( 3) ( 2)-( 3) (4)/58 (5}/58 

Mortalidad pres ente ( 1960) 

Nuestra corriente de co!l 
au :no y product i vi dad 351 281 91 260 18? 4·.5 3.3 206 165 31 115 134 3.0 2.3 

Corriente de consume y 
producti:vida.d segdn 
En lee 278 22~ 79 198 143 3·4 2.5 136 109 24 112 85 1.9 1.5 

Mortali da.d paoa.da (1947) 

Nue s tra corricnte de co!l 
sumo y . producti vi dad 294 235 71 223 164 3.9 2.8 175 140 25 151 116 2.6 1.9 

Corr iente de oonsumo y 
product i vi dad seg:1n 
Enke 223 119 61 162 118 2.8 . 2.0 113 90 19 94 71 1.6 1.2 

. Columna 1: Corriente de consumo descontada. Consumo definido de acuerclo con los proccdimientos estandar. 
Columna 2: Corriente de consumo clescontada. Nucstra definicion de consumo revisacla. 
Columna 3: Corriente de productividad descontada. 
Columna 4: Beneficios netos de acuerdo con Ia primera definicion -de consumo. 
Columna 5: Beneficios netos de acuerdo a la scgunda definicion de consumo. Las cifras de las columnas 1 a 5 

estan dadas en Iibras egipcias. 
Columna 6: Bcncficios nelos (primcra definicion) como proporcion del ingreso per capita ( =58lbs. Eg.). 
Columna 7: Bencficios netos (segunda definicion) como proporcion del ingreso per capita. 
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1960. En este cuadro observamos que los beneficios de un nacimiento 
evitado varian entre 4.5 a 1.2 veces el fngreso per capita- esto es, 
cuando se permite que todos los factores varicn a la vez la difcrencia 
entre el maximo y el minima varia segun un factor de casi 4. Pero 
antes de que se concluya que esta medida tiene un elcvado grado de 
inexactitud, debe scnalarse que es improbable que queramos, en cual
quier situacion, moditicar todos los .factores a b vez. Cmlles de ellos 
querriamos Yariar dcpenden\ del uso que queramos hacer de nuestra 
cifra y en este contexto convienc distinguir clos usos posibles. 

Primero podriamos quere1· comparar el valor de un nacimiento 
evitado en un afio con el valor cor.rcspondicnte a otro afio, para obte
ner una inclicacion de que tanto ha mejorado o se ha deteriorado la 
situacion. En este caso usariamos en ambos afios la misma definicion 
del nivel de consumo (producci6n), y el mis1no metoda de asigna
cion entre los distintos grupos de edad. Adem c.1 s usariamos el mismo 
factor de descuento, de modo que la variable principal en tal .compa
raci6n seria el numero diferente de sobrevivientes en los distintos 
gn1pos de edad. Por ejcmplo, al comparar el afio. de 1947 con el de 
1969 podriamos decir que el efecto de la reduccion de la mortalidad 
ha sido el de aumentar el valor neto de un nacimiento evitado en algo 
asi como entre 15 % y 25 % . Podrimnos ademas argumentar que esta 
es una subestin1acion si creemos que a) la productividad del trabajo 
ha disminuido entre ambas fechas porque la poblacion ha estado cre
ciendo n1as de prisa que otros recursos, y jo b) deberia usarse una 
tasa mayor de interes en 1960 que en 1947, porque con un efecto de
mostr(!·c\6n internacional mayor. y mayor propaganda del gobierno 
bacia la elevacion de la cspcranza de las masas, la preferencia por el 
tiempo presente se ha aumentado. De este modo aunquc a) y b) no 
puedan ser medidos, puede concluirse que cuando menos el valor de 
evitar un nacimiento se ha aumentado sustancialmente, lo cual hace 
ahora mas urgente un programa de poblacion. 

0 bien podriamos querer cmnparar la inversion en control de la 
poblacion con la inversion en otros proyectos. En este caso estaria
mos usando la misma tasa de interes para descontar los beneficios y 
costas del nacimiento evitado y de otros provectos.3° Por lo tanto 
ton1ariamos en cuenta solmnente un cambia en nuestro concepto de 
consumo y la asignaci6n de este y la producci6n a los diferentes gru
pos de edad. Aqui el intcrvalo entre los valores m{nimo y minima 
de un nacimiento evitado variaria segll.n un factor de 2. ( 4.5/2.5 a una 
tasa de descuento de 10 % y 3.0/1.5 a una tasa de 15% ). Dados la 
incertidumbre respecto al futuro, la dificultad para calcular precios 
virtuales y muchos otros obstaculos que dificultan la evaluacion de los 
beneficios de los .proyectos industriales, nuestro campo de variabili
dad no parece ser e, cesivo, hablanclo en tcrminos comparativos. 

HO Si no qucrcmos tomar en cucnta la escala de posibilidadcs alt crnativas de 
in \'crsion poclcmos tomar d cocicnte de bcncficios y costos . Pcro si la cscala im
porta cntonces tencmos que cspccificar cl tamaiio del nrograma de control de la 
poblac ion y multipli car la di{crcncia entre bcncficios y costos de un nacimien to 
evitado por cl n(tmcro de nacimicntos cvitados antes de comparar csta cifra con 
la de las oportunidacles de inversion altcrnativas . 

... 
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• B. El efccto productividad del salario 

Si recordamos el segundo tcrmino de la expreswn ( 1 ), se vera 
que los beneficios que se derivanin via el efecto productividad del sa
lario son una proporcion del efecto inicial. Esta proporci6n depende 
1) de la propension n1arginal a consumir alimentos, 2) de la propor- · 
cion dd consumo de alimentos que absorben los micmbros de la 
fuerza de trabajo, 3) de la proporcion . del afio que permanece em
pleada la fuerza de trabajo, 4) del aumento de 1a ingestion de calo
rfas resultante de un mayor consumo per capita de alimentos, 5) del 
mayor suministro de esfuerzo debido al mayor insurn'J de calorias, y, 
por ultimo, 6) del producto marginal del esfuerzo. Para cad a uno de 
estos factores pueden estimarse varios limites superiores e inferiores. 
Los renglones del 1) a! 3) no necesitan ser comentados, porque su 
variabilidad no es n1uy grande. En lo que conciernc a los renglones 
del 4) al 6), notamos lo siguicnte: en el 4) suponen1os que las calo
rias aumentan en proporcion al aumento del gasto en alimentos. Esto 
implica que la dieta no se altera, lo cual es realista en el caso de a) 
cam bios marginales y b) ante niveles bajos de ingreso ( cuando la 
dieta se limita a uno o dos productos ). Por afiadidura. se supone 
implicitmnente que existe desnutricion. Los requerimicntos de calo
rias dependen de varios. factores tales como la edad, el sexo, el peso, 
la temperatura y en especial el trabajo. Aunque dichos requerimien
tos son revisados pcriodicamente, si suponemos un horario de ocho 
horas en la agricultura, entonces todos ellos apuntan a un prmnedio 
muy por encima de 2 500, que es el consumo medio diario presente 
en la RAU.31 En vista de los grandes requerimientos de calorias para 
el n1etabolismo basico, pcqueiios aumentos en la in gestion conducen 
a grandes aumentos en el suministro de esfuerzo. Las estin1aciones 
varian ampliamente, de 100 a 200 calorias extras/12 requeridas para 
producir el equivalente de una bora de trabajo extra. Al lado del nu
mero extra total de calorias consurnidas, esto nos permite determinar 
el numero total de hor::1s adicionales trabajadas. Esto no significa que 
los trabajadores realmcnte trabajan m as horas, sino que durante el 
mismo horario, producen en terminos del esfuerzo el equivalcnte de 
mas horas de trabajo. Falta convertir este suministro aclicional de es
fuetzo en producto adicional. Aqui "el producto marginal del esfuerzo 
equivalente al trabajo de una hora" se calcul6 suponiendo que cl pro-

· ·:n Par ejemplo, hablando de los requerimientos (en un clia complete de ocho· 
horas) mencionados por H. Correa en The Economics of HunJall R esources, 
Amstcrdan, 1963, cuadro IV, p. 36 para los sectorcs agrico la, industrial y de ser
vicios , y ponderando estos requerimientos con las proporciones correspondientcs 
en la RAU, rcsulta un requerimiento nacional globa l de 3150 calor-las diarias, eP 
contras tc con e l consume actua l de 2 500. Vcr t:1rnbicn S. ShehatJ., "Cooperat i\·e 
Efforts and Food Consumption in the RAU", L'Egypte Contel11f10raire, cnero de 
1964. El autor menciona una cifra de 3 000 como requisite minima de calorias 
de Ja RAU. . 

32 Podcmos mencion::tr bs tres fuentes siguien tes: a) H. Lcibenstein , Economic 
Bacbmrd1zess... op. cit., y las refcrencias que conticnc, don de se ll ega a 1a 
conclus ion de que se rcquieren 100 calorias adicionalcs para producir cl equiva
lcnte de un~ hora de trabajo; b) S. Shel1at:1, lac. cit., quien cia 1700 calo rias 
como requisite para cl metal)o1ismo basico para un dia de ·trabajo de oeho horas, 
lo que implica que sc requieren alreclcdor de 150 calorfas J)Or hora; y c) II. Co
rrea, op. cit., Cap. 4, del cual cledujimos que la cifra es de alrccledor de 200. 
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ducto marginal del trabajo es igual a la tasa de salarios (igual a 
35 libras egipcias por afio ). Aclemas, se ha supuesto que en el presente 
la fuerza de trabajo trabaja el equivalcntc (en tcrminos de esfuerzo) 
de un dia de cuatro horas. Esto fue cleducido del hecho de que el 
consurno diario de calorias fue de 2 500 y de que a este nivel de inges
tion de calorias, la persona trabaja al 50 % de su capacidad en los 
sectores industrial y agricola.3~ Un dia de cuatro horas da 1 200 horas 
por afio (suponiendo que se trabajan 300 elias). Dividicndo esta cifra 
entre la tasa anual de salarios, se obtiene una aproximacion al pro
ducto n1arginal del equivalente de una hora de esfuerzo (que se encon
tro que era de 0.03 libras egipcias en nuestro caso ). De este modo, 
tenemos toda la informacion que necesitamos, y sobre esta base resulta 
que el efecto productiviclad del salario varia entre 4.5 y 18 % del efecto 
inicial,34 de modo que 8 % resulta ser un valor 11 probable" o razonable. 

Antes de seguir, cabe sefialar que los calculos anteriores son mar
ginales en el sentido de que aurnentos grandes del suministro de es
fuerzo pueden afectar (y disminuir) el producto marginal del esfuerzo, 
y tambien en el sentido de que despues de que el ingreso ha aumentado 
a un cierto nivel, ya no existe desnutrici6n. En el. (tltimo caso el efecto 
productividad del salario ya no se:da ' vcHido, mientras que en el pri
mero podria ser reducido. En carnbio, podernos hacer notar que no 
solo es importante el numero total de calorias, sino tambien su dis
tribucion entre proteinas, hidratos de carbona y grasas. La dieta 
actual de la RAU dista mucho de ser equilibrada,s5 de modo que aun 
cuando el nivel de consumo diario alcance su nivel minima de reque
rimientos, habra aun margen para los aurnentos de la productividad. 
Un comentario final es que la productividacl de la fuerza de tr::1bajo 
puede rnejorar debiclo al consumo de otros elementos distintos a los 
alimentos. En particular, la mejoria de la salud podria tener efectos 
trernendas,313 pero no los hemos incluido. 

83 H. Correa, op. cit., cuadro IV-2-3, p. 36. 
34 El efecto inicial al que nos referirnos es aquel definido bajo el supuesto 

de que el consumo se define como el producto nacional bruto menos la formaci6n 
bruta de capital (esto es, como una proporcion de Ja columna 4 del cuadro 1). 
Esta representa una proporci6n elcvada de la definicion minima de consumo 
(cuadro 1, columna 5). E n nucstra discusi6n siguiente sobre ahorro publico y pri
vado como una proporci6n del efecto inicial son aplicables comenta1ios similares. 

35 S. Shehata, "Co--oper<:~tiYe Effects and Food Consumption in the UAR", 
toe. cit. En Ja RAU los hidratos de carbona (granos) constituyen el 80% de la 
dieta, · mientr<:~s que las gras<:~s y las protefnas el 20 %. En contraste, el balance 
ideal es 50, 35 y 12, respectivamentc. Esto pucde ser una explicaci6n de los resul
tados obtenidos por \V. Galenson y G. Pyatt (Tlie Quality of Labor and Ecmwmic 
Development in Certain Countries. Organizac i6n Intemacional del Trabajo, Gi
nebra, 1964), qui en encontr6 que en el caso de los paises desarrollados (que 
estaban todos por enclma de los requcrimientos mlnimos) y los subdesarrollados, 
el factor cuilntilativamente mayor y estadfstic<:~mente mas significativo que ex
plica la tasa de crecimiento de la producti,·idad del trabajo son J<:~s calorias per 
capita ( se probaron juntos doce f<:~ctores de mcjoramiento de la calidad). 

~G H. Correa, op. cit., pp. 43-47, calcula que en Egipto la perdida de producto 
debida a 1a s:tlud deficientc es mayor que la que resulta de la desnutricion. La 
estimaci6n que haec Correa de esta ultima conticnc un sesgo en defecto debido 
a que s6lo torna en cucnta be; enfermcdaclcs que resullan en defunci6n mientras 
que gran parte de la perdida de producto rcsulta de bs enfennedadcs cr6nicas que 
rcduccn 1<:1 vitalidad, pcro que no conduccn a la muerte (por ejemplo cl bilharzia) . 
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C. Aunze~1tos del alzorro privado 

En terrninos aritmeticos, la magnitud del efecto ahorro como pro
porci6n del a urn en to inicial del ingreso de pen de de, y es de hecho 
equivalente ala propensi6n marginal al ahorro que haya sido supuesta. 
En otras palabras, una propension al ahorro de n% conduce a un 
aumento de los beneficios equivalentes a n% del efecto inicial. De 
este n1odo, si toclo el ingreso fuera ahorrado, los beneficios se dupli
carian. La pregunta interesante es si de hecho el ahorro aumentani. 
En teoria las interrelaciones entre el crecimiento de la poblaci6n y el 
comportamiento del ahorro son complejas y no existen estudios em
pirico sabre la influencia del tamafio de la familia en el ahorro real. 
Sobre una base especulativa diriamos que, a menos que hubiera 
esfuerzos positivos del gobierno para movilizar el ahorro, no seria de 
esperar aumento alguno. Este argumento se basa en un razonamiento 
de S. Kuznets37 en el senticlo de que si el unico problema en el creci
miento econ6mico fuera frenar el consumo, entonces esto podria lo
grarse muy facilmente. Los calculos muestran3s que ·un aumento (li
neal) de las proporciones de ahorro de 9 % a 15 % del ingreso nacional 
durante un periodo de cliez afios, y sin reducci6n "de la fecundidad, 
puede ser logrado mediante una disminuci6n del nivel absoluto del 
consumo a un promedio de 1.2 % del producto bruto nacional en los 
prim eros 7 a:fios ( y a un maximo de 2.2 % del producto en cualquier 
afio ). Despues de este periodo inicial, las proporciones de ahorro se 
incrementan al sacrificar algunos aumentos del nivel absoluto de con
sumo. Puesto en estos terminos, el aumento de las proporciones de 
ahorro puede lograrse con un sacrificio notablemente bajo. 

Es cierto, desde luego, que si la fecundidad se redujera, no seria 
necesaria ninguna reducci6n del nivel absoluto de consumo para elevar 
las proporciones de ahorro. Pero la diferencia entre ambos casos 
parece tan pequefia que seria poco sensato creer que un descenso de 
la fecundidad elevaria autom:Hicarnente el ahorro total. Mas bien, 
parece que las causas que hacen tan dificil b elevaci6n de las propor
ciones de ahorro, aun cuando no se reduzca la fecundidad, estarian 
presentes tambien en el caso de una reducci6n de esta. Esto variara 
segun el caso pero tal vez el comun denominador es la forma de desa
rrollo de nuestros elias orientado hacia el consurno. La demanda de 
la poblaci6n por mayores nivelcs de vida ( reforzadas par la propagan
da y el efecto demostraci6n internacional) pueden ser una explica
ci6n de los esfuerzos vanos de rnuchos gobiernos por frenar el consu
mo. Si esta explicaci6n es correcta, seria equivocado inferir que una 
reducci6n de la fecundidad estirnularia el ahorro a menos que pueda 
mostrarse como es que la reducci6n de la fecundidad afectara estos 
facto"res subyacentes. Puede ser que el deseo de tener familias mas 
reducidas es el resul tado del des eo de consurnir mas (est a es a me
nu do la base de la propaganda de n1uchos programas de control fami~ 
liar), caso en el cual no podrian espcrarse mayores ahorros . Podemos 
luego concluir lo sigujente : para ser conservadores, hernos argumen
tado que es preferible no esperar ningun beneficia par el lado del 

37 S. Kuznets, "Demogr<1phic Aspects . .. ", op. cit. 
38 Ver cl cuadro IV, p. 75, en BCPC, op. cit. 
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ahorro. Sin embargo, la magnitud de este efccto muestra los grandes 
b eneficios potenciales que pueden esperarse si las politicas dd go
bierno en lo fiscal, etc., tienen exito en movilizar el ingreso liberado 
resultante de la fecundidad mcnor. 

D. Ahorro pziblico 

Como se hizo notar en la secci6n 1, el -Lmico aumento supuesto en 
el ahorro publico como un resultado de la reducci6n de la fecundidad 
es el aumento rcsultante de la reducci6n del gasto en educacion pri
maria. Esto es asi porque el gobierno tiene obligaci6n de proporcionar 
educaci6n primaria, de modo que suponiendo que los costas margina
les de la educacion son los mismos que los n1edios, una reducci6n de la 
fecundidad puede reducir tales gastos. El supuesto adicional que se 
hace es que estos gastos sen-in invertidos y no consumidos por el go
bierno. Esto supone que el gobierno concede alta prioridad al desarro
llo. Ademas, pucden esperarse varios otros bei1eficios que no Inn sido 
tornados en cuenta. Estos surgen ya sea porque menos personas se 
educaran en otros niveles que no sean los de educaci6n prima ria ( si la 
politica educativa esta detenninada por una proporci6n de estudiantes 
dada en cada grupo de edad) y las sumas de dinero ahorradas de este 
modo pueden ser tambien invertidas, y/o porque una mayor propor
ci6n de personas se eclucara ( si la politica educativa esta fonnulada 
en terminos de una cantidad fija de dinero) con una mejoria rcsul
tante de la calidad de la fuerza de trabajo. La existencia de tales 
bcneficios, que no tomaremos en cuenta, puede contrarrestar el que 
parte de la reducci6n de los gastos en educaci6n primalia pueda ir a 
parar al consumo publico. 

Con todo lo anterior, encontramos que la magnitud de este efecto 
es· sustancial; constituye de 14 % a 19 % del efecto inicial, que en 
terminos de la coniente de ingreso generada por cada nacimiento evi
tado es igual a cerca de dos tercios del ingreso per capita. 

CONCLUSIONES 

Podemos concluir lo siguiente: se encontr6 que la magnitud del 
efecto inicial de evitar permanentemente un nacimien to da lugar a 
u na corrientc de ingreso igual a entre 2.5 y 4.5 veces el ingreso per · 
capita prcsente cuando se usa una tasa de descuento de 10 %, y entre 
1.5 y 3.0 veces el ingreso per capita cuando se usa una tasa de 15 % . 
A estc efecto podemos afiadir el efecto productividad del salario y el 
del aumen~o del ahorro p'l1blico. :Estos llegan a scr entre 18.5 % y 
37 % 3n del efecto inicial. Esto s un minirno, porquc otros beneficios 
posibles incluycn: 

1) El aumcnto del ahorro privaclo, que puecle ser importante (tan
to como el c[ccto inicial si toclos los aumentos del ingreso per capita 

3!> Como sc hizo notar antes , cstc porciento sc reficre a Ia corriente de in
greso calculada con base en Ia definicion m ~t:xima de consumo (columna 5, cua
dro I). Ya que amhos ef"ectos cs tan dcfinidos en tc rminos absolulos, alca nzan una 
clcvada propon.:ion (de 23 % a 46 % ) de Ia cstimacion mas baja dd consumo. 
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son ahorrados ), pero que no es probable sin una politica publica · 
positiva. 

2) El aumento posible del ahorro publico como resultado de la 
· reduccion de los gastos en formas de educacion distintas a la primaria, 

y para el mejoramiento de la calidad de la fuerza de trabajo debido a 
mayor educaci6n per capita. 

3) La mejoria en la calidad de la fuerza de trabajo debido a los 
mayores gastos per capita en la atencion de la salud, tanto por el 
sector p~blico como el privado. _ 

Por ultimo, hacemos hincapie de nuevo en las lin1itaciones de este 
cc.Hculo. Primero, estos beneficios son el resultado de considerar al 
nifio como a) un bien de inversion y b) desde el pun to de vista de 
la sociedad. Segundo, el "beneficia para la sociedad" se define sim
plemente como la suma de los beneficios de la gente que vive hoy. 
Mas precisa1nente, nuestros calculos se refieren a los beneficios de 
personas nacidas hoy, ya que nuestro horizonte de tiempo fue de la 
misma longitud que la esperanza media de vida al nacer. Los sectores 
mas viejos de la poblaci6n solo reciben parte de esos beneficios. Ter
cero, el tratamiento del consumo exclusivamente como un costo se 
basa en la premisa de que el desarrollo de la RAU es del tipo orientado 
bacia el consumo, y que, sean cuales fueren los obstaculos al creci
miento, el consumo insuficiente no es uno de ellos. Finalmente, estos 
beneficios son los de evitar en forma permanente un nacimiento. Un 
nacimiento retardado conduciria solo a parte de estos bcneficios; esta 
proporcion depende de la forma exacta del retardo y de la tasa de des
cuento que se utilice. 

i 
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